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1 Electronic Properties and Optical
Conductivity for the Two-Plane
HUBBARD model

1.1 Why Consider the Two-Plane HUBBARD Model?

Metal-to-insulator transitions occurring in various materials have been an interesting topic for
decades. Using "simple" single-particle quantum mechanics or for a single electron moving in
a periodic lattice, or other methods approximating the many-particle problem by a collection of
single-particle problems (HARTREE-FOCK methods, density functional theory, among others)
the energy bands can be calculated. The different materials have been classified as metals
or insulators, depending on whether their FERMI level is located within a (conduction) band
or right in the gap between two bands. This allows to drive a transition from a metallic to an
insulating state by tuning the separation of a full and an empty electron band. For some metals,
like aluminium, zinc, vanadium or copper as well as quite a few insulators, semiconductors
or semimetals, like graphite [PE70, WFF71], this works remarkably well. However, there are
also quite a few cases where "simple" band structure theory fails due to the kinetic energy, the
order of magnitude of which is given by the band width, being small when compared to typical
values of the electron interaction (see, for example, [JM85], pp. 341ff, and the references cited
therein).

At first, this was noted for nickel oxide which, among other transitions, happens to be an
insulator, contrary to the predictions of band theory. It was Sir Nevill MOTT who blamed
[Mot49] the COULOMB interaction of the electrons for this strange behaviour, which was later
on found in many more materials, and who thus invented the concept of the MOTT insula-
tor and the MOTT transition [GMDSV95]. HUBBARD [Hub63] introduced several approx-
imations in order to derive a simple model still capturing the special properties of MOTT

transitions. Therefore, the HUBBARD model is the simplest model describing (at half fill-
ing) a correlation-induced metal-to-insulator transition, which has been extensively studied
even recently [GKKR96, IFT98, OMMF03b]. - Other examples for pressure-induced metal-
to-insulator transitions (bandwidth control!) include Ni(S,Se)2, vanadium (III) oxide V2O3

(figure 1.1), as well as some organic superconductors [FPCT03].
One reason for the renewed interest in the HUBBARD model is, apart from the model remain-
ing yet unsolved in more than one dimension and providing a starting place for studying mag-
netic properties of itinerant electron systems, that several high-Tc superconducting cuprate-
compound materials, being systems with strong correlations and narrow ^-electron bands,
seem to be described rather well by the HUBBARD model [GMDS V95, Nie97, Pic89, DHS03];
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Figure 1.1: Phase diagram of doped vanadium (III) oxide, V2O3 [MRR+71]. Below the NEEL

temperature, the electronic pressure-induced metal-to-insulator transition is hidden
underneath an antiferromagnetically ordered insulating phase.
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Figure 1.2: Generic phase diagram of LSCO superconductors at fixed pressure/band width;
the half-filled system is located at g = 0, where the system is antiferromagnetically
or MOTT insulating. The abbreviations denote the FERMI liquid, superconducting,
pseudo-gap and antiferromagnetic phase.

a generic phase diagram for lanthanum strontium cuprate materials (LSCO) is given in figure
1.2. For a few of these materials, optical conductivity data are available for a larger energy
range (leV « SSOOcm"1). For LSCO for varying doping, the optical conductivity was mea-
sured by UCHIDA et al. [UIT+91], for YBCO by ORENSTEIN et al. [OTM+90] (figure 1.3).
Unfortunately, to date, very few experimental data are available for half-filled YBCO over a
wide energy range [YLM+93].
Among those high-temperature superconducting materials, the YBCO materials have a cuprate
bilayer (figure 1.4) as their main structural constituent, which displays antiferromagnetic cor-
relations between the two single layers. Thus, the most appropriate HUBBARD model for
these materials is a two-plane one with a hopping term connecting the two planes, giving rise
to antiferromagnetic correlations in the high-repulsion limit [TSK+89, TGS+92, MM96]. In
addition to this model correctly describing some unexpected properties of the YBCO com-
pounds at half filling [MEM97, Nie97, HeiOO], it has also turned out to be an interesting ques-
tion whether the two possible insulating phases which can be present in a two-band model
with interaction (a band insulator for no interaction but a large band gap and a MOTT insulator
for a vanishing band gap but a strong repulsive interaction) are fundamentally different or not
[IATM, Ima05]. This issue has not yet been resolved conclusively; therefore the study of the
two-plane HUBBARD model is interesting even from a more "fundamentalist" point of view
than just finding a recipe for cooking even higher-temperature superconductors.
Moreover, the YBa2CusO6 system, featuring one half-filled conduction band, is still an insu-
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Figure 1.3: Left: Optical conductivities for doped LSCO [UIT+91]. For zero doping, at half
filling, the system is insulating. Right: Optical conductivities for undoped YBCO
[YLM+93].

lating material displaying antiferromagnetic correlations, a property shared by the HUBBARD
model at half filling and large interaction where it constitutes a MOTT insulator. Although
YBCO is believed to be a charge-transfer insulator rather than a MOTT insulator, both types
are closely related and the MOTT insulating HUBBARD model is widely accepted as a good
approximation to the insulating state of YBCO materials [Pic89].
Even though those systems display antiferromagnetic correlations, there are hints that the
metal-to-insulator transition is not driven by a doubling of the unit cell or other antiferromag-
netic effects, but is a purely electronic and not a magnetic effect. Therefore it makes sense to
study the metal-to-insulator transition even within a paramagnetic phase (or approximation).

1.2 A Brief Introduction to Dynamical Mean-Field
Theory

Dynamical Mean-Field Theory has originated [MH89, MV89, Met89] from the leading order
of an expansion of the generating function for electronic GREEN'S functions in terms of 1/d,
where d is the spatial dimension [GKKR96]. After different extensions of Dynamical Mean-
Field Theory were successfully tried [MJPH05], several other approaches to the DMFT self-
consistency equations have been developed which may be generalised [SI95, SJvD+99] more
easily in order to primarily include some effects of spatial fluctuations, but also nonequilibrium
effects [Sch99, SM02] or certain types of disorder [DK93]. The concept of a mean-field theory
is retained most clearly in the fictive impurity approach [OMMF03b, OMMF03a, FOMM],
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which also gives a clear idea of an improved and systematic approximation scheme which
might be extensible to include long-range fluctuations..
DMFT has developed into the tool of choice for studying correlation-driven metal-to-insulator
transitions [Geb97, PCJ92], as the limit of infinite coordination number constitutes a fairly
good approximation for lattices in three and even two dimensions [SC91]; several other meth-
ods, like the Random Dispersion Approximation [NG99], have virtually disappeared from the
discussion.

1.2.1 A Simple Derivation of the Dynamical Mean-Field Equations

We consider a system of electrons on a lattice, being described by the HUBBARD Hamiltonian,

H = - t ^ C&Cfr + U

where, as always, cia denotes the annihilation operator for an electron at site i having spin
component1 a = ±1 =f, 1, cfa is the corresponding creation operator; nia — cfacia- is the
particle number operator, (ij) states that the summation is to be performed over all ordered
pairs of nearest neighbour sites (i, j). i is the hopping parameter and U denotes the COULOMB
repulsion of two electrons (or holes) at the same site.
The basic idea of all mean-field theories is that essentially all sites are equivalent; therefore, the
properties of the total system may be calculated from the properties of a single site. Vice versa,
the properties of a single site may of course be calculated from those of the total system, which
makes a mean-field theory a closed system of equations which can, in principle, be solved. In
our case, the quantity describing the properties of a single site is the (time-dependent and
therefore: dynamical) on-site GREEN'S function or, equivalently, the self-energy.
So there are now two tasks: the properties of the entire system have to be determined from the
on-site self-energy, and the on-site self-energy is needed as a function of the system properties.
To that end, the system is divided up into a single site (say, 0) and the rest of the system. The
total partition function of the system then is [GKKR96, HeiOO]

z = J v [</>+, <j>0}p[<p+,cp0],

where 4>Q — (<f>oi> <?Vi) is the set of GRASSMANN eigenvalues of the FERMI operators at site 0
and P [0Q~ , 0o] is the weight for finding these values,

P [ # , <Po] = exp ( - S o [tä, <t>o])

is called the effective action for the single site 0. The other terms are:

!As only spin-1/2 particles will occur, we denote the spin components by a = ±1 rather than ±1/2 .
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The contribution of the site 0,

So = jdr (<j>t(T)(dr-

including the interaction (U) part, r denoting the imaginary MATSUBARA time and
the chemical potential,

the contribution from hopping between site 0 and its nearest neighbours,

= - fdr
J

the remainder of the lattice,

The mean-field approximation now consists of replacing P [</>J, 0o] by a gaussian distribution
(except for the local So contribution), which amounts to neglecting all contributions to 5eff
which are of higher than second order in ($}", 4>o). except the on-site (0) interaction. Indeed, it
has been shown that this approximation becomes exact in the limit of high lattice coordination
[MH89, MV89, Met89, HeiOO]. That means, the effective action becomes almost bilinear in
the fields2 and thus can be divided into two parts,

= Sbath [<£+,<&)] + U jdr^T(r)</»ot(^^W</>oi(r), (1.2)

the first part of which describes everything except the site-0 interaction, which is written sep-
arately in the second part.
The "bath" action,

bath = f dr dr' 0O
+ (r) W (r, r') fa (r1),

now includes all effects of the lattice on the site 0 except the interaction at site 0 itself3.
Therefore, it looks like the action of a model of electrons on one single site with a COULOMB
interaction which can otherwise move freely as described by the bilinear part of the effective
action given by the "WEISS field" W. In other words, the action now looks like an impurity
action where the free (impurity) GREEN'S function is W~l.

2For the same reason, the self-energy becomes local in space in the limit of high dimension.
3Comparing to classical mean-field theory, this is comparable to the WEISS field, which is the magnetic field

caused by the neighbouring sites.
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From the impurity model given by the WEISS field W or the effective action (1.2), the impu-
rity GREEN'S function may be calculated by different methods, for instance by different Quan-
tum Monte Carlo methods [FH87, HSSB81, HSSB82, GKKR96, LR04, RSL05a] (see section
1.3.1), Exact Diagonalisation [CK94, GKKR96], Semiclassical Approximations [FOMM] or
perturbative methods [GKKR96, Nie97], thus yielding the impurity local GREEN'S function,
Goo («wn). From this function the impurity model self-energy SOo {üon) may be determined
by using the DYSON equation:

Soo fan) = W (iujn) - Goo {i^n)"1,

where we have switched to the frequency representation. In practice, this self-energy is cal-
culated using a "WEISS field" from an earlier iteration until convergence has apparently been
reached.
As stated above, the second part of the Dynamical Mean-Field approximation consists of
assuming a local (that is, momentum independent) self-energy of the lattice model and taking
the impurity self-energy as the approximation:

E (u), p) = Eoo (w) H ~ Eoo (w) •

Therefore, the approximation for the momentum-dependent GREEN'S functions of the lattice
model is

G (iton, p) — (itün + p — ep — S (iun,p)) xi (iujn + p — ev — SOo (iun)) ',

integrating over all momenta yields the on-site GREEN'S function of the lattice model,

w / de D(s) {icon + p - e - Eoo (^n))" 1

= D [iun + p — Soo {iwn)) >

where ep is the single-particle kinetic energy associated to the momentum p, the quantity
D(e) — J ddpS (e — sv) is the density of states of the non-interacting lattice model, and
D(z) = / d e D(e) (z - e)"1 is the HILBERT transform of D. un = (2n + 1)TTT is the n-th
fermionic MATSUBARA frequency.
Again making use of the DYSON equation, the "WEISS field" is found:

W (iun) = Eoo (iwn) + D {iu)n + p - Eoo («*;„)) .

This allows to again determine the impurity model for the next step.
Altogether, we have the following closed set of equations, which may be solved by iteration
(see figure 1.5):

1. From the impurity model self-energy, Soo, the WEISS field is determined:

W (iun) = Soo (iwn) + D (iun + p-E00 {iun))'1. (1.3)
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W(i(on)

Figure 1.5: The DMFT self-consistency loop.

2. Then, the impurity model is solved, that means, the on-site GREEN'S function is calcu-
lated by a method of choice (Quantum Monte Carlo, Exact Diagonalisation, Semiclas-
sical Approximation,...):

(1.4)

where

\(A [<j>+, to] >b a f c h = z J V W ' ^ A W ' ^ P W ' '
denotes the expectation value of the quantity A under the influence of the effective
impurity action given by the "lattice" GREEN'S function; the probability is

—P
Z Z

Z is used as a normalisation factor in order to ensure (l)b a t h = 1.

The iteration may be started by taking a more or less educated guess for the WEISS field
W.

3. Finally, the impurity self-energy is determined using the DYSON equation,

Soo (wti) = W (iwft) - Goo (iwn)"1 • (1-5)

This process is repeated until convergence has apparently been reached.

1.2.2 The Optical Conductivity within DMFT

One of the electronic properties which are easily accessible experimentally is the "DC" con-
ductivity, distinguishing metals from insulators. The optical conductivity at finite frequencies
can be measured by several methods, among them photon spectroscopy or electron energy loss
spectroscopy; see [B1Ü02], pp. 175ff.
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The Discretised Current

Generally, the electric conductivity is the response of the current j to an externally applied
uniform electric field, E. For a lattice system, the (electric) current from site i to site j is

a

where e is the charge of the particles.
The electric field is coupled to the lattice via the dipole moment, P. If the lattice is embedded
in a real space, the sites % having coordinate vectors r^, the dipole moment is P = e ̂ i ( T ni(7ri
with components P5 = e]T.n^xf; here, n; = X ^ 7 ^ - B v u s i n § t n e continuity equation
(derived by straightforward evaluation of drii/dt using the HEISENBERG equation of motion)

dt

where the discretised divergence of the current is

and i ± 5 is the shorthand notation for the site located at r; ± e5 =: ri±$ (S denotes the
coordinate directions of the lattice), one obtains (up to a boundary term, which we neglect)

flpS

-gf = ~e

i 7

where 7 is running over the coordinate directions of the lattice. Using the antisymmetry of the
current, ji,i-7 = —ji-y,i and shifting the index in the second part from i to i + 7, this may be
transformed to

gpS

i 7

f — xf =Due to x\ — x°i+1 = —aös-y with a :— 1 being the lattice constant, we obtain

dPs

dt

If we assume the current to be uniform, ji^+s =: j 5 for all i, we finally obtain

ßpS

or - N^- ( L 6 >
where N is the number of sites4.

4Note the difference to the continuum case where, instead of N, the volume of the system occurs.
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The Current Response Function

The linear response of the current to an externally applied time-dependent small electric field
E{t) is

= 52 f
where

is the crucial linear response function, the FOURIER transform of which is the electric con-
ductivity at frequency u,

Here, 0 denotes the HEAVISIDE function. By explicitly calculating this FOURIER transform,
using time translation invariance, we find

= i f die

Here, j ß = j'^(O) denotes the SCHRÖDlNGER-picture operator, which is not time dependent.
- Using eq. (1.6), this becomes

(\jß pal)

= ~ In D
to + iQ

where GTeß.a(oo) is the current-current correlation function. - The first part constitutes the
classical DRUDE conductivity of a non-interacting system and can, in the continuum case, be
transformed to (r^ude/e = if (to + iO) • e/m • N./V • 5aß. At u ^ 0, it does not contribute to
the real part of the optical conductivity; therefore the interesting remainder (see the definition
in [GKKR96], pp. 30ff.) is the second summand:

a{u) = *dr^GÄ*M =: i^Ti5G^u + i0)- (L7)
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Diagrammatic Expansion and Simplifications in DMFT

If the FOURIER transformed current is inserted in eq. (1.7), the optical conductivity may be
written using the perturbation expansion [PCJ92, GKKR96]

k+q,o»-v /fe+9,co+v k'+q,(ö'+v

k ' , CO'

(1.8)
The full lines denote the full single-particle GREEN'S functions of given momenta and frequen-
cies, the shaded square is the irreducible two-particle vertex part. The vertices denoted by Vk
are the current vertices (from the FOURIER transformed current operator), Vk = 2i £^=i sin ks
for the hypercubic lattice.
Here, a crucial simplification of DMFT and the high-dimension limit can be applied: in the
limit of high dimension or high coordination number, the irreducible vertex parts become
purely local, that means the shaded square becomes independent of the momentum transfer,
k' — k. Therefore, the two loops become independent and the perturbation expansion acquires
a simpler form [GKKR96, PCJ92, BvD03a, BvD03b],

k+q,<o+v k+q,<a+v k'+q, co'+v

+
9 - 0

Considering only the q —> 0 limit, the second part consists of two independent loops,

k, co+v k', (O'+V k, co+v

fe'co' \ k, co /

Because Vk is antisymmetric with respect to k whereas the remainder of the bubble is symmet-
ric, the bubble bursts. Analogously, any higher-order contributions to the optical conductivity
can be shown to vanish [PCJ92], so the only survivor among the diagrams is

k, (O+V

(1.9)

Up to a constant (which, from now on, is of no interest), the optical conductivity for imaginary
frequencies therefore is

a(iv) = —^ Y^ 4£2sin2 ksGa (iu)n, k) Ga (iujn + iv, k) (1-10)
kanS
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for a bosonic MATSUBARA frequency v.
Fortunately, in a hypercubic lattice, the single-particle energies are e^ = —2t ~^2S cos kg, so
^2S At2 sin2 ks = 4dt2 — e\. Using this fact as well as the DMFT approximation for the
GREEN'S functions,

the result becomes

a(iv) = — > / d e .

where D(e) = exp (—e2/ (2t2)) / (2y/7ri) is the gaussian density of states of the hypercubic
lattice5.
This quantity can be evaluated numerically rather easily6; however, then a numerical analytical
continuation to real frequencies has to be performed. To that end, a bosonic maximum-entropy
algorithm must be used, which has proven to be numerically unreliable for very low frequen-
cies (due to the discretisation of the frequencies necessary in the maximum-entropy proce-
dure), which is a severe drawback for calculating the DRUDE peak by fitting (see [Fuh06] p.
55). Therefore we calculate the real-frequency optical conductivity using an explicit analytic
continuation of the MATSUBARA frequency optical conductivity [PCJ92].
In order to evaluate this quantity, the LEHMANN representation of the GREEN'S functions is
used,

lLOn -

where the spectral function is

Substituting the LEHMANN representation, one obtains

o\%v) ~
n ^ -

for a bosonic MATSUBARA frequency v.
For performing the MATSUBARA sum, we take the usual trick of writing it as a complex inte-
gral. We therefore need a function with poles at the MATSUBARA frequencies with residues
Tj {(iujn — £) (iun + iv — £')). This function may be

5The scaling of the hopping parameter with increasing lattice coordination z or spatial dimension d = z/2 is

6The sums performed numerically are always finite; hence a suitable extrapolation schneme has to be used.
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with the FERMI function f(u) = 1/ (exp(cj/T) + 1). So, the integral of g on a contour around
the complex plane will vanish, and so will the sum over the contribution of all of its poles.
Apart from the poles at iun, there are two additional ones at u> = £ and cu = £' — iu, having
residues Z/(2TT) • / (£) / ( £ - £ ' + w) and -i/(2n) • / (£ ' - iu)/ (f - £' + ii/), respectively. So
the MATSUBARA sum can be rewritten

+ iu — £' £ — £' + iu £ — £' + iu £ — £' + iv '

a s / (£' — w) = f (^')' because ^ is a bosonic MATSUBARA frequency. That means,

a° V̂  /'j,jt^'n/,\^/t\^/tA /.(0-/(O= 7 E / de d^ ̂ ' ̂ (eX (0 ̂  (O - f' +

Now we are in a position to analytically continue this quantity to real frequencies, iu — co+iO,
yielding the optical conductivity (which is a retarded quantity). Only calculating the contribu-
tions at u T̂  0, using the representation

Im = — TTS(X),
x + iO y '

and thoroughly collecting all i's, the real part of the optical conductivity thus is

ded£ D(e)A°t ( 0 A\ (H + u) f ( 0 ~ f ^ + u). (1.11)

This equation may be used in order to determine the optical conductivity, the components of
which are then given as Re aßa (u) = 5apRe a (u).

Obtaining the Spectral Function

Finally, the question remains how to obtain the spectral function A°(LU) (figure 1.6): in prin-
ciple, it can be determined as the imaginary part of G^(u + iO). However, in order to get

- e -

we have to know the real-frequency self-energy,

While the former can be numerically calculated as GQ^ICO) = D (u + //), the latter is ob-
tained from a numerical analytical continuation of the on-site GREEN'S function, Goo (iu}n) or
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Figure 1.6: How to obtain the spectral function.

1.2.3 Generalisation to a Two-Plane System

The DM FT Equations

We here consider a two-plane HUBBARD model7,

H - - - V^ r+

(ij)aa

(1.12)

where the additional label a = 0,1 denotes one of two planes coupled by the inter-plane
hopping parameter ij_. The kinetic energy is diagonalised by a change of basis to the sym-
metric/antisymmetric combinations, CJS/A<T = {cioa ± cna) /V%- All the GREEN'S functions
become 2 x 2 matrices corresponding to a two-impurity model; due to the symmetry un-
der exchange of the planes, the GREEN'S functions and the self-energies can be described by
just two functions each, which we denote by the index a = S, A, like Gs and GA- Using

= Go ± Gi, the real-plane quantities are matrices of the shape [HeiOO, FHM06]

G =
Go G\
Gi Go

By diagonalising the kinetic energy operator, the single-particle energies £S/A,P = £p T t± are
found.
Following exactly the lines given before, the DMFT equations are slightly altered in order to
accommodate a two-plane system; instead of the equations given in section 1.2.1, we now
have the following routine:

7The hopping parameter is t/y/z = t/2, ensuring that the band width retained by DMFT is the correct band
width for a two-dimensional square lattice.
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1. From the two-impurity model self-energy matrix given by the values for the symmet-
ric/antisymmetric plane, EOQ , the symmetric/antisymmetric WEISS field matrix is de-
termined:

iun) = SQO/A (iw„) + D (iun + ßTt±- X%A (z^))"1. (1.13)

2. Then, the two-impurity model is solved, that means the on-site GREEN'S function is
calculated by some method:

Goo''* ( T S ) = {d>laa ( r ) cf>Oa,a ( r ' ) ) b a t h . , (1.14)

where

(A [0O
+, fa] ) b a t h = \ J T > [</>O+, <h] A [0O

+, 0O] P

denotes the expectation value of the quantity A under the influence of the effective
impurity action given by the WEISS field matrix (the fields </>0 now have one more index
a denoting the plane); the probability is

— P [ 0 0 |

where this calculation usually has to be done in the real-plane basis, because the inter-
action term is then local. - Z again serves to ensure (l)b a t h = 1.

The iteration is again started by taking an educated guess for the WEISS field, for ex-
ample, the inverse free GREEN'S function may be inserted.

3. Finally, the impurity self-energy is determined using the DYSON equation (which now
is a matrix equation),

Soo (iun) = W (iun) - Goo (^n)" 1 • (1.15)

The Optical Conductivity (in-plane)

When calculating the in-plane optical conductivity, no larger changes in the formulae do occur;
with one exception. Considering the diagrammatic expansion (1.8), momentum conservation
has to be satisfied at every vertex. For the single-plane case, this becomes irrelevant in the
limit of high dimension or high lattice coordination8. However, for the two-plane case, there
is an additional momentum component perpendicular to the planes, which can assume one
of the two values 0 and ir/(plane distance), corresponding to the symmetric or antisymmetric
(bonding or anti-bonding) combination of the planes. This can be seen explicitly by calculat-
ing the corresponding FOURIER transform. As the momentum entering the bubble from the
left and leaving to the right is zero (symmetric), so, too, is the perpendicular component. This

8In order to keep the model non-trivial, the hopping parameter in the Hamiltonian then has to be replaced by
t/y/z, where z is the lattice coordination number. For a HUBBARD square lattice plane, the correct bandwidth
is therefore retained in the infinite-^ DMFT limit if the hopping parameter in the Hamiltonian is t /2 .
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means, as the perpendicular momentum component coming with q is zero, the perpendicular
components corresponding to k and k + q have to be equal, corresponding to propagators both
symmetric or both antisymmetric in the bubble in the propagator in

k, co+v, S/A

v
5 - . (1.16)

k, co, S/A

Like in the single-plane case, no other processes contribute (no band transitions have to be
included), as the DMFT arguments do not change in any way due to the extension to a two-
plane system, and band transitions may occur only at interaction vertices.
This means the optical conductivity for the two-plane model is

^ vlG* (*"»' fc) G° ̂  + iu>fc) (L17)

kern a=S/A

for a bosonic MATSUBARA frequency v. For a hypercubic lattice, just as before, we obtain

eD(e)G^(iu>n)G^(iLJn + iu). (1.18)

The real part of the optical conductivity is

de d^ D(e) A™ ( 0 A?° (g + a;) f ^] f^ + UJ\ (1.19)

The spectral functions Afa(u) can be determined just as before, as the imaginary part of
Gfa(u + iO). In order to get

we again use the DYSON equation,

which, this time, is a matrix equation not only in the spin a (in which it is diagonal for the
paramagnetic case) but also in the plane index a (in which it is diagonal only in the symmet-
ric/antisymmetric basis).
For the two-plane system, GQ^' S^A{UJ) = D {u =F tx + ß) \ again, the second summand is
obtained from a numerical analytic continuation of the local GREEN'S functions for the sym-
metric or antisymmetric planes, G%A (icon) or GOQ (r).
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1.2.4 Choice of the Lattice

Obviously, the lattice of choice is a hypercubic lattice, because transport quantities like the op-
tical conductivity, where vectorial physical quantities (the momentum) are involved, are well-
defined. However, in a hypercubic lattice in high dimensions, the spectral density becomes a
gaussian which, even though it has an appealing mathematical form, has a high-frequency tail
which makes it a rather bad approximation to finite-dimensional systems having a finite band
width with no spectral weight beyond those boundaries. Therefore, in our work we chose to
approximate the gaussian function by a semi-elliptic shape, which would become exact in the
case of an infinite-coordination BETHE lattice (CAYLEY tree) [GKKR96, BvD03a, BvD03b].
Although this "cutting off" of the artificial tails is quite an ad hoc approximation, it removes
the artificial absence of the metal-to-band insulator phase transition for the hypercubic lattice
in the limit of high dimensionality.

1.2.5 The Self-Energy and the Quasiparticle Weight

The GREEN'S functions depend on the self-energy via

1 1
Ga(u,p) =

- (eg + Re£a(cj)) - i

where in DMFT, the self-energy does not depend on the momentum; e^ denotes the single-
particle energy of a particle in a band a with momentum p.
If the spectral function, Im Ga (u + iO, p), displays a 5-like quasiparticle peak at a frequency
£p, that means that for this frequency the denominator vanishes [JFP95] (except for a very
small imaginary part9 giving the inverse quasiparticle life time),

z% + Re £" (e£ + iO) = e% and Im £ a (e£ + iO) = 0.

As the location e* of the quasiparticle peak can be determined "experimentally" (that is, nu-
merically), it is interesting to know the location of the "bare" frequency, e* (and thus the
momentum) at which the quasiparticle peak is located10: €% = £%- Re E a (£"£).
If we only consider the immediate neighbourhood of the quasiparticle peak, u> ~ e°, we thus
can approximate

Re SQ (w + iO) = Re S a (e£ + iO) + (w - e^)
9a;

and, therefore,

9ReS

+

u - (e£ + Re£Q (u

9At finite temperature, the imaginary part usually has a finite value proportional to the width of the quasiparticle
peak. This does not change the calculation significantly. In our particular case, the imaginary part is obviously
very small.

10This is in contrast to the usual arguments, see [AGD75], where the self-energy is calculated close to the "bare"
FERMI level and then the arising corrections to the chemical potential are considered self-consistently.
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Analogously, for the imaginary part,

, d l m £ a , .-> 1 <92Im£a

+ •",du2
££

where the constant term vanishes, as stated above, and the first derivative vanishes, because
Im E a may not have a sign change. That means, the GREEN'S function for u ~ ip is

,2
Separating the imaginary part and neglecting terms of order (u — e°) in the denominator
(which is safe since they are much smaller than the leading term at u> & e®, which, due to the
numerator being small, is the only region where they might contribute otherwise), one obtains

This reproduces a 5-shaped quasiparticle peak of weight11 Z right at e^, plus an incoherent
background which is determined by <92Im Tffdu2 < 0. Particularly, that means12

• If there is a quasiparticle peak located at an energy e for a band a (for some momentum
p), then Im T,a(e) = 0 as well as dim T,a/dtü\e = 0. A shift of the chemical potential is
already incorporated in the position of the quasiparticle peak and need not be considered
separately.

• Then, the corresponding quasiparticle weight is

1
Z =

If Im EQ (e) 7̂  0, excitations at energy e only have a finite life-time and are no good
quasiparticles any more. If Im SQ diverges (or, equivalently, Re S a suffers a jump or
even a singularity), the "excitations" have no life-time at all (that means they cease to
exist); for e = 0 at the FERMI level this means the system is an insulator due to its
self-energy, that is, due to the interactions of its particles.

11Z is the quasiparticle renormalisation constant.
12 With the obvious changes for higher temperatures.
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1.3 Numerical Solution of the DMFT Equations

1.3.1 Solving the Impurity Model: HIRSCH-FYE Monte Carlo

Transforming the Path Integral

As a part of the self-consistency loop (Fig. 1.5), the on-site GREEN'S function of an impurity
model has to be evaluated, as given in eq. (1.14),

\ \ [ M >*Oaa (r) 4 w * (r) P [</£, <h] , (1.20)

where

ry \/rQ > ' 0J ry

The variable a denotes the two impurity sites of the model, corresponding to the two planes
of a HUBBARD model in DMFT.
This means a path integral has to be evaluated, using an action functional quartic in the fields,
which cannot be done analytically. In order to use no biased approximation (like, for example,
some perturbative techniques, which are unable to reliably capture phase transitions), a Monte
Carlo integration procedure seems to be the method of choice for the evaluation of the path
integral for finite temperatures. However, as the fields are fermionic, it is not possible to
sample the probability distribution P right away, but, instead, it is necessary to transform the
fields away and replace them by a more commuting sort of number.
To that end, various transformations have been tried [FH87, GKKR96, HSSB81, HSSB82,
Hir83, McN96], most successfully the discrete analogue of a HUBBARD-STRATONOVICH

transformation,

exp (-UArn^n^ = - V " exp ( A/x (nT - n{) - —Ar (nT + n{)) , (1.21)

where cosh A = exp (UAr/2). For the purpose of deriving a Monte Carlo algorithm, we will
assume that the action and, thus, the probability density can be written in terms of some "bath"
Hamiltonian H incorporating all of the properties of the system except the interaction on the
"impurity" site; the details of H are of no interest at all; we only will assume it has already
been diagonalised and, therefore, is bilinear in the fields </>+, 4>.

Then, the usual TROTTER decomposition becomes feasible, discretising the path integrals.
In order to keep the discussion tractable, we will, for now, consider the application of the
discrete HUBBARD-STRATONOVICH transformation to the partition function only,

Z =
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The application to the calculation of GREEN'S functions is very similar and can be found in
[HSSB81,HSSB82,FH87].
After performing the TROTTER decomposition into L time slices Te, the partition function may
be transformed to be written as [HeiOO]

Z = TL E
a=0,l

Here, the abbreviations 4>at = 4>o (re) an<3 naae = 4>*aat,$a.ai. are used.
The GREEN'S function of the TROTTER decomposed system are still given by

where, apart from the averages over the fermionic fields <f>+, <f>, also an average over all corn-
figurations of the ISING spin-like variables pf = ±1 has to be performed. Without that ISING
spin configuration average, we denote

which corresponds to the GREEN'S function of a particle moving in an external field given by
the configuration p.

Derivation of the Algorithm

The partition function of the HUBBARD-STRATONOVICH transformed two-impurity problem
is given by [HeiOO]

where ß = ( ^ = O , . . . , L - I ; Q = O , I
 a n d

= I I T r

with

/ gXcrß g \

1
1

( \

and

0\
o\(Tß

0

. (1.22)

After using

T r e = det (1 + e~Ae~Ae~B (1.23)
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which is valid for fermionic operators cf, Q,

Zß = ]J det (1 + B(a/j0)

where /^ = ($, /j,j) and B{aß) = exp(—ArTio) exp(F<T(/y,)) as well as

As discussed in more detail in [HeiOO], this determinant can be handled more easily when
written as

Zß = Y[det (1 + B(aßo) • • • B(aßL^)) = JJdet0£, (1.24)
a a

where
0 •

1 •

• . •

•

•• 0

•• 0

•. 1
0

0
1

- 1
As derived in [GKKR96], the TROTTER-discretised GREEN'S function satisfies gafi = (ö°)
leading to a DYSON-like equation relating the /jx-dependent GREEN'S functions for two differ-
ent ISING spin configurations /x, [i! (the spin index being suppressed: as Z^ — Z^Zj^ factorises
into two parts corresponding to a = ±1, finally the product for these two cases has to be taken
when calculating determinants):

where

0 e

As exp (Vß> - Vß) is diagonal with the only non-zero elements in the first two rows, asso-
ciated to the impurity sites, these impurity sites completely decouple from the rest of the
system, enabling us to drop the additional degrees of freedom related to that "bath". There-
fore, a similar DYSON-like equation is satisfied by the impurity-site-only GREEN'S function,

where the matrices Vß now are reduced to the elements corresponding to the impurity sites,
a = 0,1, having diagonal elements Xa/j,®.
When averaging over different ISING spin configurations, the GREEN'S function needs to
be updated for every move; it is also important to be able to quickly calculate the relative
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"BOLTZMANN" weight of the new spin configuration (the absolute weight is Z^ — det Oß =
1/ det Gß). This DYSON-like equation can be used especially well in the case; for a single
"spin" at ^ being flipped and all others remaining unchanged, we obtain [HeiOO] the ratio of
"BOLTZMANN" weights

4>, 40)

and the GREEN'S function can be updated by means of

where

= : A

1 /

and

(1 + SUoSaao ( CT^o

So, now we have at hand all the ingredients for a Monte Carlo algorithm.
In practice, for initialisation a GREEN'S function with (contrary to the usual case) [i = 0 is
used in order to calculate the GREEN'S function for ß ^ 0 using the DYSON-like equation; as
such, the bath GREEN'S function, G^tt-, is appropriate. The physical GREEN'S functions are
determined by averaging over all /^-dependent GREEN'S functions Gß.

1.3.2 Finding the Spectral Density and Numerical Analytic
Continuation: the Maximum-Entropy Method

Physical formulae are, in ninety percent of all cases, pieces of modern art where
quite a lot of interpretation has to be added in order to understand what the author
wanted. - Thomas Fischbacher

In order to find the real-frequency GREEN'S functions which are needed in order to calcu-
late the optical conductivity, as stated in section 1.2.2, it is necessary to analytically continue
the MATSUBARA GREEN'S function Goo (*<̂ n) to a real-frequency retarded GREEN'S func-
tion, Goo (^ + iO). As "both" of these functions are, in reality, the same function given by a
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LEHMANN representation, just evaluated at different points in the complex plane,

+ to -

it is convenient to try to find the spectral density, A(£) — —Im Goo (^ + *0) /n, in order to
perform the continuation. Additionally, the spectral density itself contains basically all the
important (single-particle) information, which, for instance, permits to classify the system as
a metal or as an insulator.
From the Monte Carlo procedure, only the imaginary-time dependent GREEN'S function,
GOO(T) = T^ n exp(—ia; n r ) Goo («^n)> is obtained. Substituting the LEHMANN represen-
tation and performing the summation just as in section 1.2.2,

The Monte Carlo algorithm returns the impurity GREEN'S function for a discretised set of
(maybe, L pa 100) imaginary times only, so it would be straightforward to simply discretise
eq. (1.25) and solve the resulting linear equation system for the spectral density A at a similarly
large set of frequencies. However, this procedure usually does not yield meaningful results due
to different reasons which are, in more detail, discussed in [vdL95, JG96, HeiOO]:

• In order to reveal the interesting details, the spectral density needs to be known at more
points than can be achieved by direct inversion (the high-frequency tails usually do not
reveal anything interesting, but nevertheless contribute to eq. (1.25), so it would be a
waste of information to find the high-energy tails from the GREEN'S function where the
same information could be used to reveal more details of the spectrum near the FERMI

energy). Thus, the GREEN'S function itself contains only incomplete information; addi-
tional information has to be incorporated from elsewhere.

• The mapping A >—» Goo is v e i7 insensitive to some details of the spectral function, on the
other hand, that means the inversion problem is absolutely ill-conditioned; in practice,
it has been shown that errors might blow up by a factor of 105 [vdL95].

• Additionally, due to the stochastic nature of a Monte Carlo process, there are indeed
errors in the input data and, moreover, these errors are correlated.

Meeting these needs, the Maximum-Entropy method has been developed for image recon-
struction and adapted to the reconstruction of spectral data for Quantum Monte Carlo simula-
tions [SSG90, GJSS91, JG96, vdLPH96].
The discretised version of eq. (1.25) is

N

J2M^An, £ = 0,...,L-l (1.26)
T l = l
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with an "integration" kernel of

Aw =
N

where con denotes the diescretised frequencies which usually do not coincide with the MAT-
SUBARA frequencies! ge{A) is the value of a GREEN'S function at time re = £AT which
belongs to a spectral density A with discretised values An = A (u)n).
We are now facing the task, given an "experimental"13 GREEN'S function with discretised
values pexp as well as additional parameters which we call rj (and which, for example, may
include the stochastic errors associated to gexp), to find the spectral density which is the most
probable one, we are thus constructing a maximum-likelihood estimator for the spectral den-
sity. In other words, the conditional probability

has to be maximised.
Assuming a gaussian probability distribution for the "experimental" values

(1-27)

x2
A(gexp) = (g°"-g(A))1 • c-1. (sT*-g(A)),

where C is the covariance matrix of the data; here, the empirical covariance matrix may safely
be used [vdLPH96]. Without any further knowledge, it is optimal to use the SKILLING prior,

P(A\v) = (^Y -L-exp(ag(A)) (1.28)
n

N-l , . x

S(A) = Y^[An-mn-An\og^), (1.29)
n=0 V mn'>

where S(A) is the JAYNES entropy with respect to the default model m, which, in the absence
of any other information, determines the most probable values of A, thus guiding the recon-
struction of A for the area where no information can be extracted from any "experimental"
sources. Thus, by choosing the right default model, external information about the shape of
the spectral densities can be incorporated, which will be followed unless there is a reason in
the experimental data to overrule it. a is a regularisation parameter determining the relative
weight of the entropy vs. the "experimental" data.
Inserting all this, we find the probability to be determined by

P{A\g^,r,) - exp(^exP(a, A)), where <j>g^{a,A) = aS(A) - l-X\ Q?exp) • Ü-30)

13"Experimental" means the GREEN'S function is given from outside, for instance, as a Monte Carlo result.
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There still is one free parameter, a, which has to be determined in the course of the calculation.
This parameter is again chosen by maximising its probability,

P(a\aexp ri) = P ^'geXP' ^ = - fVl^^Pla A oexp ri)

where 77 — (a, 77'). The measure is derived in [JG96], The integral is evaluated by means of a
saddle point approximation [HeiOO], finally leading to

^ (1.31)

Ann' = önn> +
a w

The general procedure, therefore, is the following:

• For a given a, the A value maximising <pgeXP(a, A) has to be found. P (a, \gexp,r]') is
calculated.

• Try different a values until P (a, \gexp,rj') becomes maximal. This is the case in a
reasonable approximation [JG96] if

Maximisation Using LAGRANGE Multipliers

Unfortunately, a straightforward maximisation of </yxp(a, A) has proven to be numerically
unstable [vdL95]. Therefore, the function

0'(a, A, G) = aS(A) - ^ [gf - Ge) (C"1)^ {gfp - Ge) (1.32)
it'

is maximised instead, the constraint

being enforced by a LAGRANGE multiplier, aXe. After analytically maximising with respect
to A and eliminating that quantity, a maximisation with respect to G can be done analytically
as well, so, after incorporating the constraint, the final equation which has to be solved in order
to find the maximum-entropy value of A is [HeiOO]

Y,ee'\e' = 0. (1.33)
V

This equation is solved using the NEWTON-RAPHSON method.
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1.3.3 Different Methods for Analytic Continuation

The Dynamic Method

JARRELL and BiHAM have proposed [JB89] a method for reconstructing the spectral density
based on simulating the movement of a system with coordinates Am in a suitably chosen
potential. As the MATSUBARA frequency-dependent GREEN'S function is given to be

Goo («*>„) = du -—- pa -iun \ Aw - T - — - - > Awm ————,

if we assume a real-frequency discretisation using just the MATSUBARA frequencies, the "cor-
rect" spectral density Am := A (um) can be obtained by minimising the squared deviation,
following an artificial dynamics

dt

using a "force"
Im GQQ (JU

where, in the ideal case, F r e g vanishes. However, this method would just amount to solving
eq. (1.26) and therefore be very prone to the sawtooth instability due to stochastic errors of
the GREEN'S function; moreover, the correct normalisation would not be guaranteed. In order
to overcome those drawbacks, an additional "force" is introduced,

( \ 3

^2 Am - 1) - 4CS (Am-2 - AAm^ + QAm - AAm+1 + Am+2)

the first part of which should drive the set of the (Am) towards the correct normalisation;
the second part serves to regularise the procedure, smoothening the spectral density and thus
preventing the sawtooth instability (it essentially amounts to the third derivative of A(UJ)). The
constants Cn and Cs are to be chosen as small as possible while still yielding a "reasonable"
result containing sharp peaks but no artificial ones.
Even though the method appears to be fast and simple, there are severe drawbacks:

• Most important, it is entirely unclear how the ad-hoc parameters Cn and Cs are to be
chosen. This is of quite some importance, because Cs will not only prevent the method
from displaying artificial "sawtooths", but to some extent also from reconstructing sharp
features of the correct spectral density. Therefore, this method can well be used for
quick-and-dirty gauging of the spectral density, but for no serious reconstruction.

• No additional information which may result from other methods (for instance, the asymp-
totic behaviour of the spectral density) may be incorporated, thus wasting "experimen-
tal" information for reconstructing features which were already known beforehand.
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• The method relies critically on the discretisation of real frequencies being just the MAT-
SUBARA frequencies. This is too coarse in order to reconstruct the more subtle details,
especially at low frequencies, whereas switching to a different frequency discretisation
leads to a much more complicated force and, in our experience, wrong results.

• The method, as presented above and in [JB89], is suited only for the case of particle-
hole symmetry; the real part of GOo (iwn) is entirely ignored. Also incorporating the real
part in the least-squares minimisation has proven to lead to a "force" which is not only
much clumsier to handle but also appears to lead to mostly random results.

For these reasons, the dynamic reonstruction method by JARRELL and BIHAM is considered
unsuitable for anything beyond giving a rough idea of the spectral function of a half-filled
particle-hole symmetric system.

1.3.4 The Stochastic Method

Obviously inspired by the success of Monte Carlo methods for calculating ground state proper-
ties of various physical systems, MiSHCHENKO, SviSTUNOV and SAKAMOTO [MPSS] have
introduced a stochastic method for reconstructing the spectral density of zero-temperature
systems. The basic idea is to exactly solve eq. (1.25), as a criterion using the difference

\ p A \GOo(re)-ge{A)\

(and nothing else) in order to obtain an unbiased estimate for the spectral density. The denom-
inator is chosen in order to enable the reconstruction even in those r regions where GOO(T) is
very small.
In contrast, other methods use some distortion of eq. (1.25), which is to be solved, in order
suppress the sawtooth instability. At the same time, as many independent samples as possible
are to be employed (each of which will display the effects of the sawtooth instability) in order
to average out those sharp features which are artefacts of the reconstruction. Additionally, no
fixed real-frequency discretisation is used, because very sharp peaks (like a zero-temperature
quasiparticle peak) are narrower than any reasonable discretisation would allow to reconstruct.
In detail, the guesses for the spectral density are step functions composed of rectangles which,
in the process of optimisation, are being moved, resized, split and joined. So, for a very large
number of rectangles, smooth functions may be reconstructed as well as 5-like peaks, whereas
the hope is that the "noise" will just average out if enough samples are collected. In order
to prevent the process from becoming stuck in a local minimum of the deviation, random
updates of the samples are not done one at a time, but in sequences of varying length each step
of which may also be included with a certain probability even if it decreases the accuracy of
the approximation, but the sequence as a whole is only accepted if the accuracy is increased
and the deviation decreased.

This method has proven to be quite reliable for the zero-temperature case. We have not been
able to implement it for finite temperature because it crucially relies on the analytically exact
knowledge of the GREEN'S function contribution of a rectangular (or elementary in a different
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way) function, which is not provided for finite temperature. A sufficiently good approxima-
tion using the SOMMERFELD expansion was not possible; numerically tabulating the neces-
sary integrals turned out to vastly exceed the available computer memory before achieving a
sufficient accuracy. Therefore, for the time being, MiSHCHENKO et al.'s method is unsuitable
for the reconstruction of finite-temperature spectral functions, even though the application in
the zero-temperature case has proven to be auspicious in spite of the high VC dimension of
the set of approximating functions [VapOO, BuhOO].

1.4 Numerical Results for the Two-Plane HUBBARD

Model
The calculations reported below14 were, unless mentioned otherwise, performed for an inverse
temperature of ß — 40 (all energies measured in units of t, that means t = 1), using L = 100
time slices in the Monte Carlo algorithm. This temperature was chosen in order to stay below
the critical temperature for the MOTT transition for a single plane [GKKR96, PCJ92], but still
enable calculations with not too many time slices in a reasonable time.

1.4.1 The Free System

In order to check the Monte Carlo as well as the reconstruction algorithm, the spectral densities
for the non-interacting (U = 0) system were calculated for an inter-plane hopping of tp =
t x = 0.0, . . . ,2.4. Duetoeq. (1.13),

4S/A M = D(u±t±),

which is clearly reproduced, as can be seen in figure 1.7. As the default model, we used
the sum of two normalised semi-ellipses of half-width 2 located at ±t± in order to guide the
reconstruction of the spectral density unless the empirical data disagree15. If a default model
which is not adapted to the particular system under consideration is used, the general shape
of the spectral density is still reliably reconstructed, but the details become distorted [HeiOO].
In our case it can be seen that even the band edges are crisp and the semi-elliptic structure is
perfectly well reproduced; the error bars are of the order of magnitude of the line width.
In order to keep the figures tractable, we have only depicted the spectral density for the sym-
metric (bonding) band; the antisymmetric one is the same reflected about the y axis (due to
overall particle-hole symmetry, the total spectral density has to be symmetric). The metal-to-
band insulator transition occurs where the symmetric and the antisymmetric bands no longer
overlap, which happens at t± = 2.0.
The corresponding optical conductivities are given in figure 1.8. As can be seen, with increas-
ing t± the optical conductivity decreases until, at t± ~ 0, the conductivity vanishes, marking

14The work presented in this section has been conducted in cooperation with Andreas FUHRMANN and has
partly been published in [FHM06].

15 In order to allow for the reconstruction of a spectral density with features outside that region, a small positive
"background", which, in our case, is uniform, has to be added to the semi-ellipses.
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Figure 1.7: Spectral densities of the symmetric (bonding) plane for the non-interacting system
for different values of t±.

Figure 1.8: The optical conductivity of the non-interacting two-plane system for different
values of t±.
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Figure 1.9: Spectral densities of the uncoupled system, initialised with an insulating solution.
Note the "pinning" effect. The MOTT insulator-to-metal transition occurs at U fa
4.75.

the metal-to-band insulator transition. As was to be expected for a non-interacting system, the
optical conductivity displays a perfect DRUDE/LORENTZ shape.

1.4.2 The Uncoupled System

In order to compare our results to earlier results from, for example, [PCJ92, GKKR96, BCV01 ],
we have calculated the properties for two uncoupled planes (t± = 0) for different interaction
values U. In figure 1.9, the results for the transition from the insulating to the metallic state
are depicted. The iteration was initialised using an insulating solution. Several details can be
clearly seen:

• From figure 1.9, the "pinning" effect of the spectral density at to = 0 is easily recog-
niseable; A(0) fa 1/n is (numerically: almost, due to the broadening of sharp features
by the maximum-entropy algorithm) constant.

• The insulator-to-metal transition happens at U fa 4.7 by the sudden appearance of the
quasiparticle peak around UJ fa 0; this is the lower critical U value where the insulating
solution disappears. At lower U values, the three peaks slowly unite to form a single
peak.

The band edges are distinct.
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Figure 1.10: Some spectral densities of the uncoupled system, initialised with a metallic so-
lution. The MOTT metal-to-insulator transition at U ~ 5.5 is clearly visible.

• The lower and upper HUBBARD bands are located around ui RJ ±[/ /2.

Due to the hysteresis phenomenon [GKKR96], when initialising the iteration with an insulat-
ing solution, the MOTT transition will be found at the lower edge of the coexistence region;
the upper boundary can be found by initialising with a metallic solution. So, the metal-to-
insulator transition was calculated, proceeding from low to high interaction values, some of
the resulting spectral densities being shown in figure 1.10. Here, the MOTT transition occurs
only at the upper critical interaction value of U ~ 5.5. This means that the coexistence region
at t_L = 0.0 and ß ~ 40 extends over the interval U € [4.7, 5.5], This corresponds very well
to the known properties of the single-plane HUBBARD model.
As the default model, a semi-ellipsis of half-width U/2 + 2 was used. This yields much better
results than a Lorentzian or flat default model [HeiOOj.
As can be seen from the optical conductivity data, when initialising with a metallic solution,
the transition is found at the upper boundary located at U ~ 5.5.

The Optical Conductivity

We have calculated the optical conductivity for the system in the insulating phase, that means
for the iteration initialised with an insulating-like GREEN's function. The results are given
in figures 1.11, 1.12 and 1.13. The different features of the optical conductivity are clearly
visible: with increasing interaction U, the weight of the LORENTZ peak at u ~ 0 decreases
(the DRUDE weight; see below in section 1.5), but two other peaks start emerging: for the
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Figure 1.11: The optical conductivity of the uncoupled system for different values of U, ini-
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Figure 1.13: The optical conductivity for the uncoupled system for different values of U,
initialised with an insulating function (semi-log plot).

metallic case, the mid-infrared peak at u> ~ U/2 (which can, due to the 1/u term in the optical
conductivity, not be seen very well in the linear plots; however, it is well visible in the semi-log
plot) and the charge excitation peak at u f« U, which also occurs in the insulating system.
The DRUDE peak completely disappears above U « 4.7, corresponding to the (lower) metal-
to-insulator transition at U = 4.7. The evolution of the DRUDE weights is considered below,
in section 1.5.

1.4.3 The Weakly Interacting System

A first point of interest is whether the metal-to-band insulator transition is influenced by a
weak interaction of the electrons. In figure 1.14, the spectral densities for the symmetric plane
are depicted; again, the results for the antisymmetric plane are given by the graphs reflected
about the vertical axis. Most prominently, it can be seen that the overall shape of the spectral
densities does not change with respect to figure 1.7, even though a slightly asymmetric feature
on the right slope of the spectral density emerges, which appears to be a precursor of the
quasiparticle peak. The metal-to-insulator transition still happens at t± & 2.0; from the optical
conductivity it can be seen more clearly that the transition is indeed located at t± — 2.0. From
that result, it may be concluded that at sufficiently low U values the COULOMB interaction
does not constitute a relevant perturbation.
For reconstructing the spectral densities, as the default model, two semi-ellipses centered at
±t± of half-width U/2 + 2 are used.
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Figure 1.14: Spectral densities of the almost free (U = 1.0) system. The metal-to-band insu-
lator transition is slightly influenced by the interaction.

The corresponding optical conductivities are depicted in figure 1.15. Just as for the spectral
functions, the perturbation by the non-zero value of the interaction parameter U is barely
visible; the metal-to-band insulator transition is found at t± = 2.0.

1.4.4 The Weakly Coupled System

In earlier works, the focus frequently was directed to the influence of a weak coupling of the
planes on the MOTT transition [Nie97, HeiOO]. As given in figures 1.16 and 1.17, the MOTT
transition is not changed much; only the transition values have slightly decreased with respect
to the uncoupled values. The coexistence region is now located at about U € [4.3,4.7].
Generally, it can be seen that, due to the exchange splitting of the symmetric and antisym-
metric plane, the upper HUBBARD band is slightly reduced whereas the lower HUBBARD

band slightly gains weight. As before, the spectral density for the antisymmetric (antibond-
ing) plane is found by reflection w i—> —u; therefore, for the antisymmetric plane, the upper
HUBBARD band slightly increases at the expense of the lower HUBBARD band.
When considering the still weaker coupling of t± = 0.2, it can be clearly seen from figure
1.18 that the exchange splitting of the quasiparticle peaks is reduced by the interaction, as was
already found in [Nie97, HeiOO].
The optical conductivities are shown in 1.19, 1.20 and 1.21 for t± = 0.2. and In figure
1.20 the mid-IR peak for U = 4.5 appears unusually large, which is due to the very narrow
quasiparticle peak in the corresponding spectral density; therefore the spectral weight for the
mid-IR peak is distributed over a small frequency range.
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metallic solution. The transition can be seen at U ~ 4.7.
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Figure 1.17: Spectral densities of the weakly coupled (tx = 0.5) system, initialised with an
insulating solution. The transition is located at U »s 4.3.

1.4.5 Strong Coupling and Strong Correlations

We now consider the cases of stronger coupling and a stronger interaction. By scanning the
(U, t±) parameter space, the position of the metal-to-insulator transitions was found (see below
in section 1.5). It is obvious from the preceding that the coexistence region extends from
t± = 0 to finite values of tx- In order to find the total extent, we have calculated the spectral
densities at tj. = 1, which are given in figures 1.22 and 1.23.
The optical conductivity is depicted in figures 1.24, 1.25 and 1.26. Again, the general shape
of the optical conductivity function has not changed greatly from the values for the uncoupled
system; apart from the DRUDE peak for the metallic case, the more or less broad peaks at
u raU and, for the metallic case, at UJ « {7/2, can be quite clearly recognised.
Even stronger than for t± = 0.5, the lower HUBBARD band of the symmetric (and the upper
HUBBARD band of the antisymmetric) plane is enhanced, whereas the upper (lower) one is
strongly suppressed. This pattern is the intermediate between a band splitting at U = 0 and
a MOTT-HUBBARD splitting at tx = 0, giving rise to the speculation that this "intermediate"
type of insulator might continuously be connected to both the band insulator and the MOTT
insulator. This will be discussed later in more detail.

At tx = 1-5 no coexistence region is found any more (figure 1.27); the results for the iteration
being initialised using a metallic or an insulating GREEN'S function are identical. The metal-
to-insulator transition is located at U « 2.5 for tx = 1.5.
The spectral densities around the MOTT transition at tj. = 1.6 are given in figures 1.28, 1.29
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Figure 1.18: Some spectral densities of the very weakly coupled (t± = 0.2) system, initialised
with an insulating solution. The MOTT metal-to-insulator transition at U RS 4.7
has not changed much, although the pinning appears to be reduced.
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Figure 1.19: The optical conductivity of the very weakly coupled system (t± = 0.2) for
different values of U, initialised with an insulating function, for low UJ.
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Figure 1.20: The optical conductivity for the very weakly (t± = 0.2) coupled system for
different values of U, initialised with an insulating function, for larger u> > 0.25.
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Figure 1.21: The optical conductivity for the very weakly coupled (t± = 0.2) system for
different values of U, initialised with an insulating function (semi-log plot).
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Figure 1.22: Some spectral densities of the moderately coupled (t± = 1.0) system close to
the MOTT transition, initialised with a metallic solution. The transition is located
at U = 3.6, which is the upper critical interaction value at t± = 1.
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Figure 1.23: Some spectral densities of the moderately coupled (t± = 1.0) system, initialised
with an insulating solution. The transition is located at U ~ 3.3, which is the
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Figure 1.25: The optical conductivity of the moderately (t± = 1.0) coupled system for differ-
ent values of U, initialised with an insulating function, for larger u> > 0.25.
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Figure 1.26: The optical conductivity for the weakly coupled (t± = 1.0) system for different
values of U, initialised with an insulating function (semi-log plot).
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Figure 1.27: Some spectral densities of the strongly coupled (t± — 1.5) system close to the
MOTT transition, which is located at U ~ 2.5.

and 1.30. As can be seen, even for such a strong coupling the optical conductivities do not look
greatly different from low coupling; even the peaks at u « U/2 are not visibly impaired by
the coupling of the two planes. This is due to the fact that the gap induced by the COULOMB

interaction is only limited to a small region around u ~ 0 for the case of strong coupling.
In figure 1.31, the spectral densities at U = 2.5 for different t± values are depicted. Indeed,
the transition can be located slightly below t± = 1.6. 1.31, The gradual change from a system
dominated by the COULOMB interaction to a system which looks nearly like a band insulator
can be seen; in the high-^i region the influence of the interaction only extends to the region
very close to the FERMI level at u = 0. In figures 1.32, 1.33 and 1.34, the optical conductivi-
ties are depicted for the transition driven by tj_ at U = 2.5. Apparently, even in the insulating
case some weight remains at o> ~ U/2.

From MOTT Insulator to Band Insulator

The preceding results lead to the assumption that the evolution from a band insulator at U = 0
and high t± to the MOTT insulator at £j_ = 0 and large U is a continuous one: in the region of
intermediate ij_ and U, in the insulating phase, the spectral densities display features of both
types of insulator which become more or less pronounced when moving towards one of the
extreme cases. Therefore, we have studied the evolution of spectral densities, following a path
from band to MOTT insulator within the insulating phase, which are depicted in figure 1.35.
The gradual change from a purely band insulating system to a purely MOTT insulating system
can be seen.
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Figure 1.28: The optical conductivity for the strongly coupled system (t± = 1.6) for differ-
ent values of U, initialised with an insulating function, for low u. The MOTT

transition was found at U ~ 2.5.
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Figure 1.30: The optical conductivity for the strongly coupled (t± = 1.6) system for different
values of U, initialised with an insulating function (semi-log plot).
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Figure 1.32: The optical conductivity for the strongly interacting system (U = 2.5) for differ-
ent values of t±, initialised with an insulating function, for low u. The transition
was found at t±_ = tp ~ 1.5.
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Figure 1.33: The optical conductivity of the strongly (U — 2.5) interacting system for differ-
ent values of t± = tp, initialised with an insulating function, for larger UJ > 0.25.
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Figure 1.34: The optical conductivity for the strongly interacting (U = 2.5) system for differ-
ent values of t± = tp, initialised with an insulating function (semi-log plot).
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sities in figure 1.35. The line is just a guide to the eye (values used for U = 3.0
are t± = 1.4,1.6 and, for U = 5.0, t± = 0.4, 0.6).

The decisive feature differentiating between band and MOTT insulator is whether the gap is
located between the bonding/antibonding bands or between the two HUBBARD bands of each.
In order to find the behaviour of the different parts of the band, we have calculated the weight
of the lower HUBBARD band (defined as / ^ du; As(u)) for different values of (U, t±) on a
line from (U,t±) = (0,3.0) to (6.0,0), see figure 1.36. As can be seen, the weight of the
lower HUBBARD band deviates from unity at some point between U ~ 1 and U ~ 2, which
is the place where some part of the weight of the lower HUBBARD band is pressed into the
upper one by the interaction. However, this appears to happen in a continuous way, as is
also corroborated by a detailed inspection of the spectral densities. Therefore, we find no
evidence for some sort of phase transition between a band insulator and a MOTT insulator, on
the contrary, the notion that there might be a continuous crossover is corroborated.

Optical Conductivities

We also have calculated the optical conductivities for the same values of (U, t±), going from
a purely band insulating to a purely MOTT insulating state. The plots are given in figures 1.37
and 1.38. Again, it can be seen quite well that in an insulating state in the middle between
MOTT and band insulator, there is a peak (which is not very pronounced) at rather low fre-
quency, on the order of u m U/2, which cannot be the normal mid-IR peak. Presumably the
reason for this peak is that, in the spectral densities, for the parameter values in question, the
gap becomes rather small (same order of magnitude as U/2). However, as the spectral weight
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Figure 1.37: The optical conductivity for the transition from a band insulating to a MOTT
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Figure 1.39: The phase diagram of the two-plane HUBBARD model at T = 1/ß = 1/40.
The full lines are just a guide to the eye. The broken line denotes the parameter
values where the transition from a purely band insulating state to a purely MOTT
insulating state was studied (section 1.4.5).

shifted from the lower (upper) HUBBARD band to the upper (lower) one of the symmetric
(antisymmetric) plane is quite small, this peak-like structure is not very pronounced; in fact,
it usually is only visible in the semi-log plot. — A similarly-looking behaviour was found
by JARRELL et al. [JFP95] for a single-plane system away from half filling, where it was
found that increased doping moved the mid-IR peak towards the DRUDE peak (away from
half-filling, there is a finite DRUDE peak even at high U).

1.5 Phase Diagram and DRUDE Weights

By inspecting the spectral densities depicted above, the system at a given set of parameters
can be identified as being in a metallic or in an insulating state; also, the coexistence region
may be found as described above (see section 1.4.2) [FHM06]. The phase diagram is given
in figure 1.39. The DRUDE weights were calculated by fitting a LORENTZ curve to the low-
frequency part of the optical conductivity function. The DRUDE weights obtained using this
method for data points from iterations initialised with an "insulating" solution (that means,
finding an insulating solution within the coexistence region) are drawn in figure 1.40. Upon
careful inspection, the first-order transition at the end of the coexistence region becomes vis-
ible as quite an abrupt step of the DRUDE weight. In figure 1.41, the DRUDE weights for the
system at t± = 0.0 and ij_ = 1.6 are depicted, determined by fitting a LORENTZ curve to the
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Figure 1.40: DRUDE weights of the two-plane HUBBARD system, the DMFT iteration being
initialised with an insulating-like function. The region of non-vanishing weight
can thus be identified as the metallic region without the coexistence area. The
phase boundaries as given before are indicated by dotted lines.

optical conductivity values in the interval [0,0.1]. From the error bars it is evident that at U
above the metal-to-insulator transition, a LORENTZ curve can no longer be fitted to the optical
conductivity, that means there is no more DRUDE peak; the DRUDE weight vanishes. It can be
seen particularly well that, for t± — 0.0, there is a kink at the end of the coexistence region,
marking a first-order transition within, whereas the DRUDE weight for t± = 1.6 appears to
vanish continuously at the transition.
For the band transition and the transition driven by t± outside the coexistence region, the pic-
ture is very similar, as given in figure 1.42. Taking into account the enormous fitting error bars
at larger values of t±_ which indicate the absence of a DRUDE peak and therefore a vanishing
DRUDE weight, the transition appears to be continuous. The transition can be localised exactly
by extrapolating the square values (figure 1.43).

1.6 Comparison to Other Work
Our phase diagram is only roughly compatible16 [FHM06] to the zero-temperature phase di-
agram found by MOELLER et al. [MDR99] using Iterated Perturbation Theory (IPT). There
are some substantial differences which have to be addressed.
Most notably, the coexistence region is found at lower U values than in [MDR99] which
can clearly be attributed to the finite temperature, see., for example, the phase diagram in

16When comparing, it ought to be kept in mind that each author choses his own way of scaling the energy values,
leading, for instance, to UuoeWer = U/2 and £af>Moeiier = t±/2.
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Figure 1.41: DRUDE weights obtained by fitting a Lorentzian to the optical conductivity for
the system initialised with an insulating solution, for tj_ = tp = 0 and t± = tp =
1.6 for different values of U, including fitting error bars. The lines are a guide to
the eye; points and error bars are the fitting results. The U values for t± = 0.0
have been shifted slightly to keep the error bars visible.
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Figure 1.42: DRUDE weights obtained by fitting a Lorentzian to the optical conductivity for
U = 0 and U — 2.5, t± = tp, including fitting error bars. The lines are a guide
to the eye, fitting results are depicted as points. In order to distinguish the error
bars for the different graphs, the U = 2.5 values have been shifted horiontally by
0.02.
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Figure 1.43: Squared DRUDE weights for U = 0 and U = 2.5, t± = ip, including fitting
error bars. The lines are a guide to the eye; fitting results are given as points with
error bars. Close to the transition, the squared weights behave fairly linear. The
U = 2.5 values have been shifted horiontally by 0.02.
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Figure 1.44: Sketch of a three-dimensional phase diagram of the two-plane HuBB ARD model.
The dashed line indicates the shape of the coexistence region suggested by the
data in this work and [MDR99] and [GKKR96], which are indicated by the full
lines; thin lines mark the metal-to-insulator transitions.

[GKKR96]; as well, the spatial extent of the coexistence region is appreciably smaller. How-
ever, a coexistence region clearly exists at T = 1/40 whereas at T = 1/20 no coexistence
region was found any more [HeiOO, Fuh03]. Assuming a continuous behaviour of the phase
boundaries, this suggests that the critical temperature of the MOTT transition decreases as t±
is increasing, that means that both thermal fluctuations and the coupling t± work to decrease
the coexistence region. The three-dimensional phase diagram, composed of our data as well
as those in [MDR99] and [GKKR96], is given in figure 1.44.

The other clear difference is the slope of the transition line at low interaction U, close to the
transition between a metal and a pure band insulator. We find the transition line to be at almost
constant t± ~ 2, whereas MOELLER et al. find a clearly positive dependence of the transition
U on t±. We assume the difference is due to the finite temperature: as a finite temperature
always smoothens a metal-to-band insulator transition, a small interaction driving the system
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to an insulating state can be compensated by thermal fluctuations, even though the U range
of the effect clearly exceeds the value of T. - The re-entrant behaviour seen in MOELLER'S

IPT cannot be resolved accurately in our calculation; however, there are no data suggesting a
re-entrant behaviour in our case; moreover, IPT is known to be only qualitatively correct in the
range of non-vanishing but not very large U (as is the case in the transition region); therefore,
the re-entrant behaviour might well be an artifact of the IPT approximation. This issue will
have to be resolved by new calculations using unbiased techniques for the low-temperature
case [LR04].
The upper bound of the coexistence region is found at a rather high upper critical value of U
when compared to [GKKR96]. In this region, the error by the TROTTER decomposition is
no longer negligible, as C/Ar ~ 5.5 x 40/100 = 2.2 is no longer much smaller than unity.
The term neglected by the TROTTER decomposition of the path integral is of order ( [ / A T ) 2 .

- The insulating solution of the DMFT equations is usually optimal in order to minimise the
COULOMB energy and, as such, is not very sensitive with respect to a small increase in the
COULOMB term. On the other hand, the metallic solution is very sensitive with respect to a
change in U, as it is especially adapted to the kinetic energy. Therefore, the upper bound of
the coexistence region, which is given by the destruction of the metallic solution, is shifted
appreciably due to the TROTTER error, whereas the lower bound, given by the destruction
of the insulating solution, does not shift so much. Additionally, the lower bound is located
at a lower U value, so the second-order U term neclected by the time discretisation is much
smaller.

1.7 The Self-Energy

1.7.1 The MOTT Transition of an Uncoupled Plane

In order to find more characteristics of the pure MOTT transition, the behaviour of the real-
frequency self-energy was studied. As stated above, the weight of the quasiparticle peak in
the spectral density is

z =
 1

1

(with the obvious changes for a two-band system; in the following, we first consider only
the symmetric/bonding band and omit the band index). For a typical correlated metal with a
spectral density consisting of two HUBBARD bands located at ±f//2 and a sharp quasiparticle
peak at the FERMI level u> = 0, the self-energy function looks similar to the one given in figure
1.45. As the quasiparticle peak vanishes (Z —> 0), the two wiggles in the real part merge to
form a single 1/u divergence; correspondingly, a single DIRAC peak at u = 0 evolves in Im S.
That means the infinite self-energy at u> — 0 prevents the particles from moving, causing the
system to be insulating due to the interaction of the particles, that is, MOTT insulating.
For the real system of two uncoupled planes, a metallic self-energy (U = 3.0, t± = 0) is
displayed in figure 1.46: the similarity is obvious, although the sharp band edges lead to some
more distinct kinks in the graphs.
For the MOTT insulating system (U = 5), the self-energy is depicted in figure 1.47. ReE
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-U/2

Figure 1.45: Typical self-energy for a correlated metal with a spectral density A consisting
of two HuBBARD bands and a quasiparticle peak located at u = 0, as depicted
above. The slope of Re E at u)Q is related to the quasiparticle weight.
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Figure 1.46: Self-energy for the single-plane system for U = 3.0.
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Figure 1.47: The self-energy for the single-plane system for U = 5.0.
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Figure 1.48: Im T,(u) for different values of the interaction. For U = 4.75,5,6, a DiRAC-like
peak is located at to = 0.

now suffers not only a discontinuity, but a singularity at CJ = 0, accompanied by a new 5(u)
peak in Im E. There also are two kinks reflecting the band edges. The evolution of Im E with
increasing interaction U can be seen in figure 1.48

The weight w of the delta peak can most reliably be determined by fitting a w/u function
to the part of ReE(u;) close to the singularity at u = 0. The weights given in figure 1.49
clearly differentiate between the metallic and the MOTT insulating state and show an almost
perfectly linear behaviour. This points to the crucial mechanism of the MOTT transition: the
high self-energy at u = 0 keeps the electrons at the FERMI level from moving; this self-energy
is caused by the interaction with other electrons.

1.7.2 The Band Transition of the Non-Interacting System

As the self-energy summarises the influence of interactions on the GREEN'S functions, in
the case of no interaction the self-energy vanishes. Up to some small deviations within the
range of the Maximum-Entropy inaccuracies, we have found the self-energy to vanish for the
noninteracting system. This reflects the fact that the metal-to-band insulator transition is, of
course, not driven by any interaction effects.
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Figure 1.49: Weight of the singular part of S(CJ) for the single-plane system for t±_ = 0.0,
determined by fitting W/LO to ReE(w). Fitting error bars are of the order of
magnitude of the line width.

1.7.3 The Band Transition Modified by a Weak Interaction

In order to find the changes induced by a weak interaction, we inspect the self-energy functions
for the system at U = 1 and different plane couplings tj_. The self-energy imaginary parts are
depicted in figure 1.50. The imaginary part vanishes around to — 0 for all values of i± (even
though it assumes a finite value rather close by for ij_ = 2.2), which means the free movement
of the electrons/holes close to the FERMI level is not impaired by a weak interaction at U = 1.
From the self-energies alone, no hint to any transition can be deduced. This is fully consistent
with the fact that at low U the system constitutes a LANDAU-FERMI liquid.

1.7.4 The MOTT Transition Modified by a Slight Coupling

In order to see how the MOTT transition is influenced by a small coupling of the planes, we
plotted Im£(u;) for a fixed value of t± = 0.4 and varying [/values, see figure 1.51. The self-
energy functions are finite at u ~ 0; in the course of the transition, only Im E for the upper
HUBBARD band becomes strongly enhanced, but neither is there a peak at the FERMI level
nor any very narrow DiRAC-like peak at all. So, one feature which was crucial for the MOTT

metal-to-insulator transition for the uncoupled planes seems to be entirely missing even for
the case of two weakly coupled planes. The picture is further corroborated by the results for a
very weak coupling, t± = 0.2, given in figure 1.52. Only for the case of t± = 0.2, U = 4.5,
Im E(0) seems to assume a non-zero value; however, the self-energy function is still finite at
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Figure 1.50: ImE for different values of t± for the almost free system (U = 1). The self-
energy is regular at u> = 0.
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self-energy is regular at u> = 0.
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Figure 1.52: Im £ for different values of U for the very weakly coupled system (t± = 0.2).

u = 0 and the real part does not display any discontinuity near the FERMI level. As there is
still a (very narrow) quasiparticle peak in the spectral density at U = 4.5, it seems probable
that, indeed, Im S(0) = 0 with two peaks coming very close, between which the zero value
vanishes below the resolution of the calculation; the tiny dip in the graph is a hint towards this
scenario. Altogether, for a small coupling of the planes, a DiRAC-like peak of Im S at the
FERMI level can be ruled out, except very close to the MOTT transition where some spectral
weight of E is located close to the FERMI level, with evidence for its exact location being not
yet totally conclusive.

1.7.5 From MOTT to Band Insulator

The aforementioned results seem to indicate that at an arbitrarily weak coupling of the planes
the self-energy at the FERMI level vanishes, although, maybe, only in a very small region. In
contrast, in the purely MOTT insulating phase we find a pronounced DiRAC-like peak right at
the chemical potential (to = 0). For following the transition from band to MOTT insulator, the
corresponding self-energy imaginary parts are depicted in figure 1.53. Although there seems
to be a finite spectral weight of £ quite close to u = 0 even for an intermediate configuration
just as U = 2, t± — 2, the details given in figure 1.54. show that no spectral weight appears
exactly at U = 0, within the limits of the accuracy of our numerical calculation. Thus, the
sharp peak of Im £(u;) at u = 0 seems to be characteristic only of the purely MOTT insulating
state and to vanish as soon as a small band splitting appears.
This is consistent with the fact that a MOTT transition is only known in a half-filled fermion
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Figure 1.53: Im E for the gradual transition from a purely band insulating to a purely MOTT
insulating state.
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Figure 1.54: Details of ImE for the gradual transition from a purely band insulating to a
purely MOTT insulating state.
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system; for a finite band splitting the bands are no longer half-filled, even though the interac-
tion connecting the two bands do not permit a direct comparison to an interacting system of
one band away from half filling.

1.8 Conclusion

For a two-plane HUBBARD model, using DMFT, we have calculated the single-particle spec-
tral densities and, using a simple approximation restoring a finite band width, the optical
conductivities as well as the DRUDE weights at low but finite temperature for different val-
ues of the interplane coupling and the COULOMB interaction. We have located the different
metal-to-insulator transitions and the coexistence region; however, no clear transition between
the MOTT insulating phase and the band insulating phase was found in the spectral and optical
conductivity data, although the optical conductivities show some features at lower frequencies
than usually expected in an intermediate region.
The spectral weights display a continuous behaviour as well. This observation is consistent
with the assumption that there exists only a crossover but no phase transition between the two
insulating phases.
An investigation of the self-energies for the different parameter values reveals a DiRAC-like
peak in the imaginary part of the self-energy, ImEs(w), at the FERMI level, that means, a
1/ui divergence of the real part, Re Es(o>), only f° r the case of the uncoupled planes, t± = 0.
This is the case of the pure MOTT transition. The weight of the peak is increasing linearly
with the distance from the transition point; for t± ^ 0, no such peak and no such behaviour
is found. It may thus be concluded that for the insulating phase for t± ^ 0 the particles are
not fully immobilised by their mutual repulsion but that the "final" part is done by the band
splitting (although this separation is, of course, artificial). Thus, if the hallmark of a MOTT

insulator is the appearance of a sharp peak of Im E at the FERMI level, the system at tj_ ^ 0
does not constitute a MOTT insulator and the transition is located right at t± = 0, as soon as
the (bonding/antibonding) bands deviate from half-filling.
Although at a first glance the phase diagram derived from the spectral and optical conductivity
data looks similar to the one one found by MOELLER et al. [MDR99], quite a few substan-
tial differences were found, some of which may be explained by the different temperatures
influencing the position as well as the extent of transitions and the coexistence region; the
re-entrant behaviour found by MOELLER et al. was not found to be present at finite temper-
ature, so it may be suspected it is an IPT artefact. - A difference in the slope of the (band)
transition line at low U may not be explained by an IPT failure. We assume it is due to the
finite temperature compensating some of the interaction effects.
From the data of our work and earlier work, a three-dimensional phase diagram was sketched.
As the DMFT approximation completely ignores spatial correlations which are crucial for the
magnetic properties of, for instance, YBCO at half filling, a new calculation using an extended
Dynamical Mean-Field Theory [OMMF03b, OMMF03a, MJPH05] is one of the foremost ob-
jects of interest. Taking into account that non-local magnetic correlations may be a central part
of the mechanism leading to the formation of COOPER pairs in the cuprate superconductors,
an inclusion of those fluctuations into the DMFT framework appears essential for a further
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analysis of the HUBBARD-type models as models for unconventional superconductors.
Also, our calculation has been confined to the case of half filling, corresponding to undoped
YBCO, which does not show a superconducting phase. Monte Carlo investigations away from
half filling have largely been hampered by the fermionic sign problem; a problem which, close
to half filling, has turned out to not be very severe but is still impeding progress. New Monte
Carlo methods [RSL05b, SRKL05] may provide a new approach to the problem.
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2 PIRG Calculation of Ground State
Properties of the HUBBARD Model
with Site-Diagonal Potential
Disorder

2.1 The Idea of Path Integral Renormalisation Group

The Path Integral Renormalisation Group (PIRG) [KI01] method is a numerical method for
finding the ground state of interacting quantum systems, especially well-suited for strongly
correlated systems on a finite lattice with local interactions, such as described by the HUB-
BARD model.

Several methods have been proposed even over the last decades in order to treat correlated-
electron models in different dimensions. Whereas, in one dimension, the BETHE ansatz as an
analytic solution and the Density Matrix Renormalisation Group [KWMOO, HanOl, HM05]
have turned out to be powerful methods for zero and even finite temperature, for a high-
dimensional limit, Dynamical Mean-Field Theory and its descendants [GKKR96] has evolved
to a widely used tool, complemented by different impurity solvers for finite and zero tem-
perature, yielding good approximate results for the electronic properties of three- and even
two-dimensional systems [SC91]. Magnetic and spatial-fluctuation induced properties are the
subject of current research on various extensions of DMFT [MJPH05].

The case of two dimensions is located between those two limiting cases which can be treated
in a systematic systematic way in the thermodynamic limit. Two-dimensional fermionic
systems at not too low a temperature may still be treated using HIRSCH-FYE Monte Carlo
[HF86, FH87, FH89, Ima93] at half-filling or perturbational and variational methods for lower
temperature. However, especially variational techniques [Gut63, KGM99], though yielding
good results, require at least some assumption about the structure of the wave function in
question. A method for determining the ground state of a two-dimensional locally interacting
fermionic system without additional assumptions about the wave function (except that it be
well approximated by a finite number of SLATER determinants) is given by the Path Integral
Renormalisation Group approach.

In order to find the ground state |0) of a quantum system, one may take any state |<3>) with
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(0 I <[>) 7̂  0 and propagate1 it in imaginary time for sufficiently long,

lim e~TH |$) ~ |0>, (2.1)
T-^OO

where H is the Hamiltonian operator of the system2.
As before, consider the seemingly simple HUBBARD model,

H = T + V
T = -

ija

ija

V =

where (Uj) denotes the symmetric/hermitean matrix of "hopping" elements, U is the COULOMB
interaction parameter, cfa and cia are the creation and annihilation operators for a particle with
spin component a on site i (i = 1, . . . , N), respectively, ( is the chemical potential, and
ni<7 = cj~acia denote the particle number operators, but, in contrast to the previous chapter, we
now aim to find the ground state of the system and its properties. In order to calculate the
ground state, either the result of eq. (2.1) or the full Hamiltonian matrix has to be stored. But
even in this "simple" case of the single-orbital HUBBARD model, this turns out to be impos-
sible (on a 4 x 4 lattice, there would be 416 m 5 x 109 basis states, rendering H a matrix of
approx. 1019 entries). Therefore, it is necessary to use an intelligent way of approximating the
ground state in an optimally chosen lower-dimensional subspace of the HILBERT space.
Many physical quantities may be calculated using the path integral formalism based on the
TROTTER decomposition of the imaginary-time evolution operator. Using the identity

e-Ar{A+B) = e-ArAe-ArB + QtAr2)

for linear operators A and B, the exponential can be written as

f>-r(T+V) _ p-PAr{T+V) _ (e-Ar{T+V)\P

D + O(Ar2P),

where P is the number of time slices Ar = r/P.
Instead of taking r —> oo, one might also use the above formula taking a fixed value of A T
and P —> oo. That means, for sufficiently small Ar, up to a constant, the ground state of the
interacting system can be obtained as

lim
P->oo

1 In that respect, the method described below may be understood to be an adaptation of single-particle Diffusion
Monte Carlo to many-fermion systems.

2More correctly, limT^oo ( e~ T " |$) /<$ | ee~2rH |
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for nearly any state |$) (except those orthogonal to the ground state)3.
Nevertheless, this does not solve the problem of practical feasibility: evaluation of the TROT-
TER decomposed exponential would require no less memory space or computing time than
the "straightforward" approach of calculating e~TH, or even an exact diagonalisation. But the
TROTTER decomposition opens the possibility of gradually adapting the necessary truncations
of the HlLBERT space, so that, finally, one may obtain an optimal approximation of the ground
state |0) in terms of a limited number of basis states.
For obtaining a Path Integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) algorithm (as, for instance, in the previous
chapter), one usually inserts a complete set of states at each imaginary-time slice, thus making
it possible to sample the contributions of their different configurations as a statistical average
weighted by the corresponding action. Thus, the minimum temperature which may be reached
by PIMC methods is given by the maximum number of time slices to be kept in the computer
memory or by the number of time slices that can be treated within a given computational time.
At finite temperature, all of these time slices have to be kept in memory at once.
In PIRG one takes a different approach: at each time slice, the most important contributions
are singled out, so one can neglect the lesser part of the considered state before proceeding to
the next time slice. Here, the aim is at first only to find the ground state (at zero temperature);
excited states would not be taken into account with the correct weights because some of the
vectors are simply neglected. Therefore, PIRG may complement PIMC results at T = 0, but
it is by no means a replacement. On the other hand, PIRG goes beyond PIMC and HARTREE-

FOCK: PIMC can only find expectation values of operators but no wave functions, whereas
HARTREE-FOCK methods are not able to capture correlation effects.
In practice, when applying an operator to a state represented in terms of some incomplete
system, one generally obtains more contributions than have entered, that means, one leaves
the truncated HlLBERT space: if (<pe)e=i,...,L is such an incomplete set of states and |<$>) =
]C£=i °e 1^)' °f course, A |$) = Yle=i c ^ \<Pe) f° r a linear operator A. But, due to the
incompleteness of the set (<pe), the vectors A \(pe) cannot generally be expressed in terms of
the \ipe), so one has to take additional basis states into account. For compensation, one must
ditch other basis states in order not to exceed the limitations of computational resources. The
main point of PIRG is to do this truncation of the HlLBERT space in an optimal way.

2.2 The Fermionic PIRG Algorithm

As a starting point, one chooses a random set of L states f <pf' j) (which, though

incomplete, is called a "basis" from now on)4. These states are

(o)

3This is not proven here, because the approximation error is of first order in P ; however, we just use this formula
as a motivation in order to find a method for obtaining sensible proposals for a truncation of the HlLBERT
space.

4One may as well take a set of states which in some way has been pre-optimised, for example, the HARTREE-

FOCK ground state, or a basis given from a previous PIRG run augmented by some states. The additional
states may be obtained, for instance, from a HUBBARD-STRATONOVICH expansion.
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, ); the vectorSimilarly, the "basis" states at the beginning of thep-th step are called

is a SLATER determinant of electrons of spin projection quantum number a =f, | .
Then, the following steps are repeated (in this case, the p-th step):

1. At first, the kinetic part of the imaginary-time evolution operator, Mo = e~ArT, is
applied, so one obtains a new "basis" consisting of the states

(P)\ = e - (P)

(admittedly, for notational simplicity, the operator T is written in a mathematically lax
way here).

For better numerical stability, it is reasonable to orthogonalise these states in order not
to obtain multiply occupied single-particle states. This is explained in more detail in the
next section.

The lowest eigenvalue E of the Hamiltonian restricted to this "basis" is calculated; if it

is lower than the value E calculated using the basis consisting of the old states <p\p'\

the new "basis" is adopted. Otherwise, the old "basis" is used again.

It is most efficient to perform this procedure on each basis vector separately, first propa-
gating, then accepting or rejecting it, then moving on to the next basis vector, in random
order.

2. Then, the interaction term, e~ArV, has to be applied; we write V = ]TV Vi, where Vi =
Un^nn. The two-particle operator n^n^ can be reduced to a sum of one-particle op-
erators using HIRSCH and FYE'S fermionic discrete HUBBARD-STRATONOVICH trans-
formation [Hir85]:

e-A-rC/raiT7in _ _

where
Art/ , -i / , Ar t /

- —2~ and a = tgh y t g h ^ j — .

Sometimes it may be advantageous to have oc(+l) = —a(—1); in order to achieve this,
one may use a(ß) = 2aß and, in return, introduce an additional chemical potential
Cf/ = —U/2, so the chemical potential is changed to C — U/2 and the kinetic energy T
is replaced by T + U/2 J2i(7 nia.

For simplicity, the interaction energy operator is applied for every site separately,

N
- A T V

thus the HUBBARD-STRATONOVICH transformation is applied at every single site:

\
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that means, the matrix or operator
from the considered basis state.

By application of this operator to one of the basis states,

the repertory:

^ f ) + ) = A
= Mti-1)

is applied to the spin a SLATER determinant

, two new states enter

(unchanged).

3. Out of those three states, one now has to take the best one for replacing the "basis" state

^ Z l • Therefore, one considers the three "bases"

for ß = 0, ±1

and calculates the lowest eigenvalues Eß of the Hamiltonian restricted to the respective
space which is spanned by each of these bases. One then chooses <ff0 ) '•— <pf0' )

with ß yielding a minimal Eß. This is repeated for all sites i = 1 , . . . , N, for all ba-
sis states I = 1 , . . . , L. Finally, the new "basis" is obtained, consisting of the states

'f'^ \ entering the (p + l)st step.

2.3 Implementation of the PIRG Algorithm

2.3.1 Representation of Data and Methods of Calculation

As a first step, one has to find a representation of a SLATER determinant. It has proven to be a
convenient choice to represent a SLATER determinant as the matrix of its coefficients, which
we will assume to be real numbers5 (N. B.: the SLATER determinant is not the determinant of
that matrix), so the state

M

is represented by the matrix

This SLATER determinant represents the symmetrised product of the single-particle states
nm ctc I0) f o r m = 1, • • •, Mr denoting the "number" of the particle. Ma is theJ2n=i

5For future work, it is planned to implement a version of PIRG using complex, wave functions.
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number of particles with spin component a. That means, the columns of the matrix ipa con-
tain the wave functions of the single particles. Correspondingly, the state \<p) = |<pT) (g> \tpi) is
represented by the pair of matrices (</?j, cpi).
One always has to keep in mind the PAULI principle. If there are two equal columns in the
matrix (pc, the corresponding state will vanish, though the matrix itself may not. That means
only those matrices with distinct columns represent physically meaningful states and, without
loss of generality, one may even presuppose the columns to be pairwise orthonormal because a
basis of the space of all SLATER determinants may be constructed from a (complete) orthonor-
mal set of single-particle states. Thus, an orthogonalisation of the columns of the matrices in
the course of the algorithm does not restrict the available part of the HlLBERT space in any
way; in fact, it prevents the SLATER determinant states from converging towards a state with
all particles in the single-particle ground state, which, due to the PAULI principle, is physically
impossible. To that end, the GRAM-SCHMIDT orthogonalisation method is used frequently in
the course of the calculation. A different orthogonalisation method has been proposed by
IMADA and HATSUGAI [IH89]. I usually use the GRAM-SCHMIDT version, although no clear
advantages of either one are evident.

It was shown [IH89, Ima93] that the scalar product of two SLATER determinants is given by
the determinant of the product of their matrices,

(<po | iff.) = det ( ^ ) . (2.3)

Here, ip\ is the transpose of ipa.
Thus, it is quite straightforward to calculate the matrix elements of a single-particle operator
given in real-space representation,

A = Yl Ann'CnaCn'a
ann'

with n, n' running over all sites 1 , . . . , N. One has to keep in mind that the spin a part of
this operator is the direct sum of Ma times the corresponding operator applied to one of the
single-particle states, that is A \ipa) = X^m=i A<Jri) lw)> m e matrix representing the SLATER

determinant <f>a' ) = A^' \(pa) is obtained from ipc by multiplying the matrix A := A., to

the ra-th column of ipa,

<Pa].i ••• M.{m-1) AM.m M.{m+1) • " [<Po].M

[ipa] i denoting the ^-th column vector of the matrix (pa. That means, in order to calculate
the matrix element (ip'a\ A \ipa) from scratch, one needs to calculate Ma distinct scalar prod-
ucts (ip'c (f>a). This procedure is numerically very inefficient and we shall find a way to

' ( 7

circumvent it.
, - A T TIn contrast, it is much easier to apply the operator e A T T to an MCT-particle SLATER determi-

nant given as a matrix. Due6 to T — T\ © • • • © Tj (Ma times; 7\ is the one-particle kinetic
sBy A © B we denote A®
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energy operator) and e-^^®-®T^) = e~
ATTl <g> • • • ® e~ArT\ when calculating e~ A r r \ipa)

one has to apply the matrix e~ArT- (T. is the matrix of the single-particle kinetic energy oper-
ator in the real-space representation) to every single-particle state, that means to every column
of the matrix y>a.
Thus, from now on also denoting the single-particle operator matrices by just their letters
without the indices, writing T instead of T., the state e~ArT \ipa) is represented by the matrix
e~AT7Va. This is the reason only one matrix multiplication is needed because neither Ar nor
T change in the course of the calculation; thus it is possible to calculate Mo = e~ArT before-
hand (using an explicit diagonalisation of T) and only calculating Mopa when performing the
iteration.
The second part of the propagation process is the application of the interaction Hamiltonian
by means of the operators Mi{fx) — e a ^ n \ with ß = ± 1 , which are separately applied
to the up-spin and down-spin parts of the "basis" states. Therefore, we just consider the
application to a single SLATER determinant \ipa). Just as in the case of the kinetic energy
operator, a{p,)ni is a single-particle operator, so its exponential is applied to the matrix ipa by
simple matrix multiplication: the state MJ(/X<J) \tpa) is represented by the matrix Mi(ßa)(pa =
ea((w)"iff^i where nia denotes the matrix of the occupation number operator in the real-space
representation, [nia]nn, = SniSnn' (no summation). Hence, the matrix is

/ 1 0

o •••

\o 0
0
1 /

(2.4)

where the non-unity matrix element is the (i, i) entry. Nevertheless, performing the whole
matrix multiplication is highly inefficient; one only multiplies the *-th row of the matrix </v by

A crucial step in the whole PIRG procedure is the diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian restricted
to the space spanned by a certain system of states (\<fi),..., \<PL))- This, for instance, might
be the system

for fr = 0, ±1 from the preceding section (for simplicity, we drop most of the indices here).
Unfortunately, the "bases" one obtains when performing the PIRG procedure are usually not
orthonormal; in general, {<pe | <pe>) = Fw -^ 5U>- As a result, when considering the eigenvalue
condition

for a state
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by multiplying from the left the dual "basis" states, one obtains the generalised eigenvalue
problem

] ^ t e c e , (2.5)
e=o e=i

where [H]e>e = {<Pe'\ H \<pe). A problem like this can be solved using the routines provided by
the LAPACK package. But one still needs to calculate the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian.
Doing this directly is computationally very expensive, because, at a cost of the order of iV3

each, not only a lot of single-particle operator matrix elements have to be evaluated (hence,
scalar products calculated as determinants), but also some two-particle operator matrix el-
ements, which is quite as expensive. On the other hand, if the GREEN'S functions of the
system are known, the expectation values and matrix elements can be calculated rather easily:
defining

G'f = <^l^l^> (2.6)
*3 {<Pto- I ft'a)

such that
tot't\*

(note the spin dependence!), the necessary operator matrix elements are given as

[tpe 1 \(pe) = \ -

WV\<pe) =

where T^ in general denotes the matrix elements of the kinetic energy operator which can be
written as T = J2n<j ^ijctcTCjcr- By summing over all sites i and only over nearest neighbours
(or next-nearest neighbours) j of the site i, the first sum may even be reduced to an effort
of order N, just as the second one. Therefore, it is strongly desirable to have the GREEN'S

functions as well as the normalisation matrix F.
As shown in the next section, these GREEN'S function matrices can be evaluated as

The calculation of these GREEN'S function from scratch according to eq. (2.7) is very expen-
sive again because it requires the M^-order inversion of an Ma x Ma matrix, which usually is
to be avoided if possible. Fortunately, upon applying the HUBBARD-STRATONOVICH trans-
formed interaction to one of the states (pia or (pe>a, the GREEN'S function can be updated in a
very simple way. As is also shown in the next section, when applying the matrix Mn(fj,a) to a
SLATER determinant \<pe'a), yielding a new state \^,a) = Mn(^a) \<pe'a-) and the correspond-
ing GREEN'S function G'aK'ß, the relation

)
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holds (no summation), where 5(jj,a) = e 0 ^ — 1. The entries of the new normalisation matrix
are determined from the modified scalar products given by

ip* \ <peo). (2.9)

Using these equations, the GREEN'S functions and the elements of the normalisation matrix,
Fu, = (ipe] | ipe>])(<pei | <Pe.'i), can be updated with an effort of the order N2 when a matrix
Mn(ficr) is applied to one of the basis states. One needs to keep in mind that for updating
the state-diagonal elements, GaU and Fu, one has to apply this transformation twice because
the modified state enters those quantities twice. This cannot be done in one step efficiently
because for applying the interaction term for the second time, the result of the first time is
needed.

2.3.2 Proof of the Relations Used Above

First, following the rough lines given in [IH89], I will give a proof of eq. (2.3). This is done
by simply evaluating the scalar product of two SLATER determinants,

M N

\<p) =

w =

<Pn 10)
m—l n=\

M N

tyn
m=\n=\

This scalar product is

M

7.The matrix element on the right hand side can be used to greatly simplify this expression7:

0 i\ • • • cnMCnr • • • C n

M

o) =
sgn a if a e S(N) ex. such that n' = n o a

0 if such an a does not exist.

Therefore, one obtains

7 As usually, n' = n o a means that n[ = na^ for every i. S(M) is the group of permutations of M elements.
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In order to simplify the second factor, we introduce the permutation ß — a~1. Keeping in mind

that a summation over a is equivalent to a summation over a~l as well as sgna = sgna"1 ,

one then obtains

n̂ »™ E sgn/?n^
m=\ ßeS(M) m=l

( M

Sgnß E I I <Pnmmil>nmß(.m)

ne{l,...,N}M m=l
M N

ßeS(M) m=l n=\
M

ßeS[M) m=l

Next, I will give a proof of eq. (2.7), calculating the GREEN'S function from the given basis
states. In particular, one wants to calculate the product

for two M-particle SLATER determinants \ip) and \<p) represented by the N x M matrices tp
and <p. The first step is to recognise that

M N M N

n E
m = l n = l m=l n=l

where
ifjm if n = A;

0 if n = j
(pnm otherwise

and

{ 0 if n=k

0 if n = j .
cpnm otherwise

The validity of this expansion can be seen by writing it down explicitly:

M

o-4M

E Vnm4
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The expansion of the first term yields, among other terms, multiple products of cj*" operators
which all vanish because the c~l are fermionic operators. Additionally, the products of the
n-sum terms cancel against the second term. The only remainder consists of the product of
only one (Pjmc£ operator and M - 1 terms Xln#fc,j VnmCn* which essentially is all the rest of
the many single-particle states, except that

• in these other states, then = k term is missing because it would always occur in com-
bination with the c~l operator and vanish anyway,

• the n = j term is missing. By writing it down, one can see that it cancels anyway.

Thus, this state is the sum of all states with the single-particle operator c^Cj applied to all
single-particle states separately. Therefore it really represents the correct state.
It is possible to write these two matrices as (p^ = Ur<p, where Ur — 1 + Sr and

—1 if n = 777, = k

i if n = fc a nd m = j
0 otherwise

as well as

{ —1 \fn — m = k

- 1 i f n = m = j .
0 otherwise

That means the application of Ui replaces the fc-th row of a matrix by the j-th row, which in
turn is replaced by zero. JJ-i is even simpler, the rows k and j are replaced by zero.
Inserting these results, we can write the GREEN'S function as

= det ( # (1 + S,) ip) det

We now face the difficult task of rewriting these determinants.
Let us, more generally, consider two matrices (or linear mappings) L G RMxN and R G
RW x M , and X G RNxN (this will be <51)2). Then, if LR is invertible,8

det (L(l + X)R) = det(LÄ) det (l + LXR(LR)-1) .

We are now going to consider the last determinant.
The last term, L~~ = R(LR)~l, is a right-inverse of the matrix L, that means LL~ = 1, and
L~L = P is a projection operator. We can thus write L = L invP, where Linv is (the extension
of) an invertible matrix such that L~ = Lmw~ . Considering the matrix 1 + XL~L = 1 + XP,
one can see that it consists of two parts: 1 + XP = (1 + X)P+(1 - P). The matrix (1 - P) is

8This is not equivalent to L and R being invertible, as only LR : R M —> RM is an endomorphism, but not
necessarily L : RN -* E M or R : ~ "
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the identity matrix on the part of RN on which P is not projecting, thus it only contains unity
diagonal elements, nothing else:

;

when written in an appropriate basis. For this reason, this part does not contribute to the
determinant at all and we can just use the upper left part, P{\ + X)P, for calculating the
determinant:

det (1 + XL'L) = det(l + XP) = det(l + PXP).

Now only considering the subspace on which P is projecting, the matrices Z/nv and L~ become
invertible; that is why one can multiply these separately from the left and from the right:

det (1 + XL~L) = det {l)m L~ + LimPXPL~) = det (l + LXL'LL-) .

Finally, again using that LinvP = L, LL~ = 1 and L~ = R(LR)'1, one thus obtains

det (1 + XR{LR)~lL) = det (l + LXR(LR)-1)

and thereupon

det (L (1 + X)R)= det(LR) det (l + XR{LRylL).

This equality can directly be applied to the single-particle GREEN'S function:

det ( ^ (1 + 6j) ip) - det ( ^ (1 + 82) <p)
y

(2.10)

det (V>V)
l + <51G)-det(l + 52G),

where G — <p (V'V)"1 ?/;t-
Finally, we are able to explicitly calculate these determinants because the matrices have quite
a simple structure:

0 ••• 0 \

0

0

0

0
\ u • • • u /

where the first non-trivial row is row number k, the second one is row number j . For calcu-
lating the determinant, one only has to consider the (j,j), (j, k), (k,j) and (k, k) elements;
hence

det (1 + 8\G) = (1 + Gjk — Gkk) (1 ~~ Gjj) — (—Gjk) (Gjj — Gkj) •

Analogously, one has
/ 0 ••• 0 \

0 0
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and thus
det (1 + S2G) = (1 - Gkk) (1 - Gjj) - GjkGkj.

By inserting and cancelling terms, one finally obtains

Gjki (2.11)

which was to be proven: Q = ip (V'V) ipl- Therefore, the GREEN'S functions can be expressed
in terms of the basis states:

and G° — (pca {ftufe'a) 'Pea- (2.12)

Now, following the lines of [Ima93], I will prove the GREEN'S function update relation, eq.
(2.8), which is related to the SHERMAN-MORRISON formula. This relation connects the
GREEN'S functions for the SLATER determinant states given by the matrices ip and <p with
those for the states given by ip and Mn(/j,a)<p. For the purpose of this calculation, we write
Mn(fjLa) = 1 + A, where the matrix A only has one non-zero element, viz. the (n, n) diagonal
element 5 = ea^ - 1.
We have

as well as the new GREEN'S function

Additionally, we now introduce

that means, G' = (1 + A)G. Now we simply calculate the difference of G and G:

G-G = tp($\\

= v> ( ( i +

In order to expand the inverse, we use (1 + A)"1 = 1 — A(l + -4)"1, obtaining

G-G = ^(

+
) ( (1 + A) y?)" V

= -GAG.
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This means, G + GAG — G; solving for G yields

Now we may make use of the pleasant fact that A contains only one non-zero matrix element
S at (n, n); consequenctly,

/ 1 6-G In \

1 5 • Gn_i,n

1 + 5 • Gnn

\ ö • Gfiin 1 /

This matrix can be easily inverted by subtracting 5 • Gfcn/(1 + Ö • Gnn) times the n-th row from
the Ar-th row; as the inverse, one obtains (still no summation)

8 • Gi„

Multiplication with G from the right yields

1 r

L+0

Finally, in order to obtain G' = (1 + A)G, we have to multiply by [1 + A]^. = 5^ (1 + Sin5),
yielding

(%££) (2.13)
which was to be proven.
We are now able to calculate the scalar product of the states \ip) and \<p') given by the matrices
i> and (1 + A)cp. Using eq. (2.10),

(ip | <p') = det (^V) =

= det (^V) d e t

As stated above, A only contains a single element, viz. ö occupying the (n, n) entry; therefore,

1 \

AG = 5 • Gn\ • • • 6 • Gn i„_i 1 + 5 • Gnn 5 • Gn ,n + i
1

• S-G.nN
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and thus

In short,

$W \ ) ) . (2.14)
We thus have proven eq. (2.9).

2.4 Extrapolation of Energy Values

Due to the truncation of the HILBERT space, for a system of any reasonable size, it is impos-
sible to reach the exact ground state and hence to calculate the exact ground state energy by
using PIRG. But still one should expect that one may obtain an arbitrarily good approxima-
tion by using a sufficiently high number of basis states, L. For that reason, it appears possible
to obtain the correct ground state energy by extrapolating the energy values to L —• oo, or,
equivalently, to 1/L —•» 0. However, this procedure would suffer from a severe drawback
because it is not possible to determine systematically the dependence of the calculated ground
state energy on the dimension of the truncated HILBERT space. In fact, this dependency even
may not be well-defined because the expectation values depend on the choice of the basis. So,
a different extrapolation scheme is needed.
BECCA et al. [BCS00] found that the error of the energy expectation values is proportional to
the variance of the energy; as a special case, the variance of the energy vanishes if the system
is in an eigenstate. That is why at a sufficiently low variance a linear extrapolation is possible
in order to obtain a reliable estimate for the true ground state energy eigenvalue. For proving
this, following [KI01], we assume that the approximate ground state is |$) = c|0) + d \ip),
where the states |0) and \ip) are real and orthonormal, and c2 + d2 = 1.
Upon introducing A = {(M H* \tp) - (0| H |0)*)/«0| H W) a s w e l 1 a s ^o |0> = H |0), the
expectation values obtained from the PIRG ground state |<&) can be written as (<3>| H |<3>) =
<0| H |0)(l + d2Dx) as well as <$| H2 |$) = <0| H |0}2(l + d2D2). Thus, the error of the
ground state expectation value is

5E0 = ($| H |$) - (0| H |0) = (FEoDi.

The relative variance of the energy is

($1 iJ2 1$) - ($1 if |$)2 d2Z?2 J2 n ,

= 2

Thus, by comparison, one can see that

AE + O{4).

Therefore it is reasonable to linearly extrapolate the energy values to A# = 0 in order to
obtain the true ground state energy. One can use different schemes, ranging from a simple
extrapolation from the two data points with the lowest variance to a weighted linear regression.
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Figure 2.1: Linear dependence of the approximate ground state energy on the relative energy
variance of the state; for a half-filled 4 x 4 system at U = 3.5, using L = 2 . . . 50
basis vectors, with L = 150 iterations each..

I use a linear regression where data points are weighted according to their reciprocal energy
variance.
The result of such an extrapolation for a 4 x 4 system at U = 3.5 (strongly correlated) and
half filling is depicted in figure 2.1.

2.5 The Calculation of Expectation Values

2.5.1 Using GREEN'S Functions

In order to calculate expectation values of any single- or many-particle operator, one can
use WICK'S theorem, reducing those expectation values to a sum of products of GREEN'S

functions, which are single-particle operator expectation values. However, in our case the
application of WICK'S theorem is not straightforward because it only applies to uncorrelated
(SLATER determinant) states. In contrast, the ground states calculated using the PIRG method
are correlated states; just the basis states are uncorrelated. One thus has to decompose any
expectation value into the matrix elements of the corresponding operator: if the state of the
system is found to be

where ) is a possibly non-orthogonal basis of the truncated HILBERT space and F^ =
denotes the normalisation matrix elements; the expectation value of an operator A is
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given as

(2.15)

Thus, one should find a way to reduce the matrix elements (<pg\ A\(fe>) to some product of
GREEN'S functions, G°f.
In fact, WICK'S theorem also applies to matrix elements of operators between two different
SLATER determinant states. I will give a proof of this for the simplest non-trivial case (four
FERMI operators), the generalisation being rather straightforward though requiring much more
paper for nasty bookkeeping.
We are considering two SLATER determinants, \<p) and \ip), described by the matrices <p and
ip, respectively9. The trick is to evaluate the product

where [tki]rs = 5rkSsi is the matrix representation of c^q (which can be applied to every
column of the matrices tp and ip because it stems from the exponential of a single-particle
operator). This equality is due to the fact that, since the cr are FERMI operators, the TAYLOR

expansion of the exponentials can be truncated after the first-order term.
After expanding the products and using eq. (2.10), one obtains

= (il>\<p)det(l + {atik + ßtjt ji) G),

where G = <p (^V) * ^ t i s t n e GREEN'S function for matrix elements between the states \ip)
and \<p). Insertion of the values for the tik matrices and evaluation of the product yields

where the matrix A consists of the elements

Ars = Srs + öirO! (Gks + 5jkßGls) + 8jrßGls.

This matrix looks quite simple: except the i-th row consisting of the elements

aGki

+ +
and the j'-th row consisting of

ßGlu ..., ßGij- >... ßGlN,
9If there are different spins among the creation and annihilation operators, the theorem becomes trivial, so the

case of equal spins is the only case remaining to be considered.
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only the diagonal matrix elements are non-zero, having unity value. If i = j , the i-th row is
the sum of these two rows.
Due to this simple structure, the determinant can, for i ^ j , be calculated as

QGt J\ '==-

Luckily, for i = j one obtains the same result.

aGki + SjkaßGii) (1 + ßGu) - ßGh {aGkj + 6jkaßGtj)
(2.16)

From (ip
the derivative with respect to a and ß at a = ß = 0:

the matrix element (i>\ cfcjCkci \(p) may be obtained by taking

dadß
•p)

+
a=/3=0

By calculating this explicitly from eq. (2.16), one obtains

which was to be shown.

(2.17)

2.5.2 WICK'S Theorem Applied to Some Observables
Once the ground state of the system has been found, any observable can be calculated di-
rectly. The most important observables are the energy, the momentum distribution and, for
the purpose of extrapolation, the energy variance. Out of these, the energy expectation values
need not be calculated because they are already known from the solution of the generalised
eigenproblem (one may, of course, still calculate them for checking the routines).

Momentum Distribution

Since no two-particle operator expectation values are involved, the momentum distribution
may be easily calculated from the ground state GREEN'S function by a simple FOURIER trans-
formation. Due to the symmetry of the ground state GREEN'S function, G^ = GJi? and the
normalisation of the momentum creation operators,

?.+ _

N

oiqnn+

with Vi denoting the position vector of site i, the occupation number of momentum q and spin
a is

1 ™ (2.18)lqa/ -> = 4
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with the ground state GREEN'S function

Energy Variance and Squared Hamiltonian

The most complicated observable to be calculated is the energy variance with products of up
to eight FERMI operators involved, providing an excellent playground for the application of
WICK'S theorem.
The (relative) variance of the energy is

(if2) -

thus especially involving the matrix elements

= (<pe\ T
2 \<pe) + (<pt\ (TV + VT) \w) + (<pt\ V2 \<pe).

These have to be reduced to products of GREEN'S functions separately.
First, as the easiest part, we consider the kinetic energy, which (including the chemical poten-
tial) can be written as T = Y,ija Tij4*cja- B v using WICK'S theorem and the abbreviation

= MA^l (2.20)

one obtains

(T2)ee> =
ijkraß

= {4ACTßCic)u, + ÖaßÖjh (4aCrß)u,

= \CiaCjot)ee, \ckßCrß)u, ~ \CiaCrß/ee' {Ckßcja)u,

+5aßöjk (4acrß)eel

Therefore,

ijkraß ijkra

ija / ijkra

The next term is the mixing term of the kinetic energy and the interaction:

(TV + VT)U, = V
ijku
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With the help of the FERMI operator anticommutation relations one can find that

C C C = C C C i + aVjkc

where, as usual, <f = —a. Using this and its hermitean adjoint relation for i instead of j , as
well swapping a few anticommuting operators, the mixed term can be written in the following
way:

VT)ee, = -
ijka

ijcr

Now we are in a position to evaluate the matrix elements using WlCK's theorem. When
labelling the operators in the first term, {c^c^c^c^c^c^) i(l, as {l+2+3+321)w,, one can
easily see that the permutations [132], [213] and [312] do not contribute. For example, the
contribution of [132] would involve the pairings (1,1), (2,3), and (3,2), the last one resulting
in a factor (3+2}w, = (c^c^) , which vanishes due to the different spin components. The
remaining permutations and their respective signs are [123] (+), [231] (+) and [321] (—).
Hence the total contribution is

n<jze n\it'

1 rioit1 rait' noW
ujk ^kk ^ji

The second expectation value turns out to be

and, analogously,
_ I' n+ n+ n -n \ _

\Ct\Ci,l ™ 3°/W ~

After collecting all the terms (and one exchange of summation variables i and j) the mixed
part of the variance is found to be given by the matrix elements

VT)ee, = -2Uj2T>JGZ?G?k'Glle' (2.22)
ijka

ijkcr

+u'

Finally, we turn to the last term,

(V2)ee, =
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Use of the anticommutation relations yields

where the presence of the KRONECKER <5y has been used to put j — i. One can now see
easily that the second and third terms vanish due to two equal FERMI creation or annihilation
operators applied to one state. Thus the remainder is

The second term is easy:

For the first term, one really has to use WICK'S theorem. In order to simplify the calculations,
we can change the order of the annihilation operators:

The operators in (4i4icticticjlcrtcilcii)'u<
 a r e labelled (l+2+3+4+4321)^, again, so it is

easy to list the pairings leading to vanishing contributions because of opposite spins, viz.
(1,2), (1,4), (2,1), (2,3), (3,2), (3,4), (4,1), and (4,3). All permutations leading to these
pairings do not contribute. These permutations are [2...], [4...], [.1..], [.3..], [..2.], [..4.], [...1],
and [...3]. Thus, out of the 4! = 24 permutations one would have to consider, only four remain:
[1234] (+), [1432] (-) , [3214] (-), and [3412] (+). The corresponding terms are
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Therefore, the pure interaction part of the variance is

fff +GfGfGfGf (2.23)

Gji Gü Ujj ^ij

Finally, all three parts can be assembled to yield the expectation value of H2,

e> + (TV + VT)U, + (V2)u,)

and thus the energy variance.

Spin Correlation Function

For finding magnetic properties, the spin-spin correlation function is a crucial quantity. Gen-
erally, for two sites i, j , the static correlation function is defined as

Stf = {S?SV) - (S?) (S>ß) ; (2.26)

in general, we denote
S*i = (S?S*) - (S?) <5J> , (2.27)

where Si is the spin operator at lattice site i, with components

The PAULI matrices are

i \ _ / n _•»• \

, and
= ( j ° ={ J and ° ={o

It is immediately clear that the spin matrix elements are

(Sr)ee' = IJ2 <&' (c^')ee> = \ E ^ G f . (2.28)
XX'

In particular,
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Considering

XX'TT'

WICK'S theorem yields

4
AT AT

- (S?)w \sj

AT AT

Due to aaö-^ = 5a/j • 1 + i J^7 Saß-y^1, this is equal to

_ l ca\ / qß
\ i ne.

Thus,

A X-y

a ß /-ixee' s-iree'

' XT

This can be simplified significantly for the different special cases like

• a = ß,

• a, ß ^ 3, but a ^ ß,

• a = 3 or ß = 3, but a ^ ß.

We consider the different cases:

• a = ß: then, eaß1 = 0, so the third summand vanishes. Additionally, cr^cr*T =

— In the case of a = 3, |<r̂ T| = 5\T, thus,

' + 4^ S ^ " 4 Z) Gf'Gf- (2-29>
A A
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- For a = 1 or a = 2, \a\T\2 = öXr as well as (Sf )ge, = (Sf)te, = 0, therefore the
remainder is

• For a = 1, ß = 2 we obtain

4
AT

due to (Sl'2)ee, = 0 and (5f)w, = E A ^ A ^ ' . Additionally, ^T<7T
2
A = i for A = | ,

r =J., and —i for A =J., r = | .

In quite the same way,

- - 2 ö ü \pi Zee' + 4 ^Gji ° y ~ ^ ü ^ v

Finally, we consider the remaining case of a = 3, ß ^ 3 or vice versa:

' 4 A,

= 0, so the first term vanishes; additionally, a\T ^ 0 only for A = r, whereas

0 only for A = r. Thus,

^ = (S?S*)W, = 0 for a,ß^3. (2.31)

In general, the spin-spin correlation function can be determined from the aforementioned
quantities by

ag» = £<«>«, (srs>) - (Y.MF* (s?)a) (Y.CV'F>" (sf

For a HUBBARD system without an external field, due to spin-inversion symmetry, no magneti-
sation occurs (even a spontaneous magnetisation would need an infinitesimal external field),
except as an artifact of some approximation (as might occur for HARTREE-FOCK calcula-
tions). Thus, (Sf) = 0, even though non-zero matrix elements {Sf)u, may occur.
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2.6 Finding Finite-Temperature Properties with PIRG
Labour of the Best: "What are you working on?" Mr Keuner was asked. "It is
very laborious", he answered, "I am preparing my next mistake." [Bre94]

2.6.1 Low-Temperature PIRG
The low-temperature properties of the given system are mainly determined by the low-lying
states. Therefore, instead of only finding the ground state of the system, we aim to find ap-
proximations for the low-lying states as well, particularly the size of a gap, which always
exists for finite systems. To that end, the PIRG algorithm needs to be modified only slightly.
Just as in the case of zero temperature, a sequence of expanding and truncating the basis in
order to optimise an "energy" of the truncated HlLBERT space spanned by a limited basis
( ¥>iP> / . • • • > PL'1/} ' S employed. The Hamiltonian restricted to the space spanned by
that basis is diagonalised, yielding the "eigenvalues" ei < • • • < eL. But whereas for zero-
temperature the aim is the minimisation of ei, we now try to minimise the "restricted" free

energy F = —\fß\ogZ where Z = Yle=iexP(~ßet)- A t ß ~* °°> t n a t means> a t z e r o

temperature, this prescription becomes identical to the zero-temperature algorithm. At finite
temperature, it means predominantly minimising the lower energy eigenvalues, as F is dom-
inated by ei, but, once this is done, also minimisinig the higher eigenvalues. In practice, that
means we are trying to follow a variational principle for several vectors at once.

2.6.2 Generalised Variational Principle
We now show that there is indeed a variational principle for several vectors at once. Let
(\ipi(a)),..., |T/>L(O:))) be a set of vectors parametrised by a. As an auxiliary condition,
without loss of generality, we assume that those vectors are orthonormalised, that means,
{ipe(&) I ipe'(&)) = <W- This condition is needed in order to prevent the collapse of this set to
just a set of identical ground states. In the PIRG algorithm, a similar condition is automatically
enforced by using the eigenvectors of the restricted Hamiltonian10.
Thus, introducing the LAGRANGE multipliers ê -, the function to be minimised is

As the coefficient of e^ is symmetric, we may assume that e^ = e^ because any antisymmetric
component will vanish.
The derivative with respect to a is

0 i

10Those eigenvectors are not the single-particle states, even though a similar collapse of the many-particle states
to a product of identical single-particle states occurs in PIRG if no re-orthogonalisation of the SLATER deter-
minants is done, see section 2.3.1.
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da da

the last summand of which, due to the symmetry of e.., can be written as

ij

As well,

H

Thus, by simply composing these equations, relabelling £ as i and introducing an additional
sum over j and, for compensation, a factor of 5^ in the first summand, one obtains

H

= 0.

By changing the parameter from a to ia, we can justify to drop the Re functions. Thus,

-ß
\ da

H + ß \ da
A(ot) ) = 0.

That means, as the dependency of \ipj{a)) on a is completely arbitrary, the term to which
{dipj(a)/da\ is applied must vanish on its very own: for each j ,

= 0. (2.33)

= fe, this becomesBy applying {tpk(a)\ and using the constraint that {^(

thus

For all j , after cancelling a common factor of exp (-ß{i^j(a)\ H \ipj(a)}), inserting into eq.
(2.33) yields

which is the projection of H \tpj(a)) to the space spanned by the vectors \ipi(a))- Thus we
know that this space has to be an eigenspace of the Hamiltonian operator, H. When diag-
onalising the Hamiltonian restricted to that space, we will thus obtain as eigenvalues some
eigenvalues of the unrestricted Hamiltonian. That is why, the minimisation of the restricted
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free energy of a set of states, followed by a diagonalisation of the restricted Hamiltonian, will
yield the lowest eigenvalues and eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian.
In the case of low-temperature PIRG, there is a further restriction, viz. that all of the states

| ipj (a)) have to be linear combinations of the same set of basis vectors, ( (Pi ) >•••> VL /)•
Hence we cannot expect to obtain more than just a few of the L lowest eigenstates, neverthe-
less, one may well hope that the higher (and wronger) eigenstates of the restricted Hamiltonian
one will obtain do not contribute much to physical quantities due to very small BOLTZMANN
factors, exp(—ßeg).

Consequently, we can expect that the method introduced above may give reasonable results
for temperatures 1/ß «C E where E m eL/2 because, at higher temperatures (lower /?), higher
states are either ignored though they should not be, or the states found are very probably
wrong, that is, not a good approximation for the true eigenstates of the system (due to the
restrictions on the basis states used for optimisation). On the other hand, low-temperature
PIRG is able to find the lowest excited states and, thus, the gap size of the system, even though
other than zero-temperature quantities cannot reliably be determined due to large degeneracies
of the low-lying excited states for large systems, as discussed in the following section.
In that case, ß is no physical quantity (although it looks like an inverse temperature) but just
an auxiliary quantity for adjusting the optimisation process.

2.6.3 Extrapolation of Energy Values

In low-temperature PIRG, the main extrapolation problem for thermodynamic quantities is
that there are two different mechanisms of convergence, due to two different types of trunca-
tion errors:

• As L increases, higher eigenstates of the system are taken into account. If the energy of
these states is not much higher than the temperature, every added state adds a significant
contribution to the calculated expectation values. Every time a new energy level is
added, the energy expectation values might "jump" further towards the real value. But as
the size of these jumps depends on the level spacing, an extrapolation is difficult unless
one knows all the significant levels, in which case an extrapolation would not be needed.
On the other hand, the occurrence of such "jumps" is a clear sign that the considered
temperature is still too high for the given dimension of the truncated HlLBERT space.

• As L increases, the eigenstates themselves can be approximated better. This is the
same mechanism of convergence as in zero-temperature PIRG, except that we have to
consider the extrapolation for different states.

So, provided the temperature is low enough, the remaining problem is to find a quantity which
is of use for extrapolating the energy expectation values; just like the variance in the zero-
temperature case. The easiest way is to still use the ground-state variance only because the
properties of the system are still dominated by the ground state and we hope that convergence
for higher states will be rather similar as the one for lower states. Yet, although this works
pretty well for the lowest excited states, there is no rigorous grounds for such an assumption;
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indeed, it is more accurate to extrapolate each level separately based on the corresponding
energy variance.
However, this is obviously feasible only for those eigenstates which are already calculated
when using only a few SLATER determinants as a basis: in other words, an extrapolation
of each state on its own may be used if (and only if) the gap is to be calculated, but not for
calculating thermodynamic properties. - When tested for simple systems with a clearly known
lowest excitation, the energies were reliably retained.
An attempt to generalise this approach to finding as many low-energy eigenstates of the system
as possible is described in the appendix, section B.I.

2.6.4 A Failed Method: Stochastic TPIRG/Matrix-Element
Diffusion Monte Carlo

Basic Idea

The aim of a "thermodynamic" (finite-temperature) path integral renormalisation group (TPIRG)
is to calculate expectation values of physical observables at finite temperature. The expecta-
tion value of an observable A is given by

> I l iW!) (2.34,
Tr Q Tr £

where g = exp(-ßH) is the density matrix of the system at inverse temperature ß.
Considering a basis (|$?})Q

=1 of the HlLBERT space, the expectation value can therefore be
written using

Q

Tr {QX'2AQ1/2) = J2 (e~ß/2H%\A l e"^ 2 ^^) . (2.35)
9=1

As a special case of this equation, the partition function is given by

Q

Z = Trg=Y] {e-ß/2H$q | e~ßl2H%). (2.36)
9=1

As always, the free energy is F — —l/ß log Z.
Again, this propagation is to be done in many (P) small steps of Ar = ß/(2P).
As in the zero-temperature case, we have to cope with the problem that it is impossible to
store all of the basis states of the physical system; thus one has to single out the most im-
portant ones (those with maximum statistical weight). This is easiest for the case of infinite
temperature, T = oo or ß = 0: in that case, g = 1, every state has the same weight and one can
with equal right take just any combination of states in order to calculate T = oo expectation
values: replacing the basis (|$9)) by just a collection of random states, one will still obtain
the correct infinite-temperature expectation values because the infinite-temperature ensemble
is composed of random states, even though the partition function is estimated wrongly by a
factor J\f.
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In order to reach a finite temperature T = 1/ß, the imaginary-time evolution operator exp(—ß/2 H)
has to be applied to the infinite-temperature ensemble. Hence one can still estimate the finite-
temperature expectation values using

Tr (Q1'2V/2) =NYJ{
e~ß/2H%\ A \e~ß/2H%), (2.37)

7=1

even if the states |<]>g) are chosen randomly. jV is just a normalisation constant which finally
drops out of the expectation values because it is also included in Z.
Unfortunately, it is impossible again to exactly simulate the (imaginary) time evolution of the
states because the exact states would require much more computational effort than is afford-
able. Therefore, one again has to do the evolution step by step, every time discarding those
states which are least significant.
Every application of the interaction term using the discrete HUBBARD-STRATONOVICH ex-
pansion leads to the appearance of two new states, so, after applying the operator e~ArH =
(1/2) ^ = ± 1 MQMI(IA) for P times, one obtains

_ JJ
Using this representation for calculating the traces from eq. (2.37), these can be written as

Tr (g^A^2) =M'^A^ßK (2.38)
< 7 = 1

where /xL 'R = (/J,\'R, ..., / 4 " R ) and

Since not all of the states can be retained, it is impossible to calculate all of these matrix
elements. But, in principle, every single one of these matrix elements has equal weight (it
occurs exactly once), so a random selection of these matrix elements will yield the correct
expectation values.
Still, it is desirable to achieve a greater accuracy by more probably neglecting those matrix
elements which would be very small anyway. The size of the matrix elements depends, among
others, on the norm of the states. Accordingly, we keep both HUBBARD-STRATONOVICH

states instead of just one with a probability proportional to their norm (or even keep none
of them), and, for compensation, the coefficients of the states are multiplied by the inverse
probability of keeping the states, so the total statistical weight of every state remains constant.
It is worth mentioning that this has to be done separately for the "left" and "right" states
{M0Mi{n\) • • • M0Mi(/^p)$g| and |M0Mi(/xf) • • • M0Mi(/j%)$q), respectively, because oth-
erwise the random variables /xL and ßn would no longer be independent; the selection of
matrix elements would be strongly biased towards diagonal elements.
A proposed algorithm is the following:
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1. start with two collections of states, and

set equal), as a model of the ensemble at T = oo.

2. propagate these states to ßx — 2AT at T = l/(2/3i) = I/AT, yielding

(initially

jOL,R\
•g I"

3. truncate the HiLBERT space at temperature T\: drop states with a low norm, keep those
with a large norm and, in turn, compensate by adjusting the coefficients of the states.

4. repeat steps 2 and 3 for the inverse temperatures ß2 = 2 AT, ...,ßP = 2PAT = ß .

5. at each step, use the simulated ensemble to calculate expectation values:

There are several details not explained in this scenario, among these:

• how to choose the T = oo set of states,

• how exactly to do the necessary truncation of the HiLBERT space,

• whether and when to perform an orthonormalisation of the matrices representing SLATER
determinants.

Selection of the T = oo Set

At first, we have to find a way to randomise an infinite-temperature set of states correctly
reproducing the expectation values. At ß = 0, the eqn.

Tr (QA) = Tr A = J ] (Vm\ A \<pm)
m

holds, where (\<pm))m is an orthonormal basis of the HiLBERT space.
Let us assume that the states |<3>?) are random linear combinations of some orthonormal basis

where the ce are random variables obeying a distribution yielding expectation values €[ce] = 0,
S[X] denoting the expectation value of a random variable X. This makes the thermodynamic
expectation value (that is, the mean value) calculated using these coefficients a random vari-
able with the expectation value

S[A] =
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where C is the covariance matrix of the probability distribution of the ce:

Cee> = £ [cece'] - £ [ce] £ [/] .

That is why, in order to yield the correct result for the T = oo expectation value, the coeffi-
cients ce have to be independent random variables: Ca> = <W-
This calculation directly generalises to randomised "bases" of SLATER determinants because
a SLATER determinant represented by a matrix with random entries is a random linear combi-
nation of those basis states with the sites either occupied or unoccupied (matrices containing
only vanishing or unity entries), which are orthonormal, the coefficients being the products of
the random entries.
Therefore, random combinations of randomised SLATER determinants are a consistent model
for the infinite-temperature ensemble.

Orthonormalisation of the SLATER Determinants

In the case of zero-temperature PIRG, the orthonormalisation of the SLATER determinant
matrices was feasible in order to reduce numerical instabilities because the simulation of the
time evolution was used only in order to guide the minimisation of the energy. In contrast, the
proposed finite-temperature PIRG should simulate the imaginary-time evolution of the states
|<&9) as exactly as possible. This has several grave consequences:

• the coefficients ce
pq should in principle be kept constant through all of the the evolution

process (with the exception that they may be multiplied with the inverse expectation
value of the number of HUBBARD-STRATONOVICH states kept, in order to compensate
for the bias introduced by keeping the states with a higher weight).

• if the basis states \<pf) are changed, this change should be compensated (if possible!)
by an according modification of the coefficients cpq.

By direct calculation, one can see that linearly combining the columns of the matrices
representing SLATER determinants does not change the scalar products of these deter-
minants; therefore, a simple orthogonalisation does not change the states at all and may
be performed without any compensation. An orthonormalisation, however, includes a
normalisation as well: thus, when performing the orthonormalisation of the basis vector
\<pf), for compensation one has to multiply the coefficients cqp by its norm.

Why it Fails

The reason for this approach to fail is the standard reason why fermionic Monte Carlo meth-
ods fail: the sign problem. Even though this approach yields correct expectation values, the
average sign of the matrix elements contributing is usually very close to zero; for this rea-
son, the error becomes exponentially large compared to the expectation values themselves. It
usually was possible to reproduce rather accurate ground-state properties as well as infinite-
temperature results, but the finite-temperature results for different runs turned out to be com-
pletely random and not of any use for finding the actual properties of the system.
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Possible Remedies

One possible approximate solution for the sign problem may be given similar to the method of
constrained-path QMC algorithms [ZCG95]: the "paths" (the MARKOV sequence of SLATER
determinants) are subject to the additional constraint that all of the contributing SLATER de-
terminants have a non-negative overlap with a given reference SLATER determinant. A careful
choice of the reference determinant may be crucial. A possible remedy of the sign problem
using this approach will be the subject of further studies and could not any more be included
in this work.

2.7 Application of PIRG to Disordered Systems

2.7.1 Disordered Systems

In contrast to the systems usually modelled, quite the normal case of a solid-state system is a
"dirty" system. Even in a single crystal, at finite temperature some lattice defects persist, and
most materials cannot be produced in an absolutely pure form. Thus, some degree of disorder
is extremely common even in systems which are not supposed to be dominated by disorder.
The analytic treatment of disordered systems has proven difficult. The traditional approach is
based on the assumption of weak disorder, considering the scattering of free electrons off some
randomly distributed impurities, only weakly modifying the properties of the electrons, which
leads to the appearance of a residual resistivity at zero temperature, as the free movement of
the electrons is frequently interrupted by impurity scattering events.
It was first pointed out by ANDERSON in 1958 [And58] that this view was incomplete and
the electron wave functions may be fundamentally changed by a random potential: the single-
particle states might not be extended BLOCH-wave-like functions but rather localised, being
exponentially centered around some point in space. In the limit of very strong disorder, these
localised states would be the bound states of some "hole" in the potential landscape, from
which a hopping may occur to another nearby "hole". The question was whether this hopping
would be sufficient to produce an extended electron state out of many localised ones, and if the
states at the FERMI level already belong to the extended ones, in that case causing the system
to be metallic.
Based on scaling arguments [AALR79], it was shown that the answer to this problem strongly
depends on the dimensionality of the system under consideration. Whereas in one dimension,
an arbitrarily weak disorder leads to all one-particle states being localised [LR85, MT61], per-
turbational calculations for three-dimensional systems (like metals) had often delivered results
in accordance with reality (there are metals with a finite conductivity displaying the predicted
temperature dependence). After the existence or non-existence of an extended electron state in
two dimensions being unclear for many years, it was finally shown [AALR79] that also in two
dimensions in the absence of a magnetic field, all non-interacting-electron states are localised
already at small disorder, so metallic behaviour could not exist in two dimensions.
However, all those concepts were developed for the case of non-interacting electrons. In
an approach to include interaction effects systematically [Lee82], a diagrammatic approach
perturbational in the weak interaction parameter found an enhanced localisation tendency.
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Additionally, even for a homogeneous two-dimensional system without frustration, electron
systems display a transition to an antiferromagnetic MOTT insulating phase at arbitrarily small
interaction [KI01]. So, taking into account that actual physical systems close to two dimen-
sions are always interacting and mostly "dirty", no approximately two-dimensional metallic
state should exist. Hints at the possibility that a metallic state might exist in two-dimensional
interacting disordered electron systems were scarce and not compelling beyond all doubt
[Fin83, CDLM84]. - For systems at higher dimensions and at a disorder strength far below
the limit of ANDERSON localisation, AGUIAR et al. [ADAK05] found in 2005 that indeed,
by smearing the HUBBARD bands, the MOTT transition is moved to a higher critical inter-
action value, additionally decreasing the coexistence region, within a DMFT approach. The
metallic solution is thus stabilised by weak disorder in high dimension. The limit of infinite
disorder on a BETHE lattice in a mean-field limit was examined by DOBROSAVLJEVIC et al.
[DK97], finding a weak-disorder FERMI liquid phase, a strong-disorder insulating phase, and
a non-FERMi-liquid phase in between. Extending that work, B YCZUK et al. [BHV05] studied
a potential-disordered HUBBARD model within DMFT, finding a phase diagram in which the
two insulating phases are continuously connected. Despite all those recent findings [BVZ04],
far less work has been conducted concerning two-dimensional systems after the issue of lo-
calisation in two dimensions was felt to be solved as "always insulating".

Two-dimensional electron systems can be closely approximated in metal-oxide-semiconduc-
tor field-effect transistors (MOSFET) [AFS82], the behaviour of which used to be dominated
by impurity scattering. In spite of all theoretical evidence prohibiting a metallic behaviour,
after the quality of available samples had improved to a level where the electron interaction
is at least comparable to the disorder effects, a metal-to-insulator transition was observed in a
two-dimensional electron system in a silicon MOSFET [KKF+94] at low temperature (below
IK). Up to now, this phenomenon has not been definitively explained [AKS01], even though
KRAVCHENKO et al. suggested the reason to be the interplay of interaction and disorder, based
on an analysis of the orders of magnitude.

In [HT03, HT04], Dariush HEIDARIAN and Nandini TRIVEDI examine the behaviour of a
two-dimensional system of interacting electrons by means of a HUBBARD model with strong
COULOMB repulsion featuring uncorrelated potential disorder. Within a HARTREE-FOCK ap-
proximation, they find a vanishing spectral gap above a critical disorder strength as well as
evidence for single-particle states with a large localisation length in that regime, pointing to-
wards a metallic phase (created by filling the "holes" in the potential landscape by the electron
interaction). Independently, according to their work, the antiferromagnetism persists after the
metal-to-insulator transition and is destroyed in a percolation-type transition only at a much
stronger disorder, giving rise to an unusual antiferromagnetic metallic phase.

These calculations were only done within a HARTREE-FOCK approximation, which is known
to destroy some correlation effects. It is our aim to study the same system without using such
a restrictive approximation in order to see whether the effects reported by HEIDARIAN et al.
are also present with exchange-correlation effects fully taken into account.
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2.7.2 PIRG and Disordered Systems

As explained in the preceding sections, PIRG is based on a real-space representation of the
many-particle wave functions, using as a basis the uncorrelated SLATER determinants; the
Hamiltonian is applied in its real-space representation for every site separately. This means
the method is well-suited for the treatment of inhomogeneous systems.
If the inhomogeneities are distributed in a random way, as is, for instance, the case for lattice
defects or impurities in metals (or, as an extreme case, for metallic liquids11), the system is
called a disordered system. As the distribution of impurities is different for every sample, the
knowledge of physical quantities for a single sample seems, at a first glance, rather worth-
less; instead, one aims to find configuration averages of physical quantities by calculating the
quantities for many (usually, "many" means a number on the order of 10 to 100) different re-
alisations of the distribution of inhomogeneities and averaging afterwards. Computationally,
this is quite strenuous, as it is necessary to do the same calculation many times; however, it is
quite a straight-forward approach to the treatment of disordered systems. Since real systems
are usually large, containing many disordered subsystems, in reality the distribution of physi-
cal quantities12 will be extremely narrow; therefore, it may be expected that physical quantities
will be very close to their average values in reality.

In order to teduce the influence of long tails and "outliers" of the distribution which will almost
never be measured for a realistic system, the "typical" [And58] values are used instead of the
average values. Those "typical" values are calculated using a geometric mean instead of an
arithmetic mean and are dominated by the most probable values.
Computationally, it is only possible to treat rather small systems. Hence it is indeed neces-
sary to calculate the quantities for many realisations of the disorder, thus enabling to evaluate
estimators for the "real" averages in the limit of larger systems.
There are different types of disorder investigated so far, most dominantly, site-diagonal poten-
tial disorder has been treated13. This means the lattice fermion system is given by a Hamilto-
nian

H = T + V

ija

ija

V = I

with, just as before, V denoting the usual COULOMB repulsion, t^ the usual hopping matrix
elements being equal to t for nearest neighbours (ij) and equal to t' for next nearest neighbours

nThe ions cores may be considered static compared to the electrons.
12only "self-averaging" quantities
13Interaction disorder or hopping disorder may be treated just as well.
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{(ij)), but now, the chemical potential £ has been replaced by a different chemical potential Q
for every site, equivalent to a different single-electron orbital energy value Si on each of the
sites by Q = C - £*•
In a system which is not just inhomogeneous but even disordered, the (Q)i are defined to be
random variables drawn from a given distribution. According to that distribution, different
types of on-site disorder can be distinguished: the disorder may be uncorrelated or correlated.
For the case of uncorrelated disorder, only the distribution function for a single value Q is
needed, which still may be an even distribution, a Gaussian or a binary distribution ("telegraph
noise") or even something different.

2.7.3 Quantities Relevant to Disordered Systems

One of the most interesting questions concerning disordered electron systems is whether the
system constitutes a metal or an insulator. This question has been treated extensively in
the context of non-interacting electron systems in a disordered potential (see, for example,
[AALR79, SKOK05]), where it can be reduced to two conceptually simple questions:

• Are there single-particle wave functions which extend over all of the "crystal", so they
are able to support an electron current?

Of course there are such wave functions, because every short-ranged potential has scat-
tering states, but:

• Are those scattering states "within reach" for a small excitation, that means, is the
FERMI edge located within the scattering states? Otherwise, a small excitation would
just lift an electron within its potential well but not enable it to leave the well.

The location of the FERMI edge may, for a finite system, be found by calculating the single-
particle states, which in general just means diagonalising a matrix on the order of the system
size: the density of states, D(e), has to be found. The question whether the states are lo-
calised or extended is usually answered by giving the localisation length or the participation
ratio of the corresponding single-particle states [BD70], giving the fraction of the sites which
are actively excited14. For a one-particle wave function, u : i I—» ui = u (r*), the inverse
participation ratio is defined as

where, of course, the second equality holds only if the wave function is properly normalised.
The corresponding localisation length is defined as

L (2.40)

14Originally, the participation ratio concept was applied to vibrational excitations of disordered media.
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where d denotes the spatial dimension; for the case of two dimensions, Cd = l/V^n is
appropriate. This may be illustrated by calculating the IPR for wave functions which are
known to be localised: if we take, for instance, the wave function u (r) ~ exp (— \r\ /(2£)),
then, in two dimensions, IPR(it) = 1/ (8TT£2) and LL(w) = f. As a second prototypical
example, if the wave function u is equally spread over an area 7r£2, then IPR(M) = 1/ (TT£2)

and LL(u) = f/V8.
Frequently, the participation ratio/localisation length is given not as a function of the eigen-
states of the system but of their energy eigenvalues. The energy above which the localisation
length diverges with increasing system size (or, at least, is of the same order of magnitude as
the system itself) is, for a non-interacting system, probably well-defined (see [Zim79] and the
references cited therein), and is called the mobility edge.
These quantities are defined only for a one-particle wave function. However, they may be
calculated from the single-particle states constituting a SLATER determinant, thus, for every
SLATER determinant giving a "spectrum" LL(e) of the localisation lengths of the states par-
ticipating in the determinant: for the low-lying states, the localisation lengths will be rather
small, suddenly increasing at the mobility edge.
Therefore, it is possible to generalise the participation ratio and localisation length functions to
the H ARTREE-FOCK wave functions of an interacting system, which is nothing but a SLATER
determinant. Just as in the non-interacting case, these quantities may be considered as func-
tions of the single-particle (HARTREE-FOCK) energies, which is especially justified because
the single-particle energies (though essentially they are physically meaningless for an interact-
ing system, as the total energy may not be distributed over the single particles in a well-defined
way) yield consistent approximations of the excitation energies (KOOPMAN'S theorem). Ad-
ditionally, the exact uncorrelated states of a disordered system may be used as the starting
point of an interaction perturbation expansion [Lee82].
However, due to the nonlinearity of the inverse participation ratio as a function of the single-
particle states, there is no linear operator corresponding to the inverse participation ratio or
any of the quantities considered above. Thus, a straightforward generalisation to correlated
states, which are linear combinations of many SLATER determinants, does not exist.
If the frequency-dependent GREEN'S functions of the system are known, as a generalisation of
the IPR, the range of the GREEN'S function at the FERMI energy may be determined in order
to distinguish localised from extended excitations. In our case, using PIRG, only equal-time
GREEN'S functions can be calculated, which do not include any frequency information.
Thus, it is necessary to find a method to estimate whether the lowest excitations of a correlated
system are extended enough to carry a current or if their range is just restricted to some small
area.
Motivated by the single-particle definition,

IPR(u) = £ Q\Q\

where & = \u^ denotes the single-particle density at site i, it seems worthwile to study the
range of the change of the particle density induced by an excitation. In order to see if this
quantity has some properties of a continuation of the participation ratio to correlated systems,
it is necessary to calculate its properties for simple SLATER determinants.
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2.7.4 The Particle Density and the IPR for SLATER Determinants

For simplicity, we consider a SLATER determinant |y?) consisting of single-particle states
which are orthonormal (as discussed in section 2.3.1, this assumption comes without loss
of generality). Then the corresponding density is

M

m=l

where £>-m) = \<pim\2 is the density of the particle in the ra-th one-particle state at site i.
Thus, the different particle densities do not interfere (which in fact just means the particles
are uncorrelated). We now discuss whether it is possible to extract information about the
participation ratio of an elementary excitation of the HARTREE-FOCK states just from the
change of the density.
Looking for a quantity still retaining some properties of the participation ratio but which may
be generalised to correlated states, we consider the change of the electron density induced by
an excitation. The idea is illustrated by a simple example: we consider a system of M particles
in a SLATER determinant state: |$) = f\m=l \4>m)- For an uncorrelated system, considering
only SLATER determinant states, the first excited state is given by lifting one of the electrons to
a higher single-particle state \<J>M+I), SO we compare this state to |\I>) = j\^ll l^m) A |
The change of density due to the excitation is then

where gf1' = \(pim\2 = \<f>m (ri)\2. The integrated square change of density is, therefore,

Thus, it is easily seen that, if both states <f>M and 4>M+I are extended, R —> 0 for large volume.
Conversely, if R > 0, at least one of the two states <J>M, 4>M+U is localised. - In more detail,
we now consider three different cases:

• 4>M as well as 4>M+I are completely delocalised. As shown before, R —» 0.

• One of the single-particle states, say, <PM, is localised in an area 7r£2, whereas <I>M+I is
extended over the entire area V of the system. Then, R ~ 1/ (?r£2) — 1/V > 0, which
converges towards a finite value for large V.

• Both of the single-particle states are localised in an area T T ^ M + 1 (£M+I > £M) (for
simplicity, we assume the densities to be locally constant). If both states are localised
in the same region, ]TV g\ g\M = 1/ (TT£M+I)» if they are localised in different re-
gions, ^2{ Q\ Q\ — 0. As the probability for both states to be localised in the same
region may be gauged to be n (£M + £M+I) 2 /^> after averaging over many configura-
tions, the mean value R & PM + PM+i - 2a • ir (fM + £,M+\f /V • 1/
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PM + PM+l - 2a (1 + £ M / £ M + I ) 2 /V should emerge (Pm := IPR (</>m)), <* b e i ng a

constant accounting for the details of the localised states and the sloppy arguments;
still, for large volume, R should converge towards a finite value. As a large £M+i means
a completely delocalised 4>M+\, by comparing, it is evident that a « 1/2.

So, it can be seen that for an uncorrelated system the integrated square change of density for
an excitation mainly contains information about the more localised one of the states of the
single electron being excited. Thus, for a large system, as the level spacing should become
small, it is possible to detect the crossing of the mobility edge by considering the integrated
square change of density for small excitations. However, it is of course impossible to extract
information about the individual single-particle states. For that reason, it makes sense to study
the integrated square value of the change of the particle density due to an excitation.
One obvious caveat has to be addressed: in the case of a pure spin excitation, the total par-
ticle density is obviously not going to change even though the densities for the spin-up and
spin-down sectors may very well change appreciably (consider the case of localised electrons
supporting a spin wave). Therefore, it is necessary to consider the change of the total particle
density in order to separate spin excitations which may not carry any electron current.

2.7.5 Other Quantities to be Calculated

Usually, it is pretty clear which quantities are to be calculated in order to find the physical
properties of a given system. However, in the case of a disordered but interacting electron
system, it is much less so. Of course, knowing the current response function would solve the
problem of finding a metal-to-insulator transition, but this would involve finding all the single-
particle excitations, which is not feasible numerically. As an alternative for non-interacting
systems, the participation ratio (see section 2.7.3) has been established as indicator for classi-
fying the single-particle states as conducting (extended) or insulating (localised). On the other
hand, it is still unclear what to do if there are no single-particle states15. In the last section,
some reasons were given to study the change of the particle density induced by an excitation;
if the change of density is extended, the excitation may carry a current.
In order to classify the magnetic properties, especially the presence of (local) antiferromag-
netism, the (local) staggered magnetisation was used [HT03, HT04].

However, straightforward calculation of the staggered magnetisation is possible only if the
spin inversion symmetry is broken artificially, for example, by admitting only uncorrelated
states as the possible state of the system, not linear combinations, or by fixing the magneti-
sation at one of the sites. Due to the symmetry, the expectation value of the staggered mag-
netisation usually vanishes for a finite system (as can be easily verified by calculating the
ground state of two antiferromagnetically coupled spins, which displays a perfect antiferro-
magnetic correlation but only vanishing spin expectation values). For homogeneous systems,
the square of the staggered magnetisation may be used as an order parameter indicating anti-
ferromagnetism. For a disordered system, unfortunately this is again impossible: as there may
be spatially separated regions of independent staggered magnetisation, the total expectation

15Some criteria have been given in [SWZ93, Koh64].
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value of the staggered magnetisation (or its square) will essentially be random as long as there
are some regions displaying local antiferromagnetism.
So, getting back to the roots, it seems plausible to investigate the spin-spin correlation function
itself in order to find signs of antiferromagnetism. As the most interesting (static) quantity
might be the total intensity M(i) of the antiferromagnetic correlations starting at a certain
lattice site ?', which (up to a constant) may be defined by

~ irA4(i)2

where q = (n/a, n/a), a denoting the lattice constant (that means the sign of the contributions
alternating in a chequerboard pattern. - Even though this is formally a (partial) FOURIER
transform of the spin correlation function, it has to be kept in mind that the system is not
homogeneous and, therefore, wave numbers are no good quantum numbers, meaning that
the FOURIER transform of different quantities is essentially meaningless). So, if the order
parameter M (i) at a given site i is large, this site is located inside an antiferromagnetic region
of the system.

2.7.6 Hamiltonian Matrix Elements; Practical Evaluation
In the course of the calculation, the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are required. Still us-
ing a non-orthonormal basis of the truncated HILBERT space (\ipe))e of SLATER determinants
\ipe) — \ip(j) <g) \(pei) with normalisation matrix elements Fw = {<ße | <pe>) and the GREEN'S

function,

G?A =
13 {Via

the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are

Fee'. (2.43)

For a square lattice with primitive vectors 8 this can be simplified even further: for a given i,
all nearest neighbours j are given by j — % ± 8; all next nearest neighbours can be written in a
similar way as j = i ± 8' (with 8' suitable linear combinations of the 8). Thus, when actually
calculating the matrix elements, they can be written as

~ l E [pi+6,i + Gif+5) ~t/, [}

— E ^ l i I Fee'
ic J

«^^^^K .*. ft At I Jt/If

{ipe\ V \<pe') =
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which clearly shows that all these summations only require a calculational effort of order
O(N).

2.7.7 Variance Matrix Elements; Practical Evaluation
The matrix elements of the variance look much more complicated, particularly due to the
different contributions entering the kinetic energy matrix, T. If we divide T into several terms,
T •=• T\ + T2 + To, Ti denoting the nearest-neighbour sum, T2 the next-nearest neighbour
part and To the on-site (chemical potential and disorder) part, there are nine constributions to
T2 = (Tx)

2 + (T2)2 + (T0)2 + T{T2 + T2TX + TXTQ + T0Ti + T2T0 + T0T2. All of these must
be calculated separately if the calculation shall need an effort of less than O (N4).
The different terms can easily be derived from eq. (2.21):

rrk
{ij){kr)ccß

2

(2.44)

Analogously,

"~ee' (ra£e'

( - 8kj) . (2.45)

««»a / ((ijHkr))a

The pure chemical-potential term is

/ T 2 \ — \ ^ r r nail'(ißM \ ^ r r /tali' (nail'

V 2^G G z^kL yikaß ika
2

fei [yik dki
ta / ika

The mixed (kinetic) terms look slightly longer:

(TiT2)ee, = (t £ Gf) L Y: Gf) - te Y: Grf [Gf - 5kj) ;

thus the symmetrised sum is (after renaming (i, j) to (k, r) in the second term and vice versa
and one more change of variables in the last summand)

(T^ + TiTy)^ = 2{T1)tt(T2)a,-2te

+tt' 22 [GT+GT). (2.47)
<üX0>>>«
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Analogously, the disorder-kinetic mixed terms are

(T0Ti + TiT0)ee, = 2(T0)ee,{Ti)eel-2t
i(kr)a

G**

+t E 0 {Grf + Gf) (2.48)
(jr)a

and

<0>»a

The mixed terms can be read directly from eq. (2.22):

IT 1/ a. T/T \ — OTIf S~^ rioM.'r«rll'rial?

(ij)ka

-2Ut Y. Of Ciff Off
(ij)ka

= 2 {To)ee, {T2)u, — 2t 2_^ QG% Gfk

i(kr))a

+t Y, (i (d°f + Gf) . (2.49)

- 2 {T,)w (V)ee, + 2Ut J2 GffGfG™' (2.50)
(ij)ka

-Ut 2^ [Gß + Gy j

The formula for (T2V + VT2)U, is found by replacing t by t' as well as nearest neighbour
sums by next nearest neighbour sums; the remainder is

E /~ s~Y<r££fs~i(j££ /~i<j(l£r ft c i \

2.8 Numerical Results
For the following calculations a sample size of 16 different realisations of the disorder was
used unless noted otherwise. As the disorder model, we have chosen an uncorrelated potential
disorder with a flat distribution function,

/ 1/(2AC) for |Ci| < AC
^ w I 0 otherwise
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Figure 2.2: Spin correlation function for a homogeneous system (A( = 0) for U = 4.0, Si0,
where i denotes the site at (x, y). The antiferromagnetic correlations are obvious.

2.8.1 Local Antiferromagnetic Order Parameter

In [HT03, HT04], HEIDARIAN and TRIVEDI examine the antiferromagnetic order of the dis-
ordered system within a HARTREE-FOCK approximation. We have calculated the histogram
as well as the leading moments of the distribution of the local staggered magnetisations for
different system sizes.
The spin correlation function for one site, i (-»• SOi for a homogeneous 5 x 6 system is given
in figure 2.2. Obviously, the system displays clear antiferromagnetic correlations. However,
this result has to be considered with one caveat (which also in part explains the low overall
values): as the system size of 5 x 6 is odd in one dimension, a completely antiferromagnetic
correlation function cannot exist within the periodic boundary conditions16. Some effect of
this can be seen at the lower left corner of the area depicted, where a sign change of the
correlation function does not occur between two neighbouring sites, thereupon introducing
a "domain wall" to the system. At AC = 2 (figure 2.3), the antiferromagnetic correlations
appear to be much less long-ranged than in the homogeneous case.
This is also reflected in the local antiferromagnetic order parameters of the different sites; for
the A( — 0 sample, the corresponding local antiferromagnetic order parameters are given in
figure 2.4. There is one separating line with a low local antiferromagnetic order parameter
(due to the odd length of the 5 x 6 system in one dimension); away from that line all the
lattice sites are located within an antiferromagnetic region. Considering the same system at
moderate disorder (figure 2.5), the lower overall value can be recognised as well as the spatial
inhomogeneity; the low-M line is not as sharply recognisable (it is no longer a straight line).
Clearly, antiferromagnetic correlations are still present, but antiferromagnetism seems to have

16Larger systems than 5 x 6 could not be considered due to the numerical effort; neither was a remedy using
spin-flip boundary conditions possible because that would be numerically equivalent to a system of almost
double the size and, additionally, be much more difficult to implement.
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Figure 2.3: Spin correlation function for one sample of a moderately disordered system (AC
2) for U = 4.0, Sio, where i denotes the site at (x, y).
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Figure 2.4: local antiferromagnetic order parameters Al(i) for a homogeneous system (AC
0) for U = 4.0, Sio, where « denotes the site at (a;, y).
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Figure 2.5: local antiferromagnetic order parameters M{i) for a moderately disordered
(AC = 2) system for U — 4.0, where i denotes the site at (x, y).

degraded. Even more so, this is the case for AC = 3, where some regions of higher and lower
antiferromagnetism can be recognised (figure 2.6). Although these cases are rather typical, it
still has to be specified how typical they are; that means, the results of averaging over many
realisations of the disorder potential have to be considered in order to extract the behaviour of
the systems at increasing system size.

The histograms17 of the local antiferromagnetic order parameters for different system sizes
for low disorder are given in figure 2.7; for stronger disorder, the histograms are displayed in
figure 2.8. In the histograms a clear dependence on the system size can be seen: whereas for
weak disorder the maximum local antiferromagnetic order parameter as well as the centre of
the distribution is increasing with the system size, for strong disorder, such an increase can
no longer be observed. That means: whereas for AC < 2 the ranges of the antiferromagnetic
correlations exhaust a system of every size that was studied, for AC > 2.5 the range of the
correlations becomes so short that it does no longer exhaust the entire system, so the high-AI
tails of the distributions become very similar for AC > 2.5 (assuming error bars of ±y/J7^,
where A/̂  is the number of values within the bin at £)• F° r AC = 3 and AC = 4 the distribu-
tions for the 5 x 6 and 4 x 5 systems are equivalent, whereas the local antiferromagnetic order
parameter distribution for the 3 x 4 system appears to suffer a cut-off at M «J 0.5 for all AC
values under consideration.

To quantify that effect more precisely, it seems worthwile to examine the evolution of the
properties of the distributions with increasing system size for different disorder values.

17The histograms are normalised to show the number of values as the y axis, not as the area of each box. The
number of bins for each system is N, so the average number of values per bin remains constant.
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Figure 2.6: local antiferromagnetic order parameters M (i) for a strongly disordered (AC = 3)
system for U = 4.0, where i denotes the site at (x, y). Regions of strong and weak
antiferromagnetism have evolved.
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The Behaviour of M for Systems of Different Sizes

Considering a system of size N, that is, linear dimension \/~N, if the spin correlation function
looks like <Sy ?a ±Soe~^Vi~r^ (the sign changing in a chequerboard pattern), the dependence
of the corresponding local antiferromagnetic order parameter on the system size should be18

>Q\ V 2 J
which depends on only two parameters, So and £; therefore it should be possible to determine
estimators for these parameters from the three "measurements" of the M distribution func-
tions for 3 x 4, 4 x 5 and 5 x 6 systems. But, complicating matters, there is another strong
influence on the local antiferromagnetic order parameters: due to the size of the system being
odd in one dimension, antiferromagnetic correlation functions are suppressed with varying
strengths in the different systems19. It may be assumed that the antiferromagnetic correlation
function is appreciably suppressed if the linear dimension of the system is at most of the order
of the correlation length. Unfortunately, no additional fitting parameter may be introduced
to accomodate for the low-system-size suppression of antiferromagnetism; so, lacking exact
analytic data, we have to get along with an ad-hoc ansatz. Assuming that a portion of £/V~N
of the sites has a correlation length reduced by a similar factor, it is plausible to assume

(2-52)

and use the resulting function for fitting the mean values of the A4 distribution function. Al-
ternatively, under the assumption of an exponentially decreasing influence of the domain wall,
the ansatz

l-exp(-~jj (2.53)

may be chosen (or even 7V/£2 in the exponential).
Due to the low number and rather low quality (a sample size of only sixteen) of the available
data, a simpler ansatz may as well be plausible:

• assuming that Ve>öö£ is the average local antiferromagnetic order parameter in the
"bulk" with an effectively vanishing local antiferromagnetic order parameter within one

18Frequently, also y/Sö is called the local magnetisation; for a system as small as the ones that can be treated
here, having a radius of less than three lattice spacings, the correlation length £ and the total scaling factor
^/Sö cannot be separated reliably.

19The system size was subject to grave constraints: it should be even to permit half filling, smaller or equal to
5 x 6 to keep computation times feasible and, if possible, not equal to 4 x 4, as PIRG results for 4 x 4 systems
have usually proven to be very untypical and prone to numerical errors for reasons that are not yet known
[WM03]. If the system should not be predominantly linear (hence excluding systems of 2 x something large
and 3 x 6), this leaves system sizes of 2 x 2 , 2 x 3 , 3 x 4 , 3 x 4 , 4 x 6 4 x 5 , 4 x 6 , 4 x 7 and 5 x 6 . - Among
those, only 4 x 6 (and, maybe, 2 x 6) is even in both dimensions, which is not enough to extract a certain
behaviour for large even system sizes; 2 x 2 being too small, the remainder is 2 x 3, 3 x 4, 4 x 5 and 5 x 6 .
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£ from the "domain wall" line, the portion of sites with low local antiferromagnetic or-
der parameter is 2£/-\/iV, so the total average local antiferromagnetic order parameter
becomes

with the modified assumption that the local antiferromagnetic order parameter of a site
at d < £ from the "domain wall" is (at most) d, the result is

(2.55)

This looks clearly different, but it should be kept in mind that this alteration can at most
be used to accommodate one more data point for each disorder value A(. Additionally,
the arguments mentioned above rely mostly on the order of magnitude of £ but not on
the exact value, which means that before performing the fitting procedure one has to
choose the factor multiplying £. For the simpler (sum) approaches this amounts just to
a rescaling of the parameters £ and y/S^> without rescaling their product.

As we shall see below, neither of these approaches yields results which are decisively more
conclusive than the others, neither one being able to fit the "measured" data exceptionally
well. Therefore, only general tendencies may be read from the fitting results.
In order to do so, we examine the evolution of the average, "typical" and maximum local
antiferromagnetic order parameters with increasing system size for different values of the
disorder.

Fitting Results

The following numerical data were fit using the fitting functions and parameters mentioned
above:

• the average value of the local antiferromagnetic order parameter, M (a bar denotes the
average over the measured distribution of the local staggered magnetisation; that means,

a disorder and site average). The empirical standard deviation, y {M — ~M) , was used
as the standard deviation for each data point.

• the maximum M value,

• the "typical" local antiferromagnetic order parameter,

M = explogAl

For the higher central moments of the distribution being sufficiently small compared
to the mean value, (the distribution being close to a narrow Gaussian with very few
outliers), an expansion

M » M e x p — = ± 2 + -=^ - - ^ + •••)
\ 2M 3M 4M )
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AC
0.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0

Vsz ±AV^Ö;
0.768378±0.02895
0.781433±0.0142
0.724018±0.04109
0.578723±0.02689
0.57347 ±0.06013
0.588688±0.1093
3.5065 ±11.96

£ ±A£
1.41503 ±0.2191
1.79903 ±0.05804
1.74676 ±0.1946
1.29893 ±0.3067
0.899452 ±0.3389
0.671886 ±0.2486
0.0755659±0.2629

X
2/tfDOF

0.0509071
0.00332262
0.0680811
0.0690132
0.0929679
0.0587527
0.00342324

V%
1.09
1.41
1.26
0.75
0.52
0.40
0.26

Table 2.1: Fitting results of the mean local antiferromagnetic order parameter according to
eq. (2.52). By (1DOF we denote the number of degrees of freedom in the fitting
process; xVtlDOF is the measure of the "success" of the fit.

AC
0.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0

0.449858±0.01494
0.453083±0.009938
0.418217±0.02006
0.339413±0.01497
0.329671±0.03387
0.37678 ±0.1204
0.896119±0.5066

£ ±A£
2.47636 ±0.2589
3.01339 ±0.1183
2.89341 ±0.2754
2.34196 ±0.3678
1.74528 ±0.7429
1.01341 ±0.6064
0.291736±0.1702

xVflDOF
0.0430263
0.00557603
0.0612525
0.0581115
0.0998098
0.0641351
0.00305997

1.11
1.36
1.21
0.79
0.58
0.38
0.26

Table 2.2: Fitting results of the mean local antiferromagnetic order parameter according to
eq. (2.53).

is permissible, where mn = (A4 — Ai) denotes the n-th central moment of the distri-
bution. In our case, ra4 is of the order O (10~4).. .0 (10~3), leaving a series truncation
error of a few per cent, which is well below statistical errors. The result was also checked
using an explicit calculation from the distribution function.

The mean local antiferromagnetic order parameters were fit using the different ap-
proaches, (2.52)-(2.52); the results of the fitting parameters are given in table 2.1-2.4. Four
typical fitting results are displayed in figure 2.9. Apart from the error bars being far too large
(the variance of the local antiferromagnetic order parameter distribution is not only influenced
by the disorder but also systematically broadened), the different fits are remarkably similar,
even though the corresponding parameters VSöö and £ are quite different. What can also be
seen is a reason for the fits to generally become worse for higher AC: whereas the fit func-
tions are made to be monotonically increasing, the "measured" data points are not, indicating
where the system size has increased beyond the extent of the typical correlations, so the re-
maining fluctuations are of stochastic origin. As could already be seen from the histograms,
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AC ] | _ v ^ iAxASoo
0.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0

0.92528 ±0.02744
0.917218±0.03247
0.859788±0.02972
0.698306±0.02834
0.666763±0.03942
0.664951±0.1134
8.03012 ±31.61

£ ±A£
1.08195 ±0.06553
1.20228 ±0.04853
1.19816 ±0.04862
1.04068 ±0.1003
0.843115 ±0.2019
0.660287 ±0.2347
0.0329148±0.1318

XVtJDOF 1 VS<x>£
0.0346533
0.0225667
0.0429904
0.0462557
0.0848095
0.0593922
0.00340676

1.00
1.10
1.04
0.73
0.56
0.44
0.26

Table 2.3: Fitting results of the mean local antiferromagnetic order parameter according to
eq. (2.54).

AC || \ASoo ±AVSoo
0.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0

0.431133±0.01025
0.424956±0.02029
0.399566±0.01064
0.326403±0.01048
0.30655 ±0.0124
0.29137 ±0.02399
0.984194±1.861

£ ±A£
1.72642 ±0.05711
1.85282 ±0.07638
1.85443 ±0.04291
1.68778 ±0.08251
1.47939 ±0.1933
1.28224 ±0.2398
0.266577±0.5138

XVIJDOF || V<Soo£

0.0233011
0.0474771
0.0293545
0.0278896
0.0683173
0.0499255
0.00332275

0.74
0.79
0.74
0.55
0.45
0.37
0.26

Table 2.4: Fitting results of the mean local antiferromagnetic order parameter according to
eq. (2.55).
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Figure 2.9: Mean local antiferromagnetic order parameters (square root of second moment
depicted as error bar) vs. system size TV for different values of the disorder (AC =
0.0, 1.0, 3.0 and 4.0) and the corresponding fit functions, (1) according to eq.
(2.52), (2) according to eq. (2.53), (3) according to eq. (2.54), (4) according to eq.
(2.55).
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Figure 2.10: The mean local antiferromagnetic order parameter, "scaled" to an infinitely large
system, y/S^,€, found by using the different fitting methods: (1) according to eq.
(2.52), (2) according to eq. (2.53), (3) according to eq. (2.54), (4) according
to eq. (2.55). The AC values have been slightly shifted to make the error bars
distinguishable.

this appears to be the case for AC > 2.5 and can be seen most clearly for AC = 4.0.
The results of the N —> oo extrapolations, viz. VS^, are depicted in figure 2.10. Quite
generally the results for the particular quantities y/S^> and £ are pretty different between the
different extrapolation methods, and neither of them can be considered vastly superior due to
the very similar x2 values. But still,

the results for M when the system size becomes large, M -^>° \fS^>£,, are, for the first
three methods, largely within the (propagated fitting) error bars20 of each other, and all
of them display the same trend,

even the results for v^öö and £, though quite different, display an identical overall
behaviour with the exception of the value for AC = 4.0 (due to overly large fitting error
bars). The large-system extrapolation obviously works reasonably well (considering the
small sample size); the separate extraction of the two quantities seems less reliable but
still captures some important features. This will be discussed below.

20Due to the appropriate independent fitting variables being y/S^t; and £, the errors for \/<Soo and £ are corre-
lated. Taking this into account, the correct size of the error bars turns out to be A (-\/<Soo£) = £ • A^/S^.
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AC
0.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0

JSZ ± A v ^
0.733106±0.0452492
0.7258 ±0.0105434
0.655138±0.0304016
0.57884 ±0.089174
0.800863±0.691981
0.8046O4±0.612151

£ ±A£
1.11746 ±0.2821
1.72203 ±0.08214
1.36635 ±0.3332
0.950229±0.3806
0.448504±0.4894
0.393184±0.3574

XVIJDOF

0.0114681
0.000640593
0.0163068
0.00892444
0.0158542
0.00589653

fit did not converge

v%
0.82
1.25
0.89
0.54
0.35
0.31

(0.24)

Table 2.5: Fitting results of the typical local antiferromagnetic order parameter according
to eq. (2.52). For AC = 4.0, a reasonable approximation could be achieved by
choosing ^/SZ = 2.4 and £ = 0.1.

AC
0.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0

v ^ ± A ^
0.424305±0.0194461
0.42227 ±0.00749738
0.383658±0.0166245
0.329215±0.0430051
0.568444±0.54299
0.565129±0.41644

£ ±A£
2.15696 ±0.3978
2.91965 ±0.1592
2.45782 ±0.418
1.89132 ±0.7501
0.589171±0.6905
0.524781±0.4522

xVtlDOF
0.0107034
0.00118109
0.0147936
0.00932423
0.0158411
0.00578111

fit did not converge

0.91
1.23
0.94
0.62
0.33
0.29

(0.24)

Table 2.6: Fitting results of the typical local antiferromagnetic order parameter according
to eq. (2.53). For AC = 4.0, a reasonable approximation could be achieved by
choosing y/S^ = 2.4 and £ = 0.1.

The typical local antiferromagnetic order parameters were also fit using the same
fitting functions for extrapolation; the results of the fitting parameters are given in table 2.5-
2.8. Again, even though y/S^, and £ are estimated grossly different by the various fitting
procedures, the general trends are similar to those relevant for the mean values:

• the typical extrapolated local antiferromagnetic order parameters are slightly lower than
the extrapolated mean values,

• the fitting errors are of the same order of magnitude;

• for larger AC the correspondence becomes even better.

The reason for the good correspondence of the typical and mean values is that the M distribu-
tion functions are essentially unimodal and close to symmetric, the considered samples being
rather small.
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AC
0.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0

V ^ ± A ^
0.869255±0.0337125
0.863196±0.0251777
0.788807±0.0313323
0.671281±0.0626867
1.00122 ±1.41302
1.12382 ±1.65877
10.6465 ±203.768

€ ±A£
0.980673 ±0.1187
1.19154 ±0.06859
1.09529 ±0.1137
0.890098 ±0.2105
0.379645 ±0.6783
0.290984 ±0.5079
0.0226902±0.4389

xVtiDOF
0.00914944
0.00398883
0.0129849
0.00763127
0.0165686
0.00624177
0.00194684

^ £
0.85
1.02
0.86
0.60
0.38
0.33
0.24

Table 2.7: Fitting results of the typical local antiferromagnetic order parameter according to
eq. (2.54).

AC
0.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0

VsZ ±A V
/ 3^

0.404134±0.012335
0.402011±0.0169298
0.368781±0.0129788
0.309264±0.0184418
0.355914±0.227276
0.360947±0.240041
2.81656 ±175.662

€ ±A£
1.63514 ±0.1062
1.85148 ±0.1097
1.76406 ±0.106
1.54586 ±0.1895
0.986984 ±0.8204
0.852776 ±0.6838
0.0849452±5.307

XVPOF
0.00660277
0.00870665
0.0102372
0.00548564
0.0156058
0.00585414
0.00179081

0.65
0.74
0.65
0.48
0.35
0.31
0.24

Table 2.8: Fitting results of the typical local antiferromagnetic order parameter according to
eq. (2.55).
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AC
0.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0

v ^ ±A^SÖ;
1.33423 ±0.02739
1.33885 ±0.07279
1.26413 ±0.04
1.06756 ±0.03448
1.02999 ±0.07182
0.943811±0.04324
0.853585±0.03699

£ ±A£
1.66447±0.1087
1.89551±0.2122
1.91163±0.114
1.51407±0.1925
1.58717±0.3786
1.52945±0.2681
1.12463±0.1766

XVÖDOF

0.00079558
0.00337624
0.00114777
0.00153313
0.00561392
0.00233068
0.000542774

v%
2.21
2.53
2.42
1.62
1.63
I A4
0.96

Table 2.9: Fitting results of the maximum local antiferromagnetic order parameter according
to eq. (2.52).

AC
0.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0

VS^ ± A v ^
0.776576±0.0159
0.774374±0.04067
0.725621±0.02118
0.624779±0.02013
0.601436±0.03599
0.552289±0.02176
0.495721±0.0163

e ±AC
2.8275 ±0.1683
3.17206±0.3555
3.14188±0.1882
2.61444±0.2651
2.69594±0.4768
2.63119±0.322
2.11974±0.2471

XVPOF
0.000976071
0.00338294
0.00107547
0.00168128
0.00495352
0.00193363
0.000454109

2.19
2.45
2.29
1.63
1.62
1.45
1.05

Table 2.10: Fitting results of the maximum local antiferromagnetic order parameter according
to eq. (2.53).

The maximum local antiferromagnetic order parameters were as well fit using the
same set of fitting functions (see table 2.9-2.12). As no surprise, again the general trend of
the extrapolated quantities is the same as before but with an "unusually" low value of v/£öö£
for AC = 2.0. On the other hand, the maximum value of a comparatively small sample drawn
from a given distribution is a much more volatile random variable than the mean or even the
typical values; therefore, a single value which does not perfectly fit into the trend of decreasing
with increasing disorder, AC, does not constitute a relevant quantity.

In figures 2.11- 2.14 the values and fitting functions (according to (eq. 2.52)) for the max-
imum, mean and typical values of the local antiferromagnetic order parameter are depicted.
Clearly, all those quantities behave in a parallel way (with the exception of an increased volatil-
ity of the maximum); hence, taking into account the dependence of the result on the approach
chosen for extrapolating the values to N —• oo, it is adequate to consider just the mean value.
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AC
0.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0

1.58457±0.03666
1.55609±0.06277
1.46454±0.01943
1.28505±0.04425
1.24219±0.0646
1.139 ±0.03779
1.01531±0.02287

£ ±AC
1.16338±0.0527
1.24189±0.07219
1.24997±0.02183
1.11454±0.07948
1.16329±0.1044
1.13794±0.07172
0.97099±0.0618

X2/»DOF

0.00160883
0.00391035
0.000443243
0.00197867
0.00383719
0.00138291
0.000274841

VSooS
1.843
1.93
1.83
1.43
1.44
1.30
0.99

Table 2.11: Fitting results of the maximum local antiferromagnetic order parameter according
to eq. (2.54).

AC
0.0
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
4.0

0.735974±0.02119
0.718445±0.03001
0.674384±0.007205
0.600638±0.02348
0.581072±0.02422
0.532912±0.01286
0.47247 ±0.004458

£ ±A£
1.81381±0.0741
1.90019±0.08791
1.90909±0.02091
1.7657 ±0.09812
1.82898±0.09058
1.79946±0.05616
1.62353±0.03128

X2/POF
0.00269316
0.00488061
0.000345925
0.00260031
0.00259438
0.000755688
0.000061647

v%
1.32
1.36
1.29
1.06
1.06
0.96
0.77

Table 2.12: Fitting results of the maximum local antiferromagnetic order parameter according
to eq. (2.55).
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Figure 2.11: The maximum, mean and typical local antiferromagnetic order parameters and
fitting functions according to eq. (2.52) for different system sizes, for the homo-
geneous system (AC = 0).
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Figure 2.12: The maximum, mean and typical local antiferromagnetic order parameters and
fitting functions according to eq. (2.52) for different system sizes, for the weakly
disordered system (AC = 1.0).
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Figure 2.13: The maximum, mean and typical local antiferromagnetic order parameters and
fitting functions according to eq. (2.52) for different system sizes, for the mod-
erately disordered system (AC = 2.0). By chance, the maximum behaves nearly
linear, giving rise to the anomalous extrapolation values for the maximum at
AC = 2.0.
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Figure 2.14: The maximum, mean and typical local antiferromagnetic order parameters and
fitting functions according to eq. (2.52) for different system sizes, for the strongly
disordered system (AC = 3.0).
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Figure 2.15: The second moments of the distribution of local antiferromagnetic order param-
eters, for different system sizes, for different disorder values A(.

The Moments of the Distribution at Increasing System Size

On increasing the system size, the (central) moments of the distribution of the local antiferro-
magnetic order parameters,

mn = [M - M)n,

behave in a very well-defined way. The behaviour of the (non-central, of course) first moment,
M. was already analysed in the preceding paragraphs. But also the higher moments which
were calculated show a distinct behaviour. This can be seen especially well for the second
moments, which appear to be almost linear in the system size N (fitting with a power function
yields exponents of 0.9.. . 1.3), as can be seen from figure 2.15 There seems to be a change
either of the linear coefficient or of the exponent at A£ m 2; above that value, the second
moment is increasing much more slowly with N than below. From the graphs it is not clear
whether this indicates a linear increase with a smaller coefficient, rapid convergence towards a
constant or some other way of slower increase. - The third moments do not display any clear
tendency, whereas the fourth moments obey a close-to-quadratic increase.
It is an interesting question whether the distribution of the M values might evolve into a
bimodal distribution or not, being equivalent to the question whether a magnetic phase sepa-
ration occurs or not. Although the distributions themselves, as depicted in figures 2.7 and 2.8,
do not conclusively point to such a possibility for any value of AC, further information may
be inferred from the relation of the second and the fourth moment of the distribution:

• in the limit of a slightly perturbed Gaussian distribution,

P (M) ~ exp (-a (M-M)2-ß(M-M)3-X(M- M)4 )
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AC = 0.0
AC = 1.0
AC= 1.5
AC = 2.0
AC = 2.5
AC = 3.0
AC = 4.0

TV

3

6

= 2:
.13,3

2
.66,2

16
3
2
1

<3
.25
.54
.89
.45
.18
.02
.58

N
3

3

= 3 x 4
.42,3.44

3.64
.63,3.50

6.50
4.24
3.73
2.71

N
2

2

=
.44

.68

4>

,3.
2.

,2.
2.
2.
2.
2.

18
47
67
45
64
50
89

N = 5 x 6
2.06
2.34

2.10,2.29
2.36
2.57
2.58
3.00

Table 2.13: Curtosis of the local antiferromagnetic order parameter distribution for different
disorder values AC and different system sizes.

the curtosis is
?7l4

l2

m4 / 11 2

ßi ••= —Ö ~ 3 1 - — Xmi ± . . .

where A still might depend on N and, therefore, on m2.

• in the limit of a strongly bimodal distribution with equal weights in both peaks, ß2 —> 1.
If the two peaks have different weights, ß2 increases, reaching a value of 3 only where
one peak has approximately the fourfold weight of the other.

The empirical values of the curtosis for the different samples are given in table 2.13. In
general, it can be seen that these values group around the GAUSS value of 3 or slightly below.
Due to huge variations of the values because of a rather small sample size, a clear trend
of the values cannot be recognised. But even if the values show no conclusive tendency, it
seems unprobable that, for larger systems and larger samples, the curtosis should converge
to a value much lower than 2 . . . 3. Especially, this means a tendency towards a magnetic
phase separation of strongly and weakly antiferromagnetic sites cannot be deduced from the
distribution of the local antiferromagnetic order parameters.

The values of the skewness, m^/m2 , do not show any systematic feature, varying apparently
randomly within the interval [—0.5,0.5].

The Parameters S^ and £

The parameter y/S^ is an estimator for the mean local staggered magnetisation, except for the
case of a very small spin correlation length £, when \J~S^ does not include any information
about the spin correlation between two neighbouring sites. The determined fit values are com-
patible with zero, although, physically, it would make sense to rather assign an arbitrary value,
as the result may no more be defined by analysing correlation functions if even neighbouring
sites are uncorrelated.
The fit values of S^ are depicted in figure 2.16. In figure 2.17, the corresponding spin corre-
lation lengths are depicted. At AC = 3, independent of the fitting procedure, the correlation
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Figure 2.17: The spin correlation lengths £ determined by fitting (1) according to eq. (2.52),
(2) according to eq. (2.53), (3) according to eq. (2.54), (4) according to eq.
(2.55). The AC values have been slightly shifted to make the error bars distin-
guishable.
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length is significantly different from zero, whereas, at AC = 4, it becomes compatible to zero
for all of the four different fitting procedures. Most notably, again, the values according to eq.
(2.52) and eq. (2.53) have a different overall scale, but behave completely parallel.
Thus it may be concluded that between AC = 3.0 and AC = 4.0 a transition from an antifer-
romagnetically correlated regime to a regime of uncorrelated local spins takes place.

Summary of the Antiferromagnetic Properties

We have studied the influence of an increasing uncorrelated on-site disorder with a flat distri-
bution,

/ 1/(2AC) for 161 < AC
l w \ 0 otherwise

on the local antiferromagnetic order for different sizes of a half-filled HUBBARD system. Due
to computational limitations, only very few data points could be calculated, all of the systems
having an odd length in one dimension, which renders the resulting data difficult to analyse.
Nevertheless, some clear tendencies could be derived which are largely in agreement with the
HARTREE-FOCK results by HEIDARIAN et al. [HT03, HT04]:

• Obviously, for large values of the disorder, the antiferromagnetic spin correlations decay
within the size of the systems computationally accessible.

• From analysing the mean, typical and maximum local antiferromagnetic order parame-
ters as depicted in figure 2.10, it can be inferred that the antiferromagnetism present in
the homogeneous system is clearly reduced by increasing the disorder parameter, AC-
The mean, typical and maximum values behave in a parallel way. From the extrapo-
lation to an infinite system size, estimators for the local staggered magnetisation and
the spin correlation length may be extracted. Although the details depend on the fitting
procedure, the general shape yields a consistent picture.

Extrapolation of the values to an infinitely large system turned out to be difficult due to
the small number of data as well as due to the "odd" system sizes which are additionally
suppressing antiferromagnetism for small systems. Since we have used several different
extrapolation methods all of which yield similar results, we believe the extrapolation to
be, although not quantitatively accurate in every detail, qualitatively correct. In order to
obtain more accurate estimators, larger systems should be investigated, which was not
possible because of the computational demand of such a calculation. Additionally, for
future calculations, data like the correlation lengths should be determined independently
for every site.

These results are compatible to the decrease of the antiferromagnetic order parameter as
found in [HT03, HT04]. The order parameter M does not show any unambiguous sign
of a phase transition, but the estimated values of the spin correlation length and the local
staggered magnetisation, £ and V^oö» lead to the assumption that, at low but increas-
ing disorder, the local staggered magnetisation decreases along with the spin correlation
length, until, at some disorder value between 3.0 < ACc < 4.0, a transition to vanishing
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correlation length (£ fa 0), occurs. Our results largely agree with HEIDARIAN'S find-
ings. The mechanism for this transition is given by a percolation of the number of singly
occupied sites in favour of empty or doubly occupied sites (spin 0) with a very high or
a very low potential, respectively, and the critical disorder value AC ~ 3.4 relates well
[HT03, HT04] to the classical percolation limit in a classical two-dimensional square
lattice.

• A small increase of the local antiferromagnetic order parameter and spin correlation
length values is observed when changing the homogeneous system to a slightly disor-
dered system (AC = 1). The reason for this may well be that in one dimension, the size
of the system is odd, reducing the local antiferromagnetic order parameters because,
within periodic boundary conditions, a "domain wall" has to be introduced where the
(usually antiferromagnetic) spin correlation function has to deviate from the chequer-
board pattern. Introduction of some disorder into the system may reduce that effect
because the "sign jump" of the spin correlation function may be shifted to those sites
which would have a low value of the spin correlation function anyway, thereby exert-
ing less influence on the local antiferromagnetic order parameter. Therefore, the small
increase of M when changing AC from 0.0 to 1.0 may be due to the finite size of the
system.

The effect does not show a monotonous behaviour at increasing size, although its sign
does not change (except for the 3 x 4 system, but clearly within the error bar). From
the 4 x 5 to the 5 x 6 system, the effect decreases drastically, coinciding with the fact
that these systems are no more exhausted by the range of the correlations, but since no
conclusive arguments in favour of a specific size-dependent behaviour could be given
based on our data, this reasoning is conclusive only in so far as to support the notion
that the discussed effect is indeed a "finite-odd-size" effect.

• We find no decisive evidence for some sort of phase separation. Neither do the explicit
shapes of the local antiferromagnetic order parameter distribution functions suggest the
evolution of a bimodal distribution, nor does the curtosis of the distributions display
a behaviour suspicious, for instance, of a broadening which might be a precursor to a
splitting of the distribution function.

This observation seems to be in disagreement with HEIDARIAN'S result. However, in
order to reliably compare our data to the distribution function given in [HT03, HT04]
the details of which are rather subtle compared to the statistical errors of our distribu-
tion function, the evolution of the distribution functions to larger system sizes would
have to be followed in greater detail, as well as the evolution of the local staggered
magnetisation for each single site.

Looking at the quantities y/S^ as determined from eq. (2.52) or eq. (2.53), which
are given in tables 2.1 and 2.1, respectively, it can be seen that the values are well-
determined except for the case of AC = 4, where the order parameter M. does not
change appreciably for an increasing system size, indicating that the spin correlations
are already localised within a volume equal to that of the smallest system considered.
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This is also reflected by the very small corresponding values of the average correlation
length £, which are also subject to considerable uncertainty. From this point of view,
it may be argued that between AC = 3.0 and AC = 4.0 the average correlations be-
tween neighbouring spins are being destroyed, which would indeed amount to a phase
transition from a locally antiferromagnetic to a non-magnetic state, as put forward in
[HT04].

Although HEIDARIAN'S scenario of T/S^, = at AC > ACc ~ 3.4 cannot be strictly de-
rived from our data, also £ —> 0 is compatible with y/S^> —> 0, because the correlations
are "transmitted" from site to site via spins of an average value y/S^>.

Altogether, the inclusion of correlated states into the calculation does not seem to change the
results for the antiferromagnetic properties of a site-diagonally potential disordered system
appreciably. The phase transition reported within HARTREE-FOCK calculations could be con-
firmed by inspection of the extrapolated antiferromagnetic order parameter. The details of
the distribution of the local staggered magnetisation must be investigated further in a direct
calculation.

2.8.2 The Change of the Particle Density Due to an Excitation

As discussed above, the investigation of the typical integrals of the change of the density
under an excitation bears a chance to classify an uncorrelated system as metallic or insulating.
Therefore we aim at finding the evolution of the corresponding quantities for a correlated
system.
For a moderately disordered 5 x 6 system (AC = 1.5), the change of the total electron density
is given in figure 2.18. The values of the density change are quite small, which is plausible
because, at AC = 1.5, the system is still in the insulating state according to [HT04]. In
figure 2.19, the same change of the density is plotted, differentiating between the two spin
directions. Clearly, the (absolute) total change of the density is much smaller than the change
of density for each spin orientation, which means that the spin component of the excitation
has a significant order of magnitude.
For a systematic analysis of the excitation data, we consider the calculated excitation ener-
gies, together with the integral of the total change of density for different disorder values and
different system sizes.
The behaviour of the integral of the density change under an excitation for different system
sizes is given in figure 2.20. At low N values (N < 30, for the systems smaller than 5 x 6),
there is no clearly recognisable pattern differentiating the different curves, which all show a
very similar increase with increasing system size. Only for the 5 x 6 system is there a separa-
tion between the lower-disorder (AC < 2.0) and the higher-disorder (AC > 2.5) systems. At
AC f« 2, HEIDARIAN [HT04] finds a transition from an antiferromagnetic MOTT insulator to
an antiferromagnetic metal.
The corresponding density changes under an excitation for two 5 x 6 systems with AC = 2.0
and AC = 2.5 are given in figure 2.21. The difference between those two graphs looks rather
small, but the density change for the case of AC =.2.0 is much more localised (mainly around
(a;5 y) = (3,0) and (4,2)); whereas, for instance, for AC = 2.0 there are 12/30 sites i with
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Figure 2.18: Change of the total electron density between the ground state and the first excited
state of a moderately disordered (AC = 1.5) 5 x 6 system.
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5 x 6 system.
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< 0.015, for AC = 2.5 there are only 7/30 sites (AC = 4.0: 7/30 sites; AC = 3.0: 6/30;
AC = 1.5: 17/30, AC = 1.0: 21/30; AC = 0.0: 30/30 even though Aga « 0.1. . .0.2 for
both spins a =f, I; the excitation is almost a pure spin excitation!). These data suggest that
the range of the total density change under an excitation increases on increasing the disorder
until it reaches a maximum at about AC > 2.5.
In contrast to those observations, the integrated square change of density, R, does not only
show no tendency to vanish for increasing size of the system even for AC < 2.5, but it
does also show no size-dependent behaviour related to the behaviour the IPR displays at the
disorder-induced metal-to-insulator transition. The visible changes of R with increasing sys-
tem size obviously reflect mainly the geometry of the system. According to eq. (2.41), in
an uncorrelated-electron approximation, this can be due to too large an overlap of the single-
particle densities of an electron before and after the excitation; the size dependence of the
overlap of the two states may be the dominant factor when compared to the size dependence
of the IPR of an extended single-particle state. Taking into account that, as was just shown,
the effect of the considered excitations typically extends over about at least a third of the lat-
tice sites, it is very probable that the system sizes are simply too small to discover an electron
localisation effect using the integrated square density.

Considering the number of sites with a low change of density and its apparently clear depen-
dence on the disorder parameter AC, it appears more promising for future work to study the
typical range of a density excitation instead of its square integral or, equivalently, the number
of sites with a significant contribution. This will mean a completely new evaluation of these
quantities derived from the wave function and, accordingly, a new calculation of the wave
functions, which has so far impossible due to time constraints21. Still, none of the quantities
described here shows a behaviour related to the characteristic behaviour reported by HEIDAR-

IAN for the IPR, having a maximum at AC ~ 1.5, followed by a minimum at AC ~ 2.5 and
then increasing for larger AC- This is not a correlation effect, as can be seen by comparing to
the behaviour of the corresponding quantities calculated using the minimum possible number
(two) of SLATER determinants as a basis; the result for the integrated square density change
being qualitatively unchanged (figure 2.24). As a strange feature, the gap sizes frequently
seem to be largest for the largest system in both cases.

Therefore, from the data presented, it seems plausible that at AC ~ 2 a transition from mainly
localised density excitations to delocalised ones takes place, but the data are by no means
conclusive. In particular, future calculations need to include larger systems and the range
of the excitations should be calculated as well. For systems of the sizes which could be
considered under the constraints of this work, the integrated squared change of the density
seems to be no good indicator for the nature of density excitations of the system.

The distribution of the gaps was also studied for the different values of the disorder.
Whereas, probably owing to the small sample size of only sixteen, the average values display
a behaviour strongly influenced by the stochastic fluctuations (see table 2.14), the variance
of the gap sizes, as given in figure 2.22, shows a sudden increase at AC > 2.0. Most of the

2 1The calculation of one single instance of a half-filled 5 x 6 system takes approximately 100 hours of compu-
tation time on a P4 2.7GHz machine.
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AC = 0.0
AC = 1.0
AC = 1.5
AC = 2.0
AC = 2.5
AC = 3.0
AC = 4.0

N = 2x3

1.15207
1.09301

0.995247
0.876821
0.712393
0.900507
0.316515

JV = 3 x 4

1.605
1.60215
1.76543
2.44193
1.85359
2.39286
1.95565

N = 4 x 5

1.38651
1.50781
1.56345
2.00567
2.06588
2.80282
1.88867

JV = 5 x 6
2.25481
2.35992
2.49375
1.38966
1.98143
2.07899
2.58704

Table 2.14: Mean values of the gap for different system sizes and different disorder values.
No clear tendency can be seen.
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"measured" gap values can be found within a standard deviation around the mean value, this
range being depicted in figure 2.23. With increasing system size, the disorder value where the
lower bound of this gap range reaches a minimum shifts to lower values; for the 2 x 3 system
it is at A£ < 4.0, for the 3 x 4 system, it is reached at A£ = 3, whereas, for 5 x 6 , the minimal
value is located at A£ = 2.0. This is a sign that, among the respective first excited states of
the sixteen systems found, new states with a low gap start to appear. It is quite to be expected
that this starts to happen at a disorder value A£ f« 2.0 = U/2 because at that value, lattice
sites with a low local potential Q may be "filled" by an electron which, via their repulsive
interaction with other electrons, create a much flatter space on which the other electrons may
move.
If the systems become larger, localised excitations should display a constant gap because their
structure depends only on a finite area, whereas the gap displayed by extended excitations may
vanish if the system constitutes a metal. Additionally, if there are extended low-energy excita-
tions in some of the sixteen (the sample size) small subsystems considered here, it is expected
that excitations of the large systems may propagate through all of the system [AALR79].
Therefore, the broadening of the gap distributions close to A£ ~ 2.0 may be the effect of a
phase transition of the infinite system from a gapped phase to a gapless phase within a small
cluster.
Correspondingly, the average gap values are increasing from the 4 x 5 system to the 5 x
6 system for A£ < 2 and decreasing for A£ > 2, which would be consistent with a gap
vanishing for large system sizes. However, no scaling behaviour for larger systems may be
derived from this effect which is smaller than the error bars only for some of the larger systems
and moreover cannot be seen for the smaller systems. This relates well to the fact that the
integrated square density change seems to change suddenly from A£ = 2.0 to A£ = 2.5 for
the 5 x 6 system but not noticeably for the smaller systems.
Additionally the gap size for a small asymmetric system may strongly depend on the details
of the FERMI "sphere", for example, in which region of the momentum space the lowest
excited single-particle state is located22, which can depend on the system size in a rather
uncontinuous way. This is probably the effect of a degeneracy of the "noninteracting" state at
the FERMI level (for instance, for a half-filled 2 x 3 system, this state is fourfold degenerate),
the degeneracy being lifted by an interaction, thus producing a gap which may be smaller than
the distance to the next free-electron level. Due to the geometry of the system (changing ratio
of side lengths for an increasing system size), it is conceivable that for such small systems, the
gap size behaves in a way different from, for instance, the 1/V~N scaling one would expect
for a gapless phase. Hence it is not permissible to use the gap sizes and other properties of
the low excited state calculated here for an N —• oo extrapolation; it is only permissible to
compare quantities for systems of the same geometry.

Summary of the Calculated Excitation Data

So, altogether, the calculated gap sizes do not allow the detection of a phase transition. The
sample size is too small to reliably analyse the distributions, and different effects, probably
22As the momentum quantum numbers form a discrete lattice for finite systems, the lowest-energy excitations in

the different momentum dirctions may have quite different energies.
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mainly determined by the details of the geometry of the systems, turn out to have a larger
influence on the small-system gaps than has the structure of the excitations for a large system.
No clear pattern can be seen in the dependence of the gap sizes on the system size. From the
calculated density changes, we conclude that obviously the low energy excitations are, at least
to a significant portion, density excitations and not purely spin excitations.
Some slight changes in the data differentiating between A( > 2 and A£ < 2 may be the
remnants of a phase transition of the larger system, which was found by HEIDARIAN et al.
[HT04]. The increase of the variance of the gap sizes may point to the appearance of an
excitation at a low energy. In regard of the quality of the gap and integrated square density
change data presented here, a conclusive reasoning is not possible, and the methods used here
will have to be changed in order to find more compelling evidence for a certain scenario, as
discussed above. In particular, it is evident that more than just the one of the lowest excited
states needs to be determined in order to asses the influence of the system geometry on a small
splitting of the degeneracies of states close to the FERMI level for finite systems. Regarding
these difficulties, it appears to be a more promising approach to use KOHN'S twisted boundary
condition criterion[Koh64] in order to determine the DRUDE weight directly, as the determi-
nation of ground state properties by PIRG has proven to be much more reliable, most probably
due to the fact that the ground state is non-degenerate.

2.9 Conclusion

First, the Path Integral Renormalisation Group algorithm was generalised for the calculation
of the gap, a possible extension to the calculation of finite-temperature quantities was outlined.
Furthermore, the generalisation to inhomogeneous or disordered systems was introduced.
Using this algorithm, the local antiferromagnetic order parameter, the estimator for local stag-
gered magnetisation and the spin correlation length was calculated for several cases of uncor-
related and evenly distributed diagonal/potential disorder. The results show that antiferromag-
netic correlations are gradually suppressed by increasing disorder until, at a magnetic phase
transition, antiferromagnetic correlations disappear. For strong disorder, regions of antiferro-
magnetism of varying intensity emerge, although the histograms do neither show a bimodal
distribution nor any other sign of a phase separation. In comparison to [HT03, HT04], no
qualitatively new features emerge due to the correlation effects which had not been taken into
account in the earlier work. The notion of an antiferromagnetic-to-paramagnetic phase transi-
tion occurring at a critical disorder value A£c € [3,4], which was put forward by HEIDARIAN

et al., is corroborated by the vanishing of the spin correlation length, corresponding to large
uncertainties of the local staggered magnetisation.
To determine the behaviour of the spin correlation data for an increasing system size, four
different fitting approaches were chosen, which all produced comparable results. Still, all of
them were subject to the problem of reduced antiferromagnetic correlations in an odd-sized
system with periodic boundary conditions as well as the general problem of extrapolating from
very few data points at small system sizes to an infinite system.
Considering these difficulties, the results for the ground-state spin correlations are promising.
If the calculation of a sufficient number of even-sized systems becomes numerically feasible,
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it may well be expected that ground-state spin correlation properties can be determined with
a more satisfactory precision. For future calculations, the properties of the spin correlation
functions should be calculated directly.
Not quite as auspicious are the results for the properties of low-energy excited states. Obvi-
ously the properties calculated are to a large extent determined by the system geometry rather
than by the interplay of interaction and disorder. In particular, the use of the integrated squared
density change between the ground state and the lowest excited state as a generalisation of the
inverse participation ratio to interacting systems has not produced satisfactory data. For the
largest system considered, based on the integrated squared density change, a transition cannot
be ruled out, although the values do not reflect the behaviour which was expected based on the
behaviour of the inverse participation ratio [HT04]. An inspection of the density change seems
to corroborate the notion, put forward by HEIDARIAN et al., that an intermediate disorder at
AC > U/2 serves to increase the correlation length of the particles or the range of excitation;
in order to decide about this assumption, the corresponding correlation lengths would have to
be calculated in an extension of this work with a new run of the programmes.
The mean gaps appear to be determined mainly by the geometry of the systems chosen. For
the larger systems considered, the distribution of the gap sizes apparently widens considerably
close to A( = 2 (for the smaller systems, this happens at a higher value), pointing to the emer-
gence of low-energy excited states, in agreement with the data by HEIDARIAN. Additionally,
the behaviour of the gap size from the 4 x 5 to the 5 x 6 system seems to depend on whether
the disorder value is above or below 2 = U/2, the gap decreasing iff A£ > 2. This is also
consistent with a vanishing of the gap for large systems in a metallic A£ > U/2 state, as pro-
posed in [HT03, HT04]. However, no conclusions may be drawn from the gap and integrated
squared density change data due to the limited precision of those data.
From the comparison of our results to the HARTREE-FOCK results obtained in earlier calcula-
tions, we conclude that, for the system considered here, the correlations of the particles, which
are largely ignored by the HARTREE-FOCK approximation, do not exert a relevant influence
on the magnetic phase transitions of the disordered HUBBARD model with the parameters
considered here. We also have no hint to an influence on the electronic properties, although
the data gathered for this work have proven to be no good indicators in this respect.
For future calculations, it is necessary to extend the PIRG programme for the treatment of
complex wave functions and then use the KOHN criterion [Koh64] in order to directly deter-
mine the DRUDE weight, an improvement which could not be included in this work due to the
increased computation time required for the treatment of complex matrices. Using this method
instead of calculating a first excited state, the necessity of explicitly calculating a gap can be
circumvented, focusing directly on the question whether the system is metallic or not, a ques-
tion which could not be answered in this work. Therefore, it is clear that the results presented
here are to be improved upon, and the methods introduced are definitely to be considered a
work in progress.
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Appendices





A Dynamical Mean-Field Theory

A.1 Some Notations and Quantities
A, >1S/A spectral densities

Afa spectral function for the symmetric/antisymmetric plane a, spin a, at
single-particle energy t — ev

c£, cia fermionic creation and annihilation operators for site i amd spin a
c+,Ci fermionic creation and annihilation operators for a general quantum

number i
D[e) density of states of the non-interacting lattice model
D(z) HILBERT transform of D

<p GRASSMANN eigenvector/eigenvalues of the annihilation operator(s)
(j>+ Hermitean adjoint of 4>
(/>* conjugate complex of <fi

Goo local GREEN'S function; for a two-plane system: a 2 x 2 matrix; com-
ponents GOQCKV or GQQ

G^(cu,p) = G"a(u) GREEN'S function for the symmetric/antisymmetric plane a, spin a, at
single-particle energy e = ev

Gjj(oj) (retarded) frequency-dependent current-current correlation function
9aß C î>̂ 2) ISING spin fj, dependent discrete impurity GREEN'S function for or-

bitals/planes a, ß, spin a, and time slices l\, £2
X interaction parameter from the discrete HUBBARD-STRATONOVICH

transformation
H configuration of HUBBARD-STRATONOVICH ISING spins pf for the

plane a at time slice i
Eoo local or on-site self-energy (for a two-plane system: a 2 x 2 matrix,

components S Q O )
<J(U)) (retarded) frequency-dependent optical conductivity

W WEISS field, the inverse free impurity on-site GREEN'S function (for a
two-plane system, a 2 x 2 matrix)
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B Path Integral Renormalisation
Group

B.1 A Failed Method: The Window Basis Extension
Algorithm

The basic problem of finite-temperature PIRG is the need to find and use a large number of
relatively low-energy states. As mentioned above, the straight-forward generalisation of zero-
temperature PIRG, minimisation of a restricted free energy, works fairly well only at very low
temperatures, because even for the largest bases of about a hundred SLATER determinants at
most a few dozen low-energy states can be determined accurately.
Therefore, it is necessary to either use larger bases - which is very limited due to the con-
straints on computation time - or find higher-energy eigenstates of the Hamiltonian using a
basis of the same size.

Finding Eigenstates Close to a Given Energy

The basic idea of zero-temperature PIRG is to perform an optimisation of the expectation
value, employing the variational principle, while using the time evolution operator in order to
guide the newly proposed states. The same idea can be used in order to find eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian close to a given energy.
Let Eo be such an energy value. Then consider the operator (H — Eo • I)2 . This operator
has the same eigenvectors as the Hamiltonian itself, but the corresponding eigenvalues are
(Eo — e\)2 instead of e\. So, by finding the lowest eigenvalue of (H — Eo • I)2 , we can find the
eigenvalue e\ closest to Eo. The algorithm is very similar to the one used for zero-temperature
PIRG: in every step,

1. diagonalise the Hamiltonian restricted to a subspace of the HlLBERT space, yielding
restricted eigenstates \ip\), where X — 1 , . . . , L,

2. calculate the square-deviation expectation values

3. choose the state and the basis yielding the lowest D\.

Unfortunately, this procedure does work most times but not always; it seems to be not un-
common that the optimisation process gets stuck in some local minimum, so one obtains quite
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an arbitrary energy expectation value, or, due to the bias of the expansion/propagation proce-
dure towards the ground state, the ground state energy. However, experience shows that if the
energy Eo is chosen in the vicinity of an actual energy eigenvalue, this energy eigenvalue is
reliably retained.
Accordingly, before using the results obtained by this minimisation process, one should try to
find the approximate location of the energy eigenvalues. In order to do so, one might run the
procedure a few times, recording at which energy expectation values the iteration ends up and
which Eo values were used when the iteration actually ended up quite close to Eo. Initially,
this costs a lot of computation time, but this time is saved later in the process because then one
already knows how to choose an initial EQ value.
Still it is not feasible to determine all of the low-lying states using this method, as it is not
possible to numerically find the degeneracies of the states numerically. The reason is that,
after finding several approximate eigenstates for the same (or, possibly, very similar) energies,
it is necessary to determine whether they are linearly dependent or not. Exactly the answer
will, most probably, be nay, because the states are only approximate eigenstates, and the small
deviations from exact eigenstates almost always (with probability unity) lift the degeneracy.
So it is not possible to give a clear criterion for the linear dependency of the eigenstates
approximated by the states calculated. Therefore, in addition to the prohibitive computational
effort, it is impossible to reliably capture the degeneracies of the states. Equivalently, neither is
it possible to determine whether all eigenstates at or close to a certain energy have been found;
in order to find the degeneracy, all corresponding states have to be calculated, which means
an exponentially large computational effort with increasing energy (and, thus, temperature),
especially for systems with a small gap (a finite system always has a gap).

Basis Extension Algorithm

In order to find many low-lying eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, it is desirable to use a very
large basis, maybe a few thousand SLATER determinants. On the other hand, due to the
limitations of computational resources, it is not possible to optimise such a basis in order to
contain the low-lying states.
Instead, we optimise several smaller bases in order to obtain the eigenstates for several en-
ergies; finally, all these bases are joined; and the Hamiltonian is diagonalised in the space
spanned by the vectors from all these bases.
That means, finally, that we have a large system of SLATER determinants, (\(p\),..., \^KL)),

where K is the number of bases which were joined. Then, in order to find the approximate
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, a generalised eigenvalue problem needs to be solved: we aim
to find eigenstates

fc=i e=o

satisfying the eigenvalue equation

H ty) = £ \if>).
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As usual, by applying {ipve'l w e obtain the generalised eigenvalue equation

[H]C = £FC, (B.I)

where the matrix elements are given by

= (Vke\ H {we1} and F^ ,w = ( ^ | ^ w } -

But, in contrast to the generalised eigenvalue problems considered before, this one very proba-
bly is a singular generalised eigenvalue problem: the states \<pkt) being dependent, the matrices
[H] and F share a common kernel. The numerical solution of singular generalised eigenvalue
problems is very ill-conditioned [ABB+99], that means, in the presence of arbitrarily small
perturbations, the eigenvalues found are completely random and thus meaningless. However,
we can circumvent this problem by discarding linearly dependent states1 from the "basis", that
means identifying and discarding all those states \ip) = ^2keC

ke \(phi) with non-zero coeffi-
cients C ^ O which are nevertheless zero: \ij)) = 0. By applying (ip^e11 o n e c a n easily see that
these are given by the zero eigenvectors of F: C G ker F. Hence, the first step is to find these
eigenvectors.
In practice, the following procedure was used: first, the matrix F was diagonalised using a
standard LAPACK routine, DSYEVR or DSYEVD:

F = SFS"

where S is a real orthogonal matrix containing the eigenvectors of F. If these are arranged in
the order of descending eigenvalues, the matrix F has the block form

F=(f °

where / is a diagonal matrix containing the non-zero eigenvalues of F as its diagonal elements.
Introducing C = SC and multiplying £>*• from the left, the generalised eigenvalue equation
becomes

Since [H] and F share a common kernel, the matrix H = S^H^ also looks like

h 0
H~' 0 0

where h is not necessarily diagonal. - This can also be seen by multiplying [H] to any zero-
eigenvector C of F. As this eigenvector represents a zero vector in the actual HlLBERT space,
of course HO = 0, and so the corresponding matrix elements of [H] also vanish.

1 In contrast to the problems arising when determining the degeneracies of eigenstates from the linear depen-
dence, numerical errors do not play a prohibitive role in this case, as it is safely possible to discard a few states
more than absolutely necessary, because this does not critically influence the contributions of the low-energy
states but just reduces the general accuracy of the results a little.
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Now, numerical problems only arise if the block zeroes in H and F are, due to numerical
inaccuracies, replaced by some very small non-zero numbers. The easiest way to prevent this
from happening and, by the way, simplifying the calculations, is to entirely drop those values
and only solve the now regular generalised eigenvalue problem

he — £fc.

Here, the vector C = (c, 0), where the zeroes can safely be replaced by just anything because
they only give the contribution of the F zero-eigenvectors, which, in the real HiLBERT space,
are actually zeroes.
We now solve the problem (h — Sf)c = 0 yielding some approximate energy eigenvalues 8
and some coefficients c = ( c 1 , . . . , cA) where A is the number of non-zero-eigenvectors of
F. The corresponding coefficients for the original, singular generalised eigenvalue problem
([H] - SF)C = 0 are then given by

Sx denoting the Ath column vector of S. Thus, the corresponding approximate eigenstates of
H can be calculated in terms of the given SLATER determinants. These states can then be used
for calculating physical properties of the system.
In practice, this method has failed to determine physical properties of the system for reason-
able system sizes at temperatures significantly above zero, which would be necessary in order
to find, for example, the heat capacity: in practice, it has proven to be impossible to retain
a sufficient number of low-energy states. As the degeneracies of the corresponding eigen-
values are increasing exponentially with the energy (and therefore, with the temperature to
be considered), it is, in practice, impossible to calculate finite-temperature properties using
this algorithm within a reasonable computation timeand using an amount of memory which is
available in today's machines.

B.2 An Attempt at a Dynamic PIRG for KONDO

Systems

In order to calculate dynamic properties, it seemed an interesting possibility to enhance the
PIRG method by a generalised single mode approximation, creating a basis system for low-
lying excitations by applying the creation and annihilation operators to the basis set opti-
mised for representing the ground state of a system. An ANDERSON-KONDO system ap-
peared to be a good testing ground for such a method, because the spectral properties are well
known [HanOl]; additionally, only a very limited calculational effort is necessary because the
HUBBARD-STRATONOVICH expansion procedure is limited to a single site. - As the calcu-
lated spectra bore not faintest resemblance of the established properties of a KONDO box, the
attempt was abandoned. The reason for this failure probably is that collective excitations of
the system with one particle added are not properly supported by the chosen basis.
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The basis would have to be optimised to yield as many as possible low-energy states of the
system with one particle added/removed in order to obtain a good approximation to the proper-
ties at the FERMI edge; this would mean diagonalising a large matrix in every PIRG iteration,
which is not feasible computationally.

B.2.1 Matrix elements for the KONDO case

A KONDO system consists of free electrons interacting with a single magnetic impurity, the
spin of which is coupled to the electron spins.
In practice, this model is usually represented as the low-energy limit of a single-impurity
ANDERSON model: a lattice half-filled by free (non-interacting) electrons is, at one single site,
coupled by a hopping (hybridisation) term to an impurity site with an orbital located below the
FERMI energy of the free-electron system, at which a repulsive electron-electron interaction
occurs. Therefore, for low temperatures, the impurity site is, usually, singly occupied, thus
effectively displaying a spin 1/2 coupled to the free-electron system.
The Hamiltonian for a single-impurity ANDERSON model is

H = T + V

ija

ija

V = Uno^nOi,

where — £ is the energy of the impurity orbital located at site number 0, which is connected
to the lattice only at site number iQ with a hopping amplitude of v. Usually, for a SIAM,
£ = U/2 > 0 is chosen, so due to particle-hole symmetry, the impurity site is singly occupied
(for half filling of the free-electron system), which means its low-energy properties can be
represented by a localised spin. However, calculationally it might be simpler to treat one
more fermionic site than a fermion system coupled to a single spin, so the numerical treatment
of the ANDERSON model is slightly advantageous when compared to the KONDO model.
This is legitimate because the KONDO model is the low-energy effective Hamiltonian for the
ANDERSON model.
In PIRG, much of the calculational effort results from the application of the interaction Hamil-
tonian to the basis states. Therefore, it seems possible that a system where the electrons inter-
act only at a single site can be treated very efficiently using PIRG.
In order to use PIRG to describe an ANDERSON model, only the matrix elements involving
the interaction have to be adapted; the Hamiltonian matrix elements are, trivially,

Wee = (<Pt\V \<P*) =
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In order to find the variance of the ground state, the matrix elements of the squared Hamilto-
nian have to be calculated as well:

(VT + TV)» =
ija

s-ieret'riet?net?
^ 3° °» 00

ija

, r r V ^ (rp (~iaW , rp riatt' , 71 /^o-^'A

\ K / ^ ' = U ^00 "^00

The kinetic energy-squared matrix element remains unchanged:

B.2.2 Using SMA

The local impurity retarded GREEN'S function is defined as

| > (B.2)

where |5>) = ^2ec
e \ipe) denotes the ground state of the system containing M particles and

c^{t) = exp (iHt) CQ£ exp (—iHt) is the HEISENBERG picture annihilation (creation) oper-
ator. [.,.]+ denotes the anticommutator, 9 is the HEAVISIDE function.
By FOURIER transforming to a frequency representation, one obtains

t (u + (H- Eo) + iO)-1 c0(T |$>, (B.3)

where Eo is the ground state energy, H |$) = Eo |$).
By inserting a complete set of eigenstates |A±), H |A±) = E^ |A±), for the system containing
M ± 1 particles, we obtain

In order to obtain an approximation as good as possible for the eigenstates |A±) and the
corresponding eigenvalues, Ef, we have to diagonalise the Hamiltonian in a basis as large
as possible which is adapted to the ground state in order to capture the excitations near the
FERMI energy as well as possible. To that end, it is plausible to use as an approximation for a
basis of the system containing M + 1 particles
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and for the system with M — 1 particles,

The approximate energy eigenvalues and eigenstates can then be obtained as

from the generalised eigenvalue problem

t'i

using the Hamiltonian matrix elements

CictiC-^ Ve)

as well as the normalisation matrix elements

h'i = (<Pt\CtC3<r

It is well possible that this normalisation matrix, J7, is singular, due to basis states q* \(fe)
occurring multiply or linearly depending on other basis states, so it is necessary to eliminate
the kernel of J7 before trying to solve the generalised eigenvalue problem. How this is done is
described in sec. B.I.
The Hamiltonian matrix elements are H^elj = ((fe ciaHCja <pe>) = T^,- + V ^ , •, the parts
of which can be calculated using WICK'S theorem. For the positive-energy part, they are found
to be

rsa

'sj

as well as
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ui0 ^Oj J

-Uöi
i0

<aU''

The normalisation matrix elements are

Analogously, the negative-energy matrix elements are found to be

+ Tcja)ee,

E
as well as

The normalisation matrix elements are, of course,

B.3 Brief Notes on Notation for PIRG

In the course of the text, square brackets occur in different places. I use them for the following
purposes:

• Matrix elements of matrices whose symbols bear an index, like Aa, are denoted [Ar]nm-

• Matrix elements of a product of matrices are denoted

m = 2_^ AnkBkm-
k
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• If (\tpi),... \<PL)) denotes a system of vectors in HlLBERT space (not necessarily or-
thonormal) and A denotes an operator, the matrix created by multiplying the "basis"
states \<pe) to the left and to the right of the operator A is denoted by [̂ 4]:

{ < P i \ A M ••• (<PI\A\<PL)

[A\= \

\ A \ < P i ) ••• (<PL\A\V>L)

with elements [A]w = {ipe\ A \<p'e).

This is done in order to distinguish from the usual notation using the matrix elements
Aw defined by

For the case of an orthonormal and complete system of states \(pe), both notations would
be equivalent, however, in our case, it turns out that they are related by

where, as always, F — [1] is the normalisation matrix, Fu> = {cpe | <p'e).

In the case of the normalisation matrix, we do not use square brackets because there is
no corresponding operator, and F always denotes the normalisation matrix.

As explained before, I also use as an abbreviation

{<Pe\A\(pt>)

((pg I (ft'}

in order to simplify quite a few calculations involving WICK'S theorem. Therefore,
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B.4 Other Symbols and Notations

X disorder average of a quantity X
~ö shorthand for — a

{ij), {{ij)) nearest neighbours only/next nearest neighbours only
a(ß) HUBBARD-STRATONOVICH transformed interaction

c~lc,ci(j fermionic creation and annihilation operators for site i and spin a
cf,Ci fermionic creation and annihilation operators for a general quantum

number i
AE relative energy variance
A£ parameter of the distribution of the disorder potential

S[X] expectation value of a random variable X (averaged over a random ba-
sis)

F free energy or "free energy" restricted to a non-complete "basis" of the
HlLBERT space; also: normalisation matrix

G?je>
 GREEN'S function: matrix element of c^ccia between the £-th and ^"-th

basis state, divided by their overlap
L number of basis vectors kept

Ma number of particles with spin a
ji HUBBARD-STRATONOVICH ISING spin

N number of lattice sites
R integrated square change of density in an excitation

S°f spin correlation function for sites i, j and spin components a, ß; Stj =

chemical potential
disorder potential



C Summary

In this work we have considered two different types of corelated fermion systems which have
been subject to considerable interest in recent years. For a solution, we have applied different
numerical methods.

C.1 Dynamical Mean-Field Theory of the Two-Plane
HUBBARD Model

Motivated by the crystal structure of yttrium-barium cuprate superconductors (YBCO), a
model consisting of two half-filled HUBBARD planes connected by electron hopping between
corresponding sites is studied. This model is corresponding to the undoped YBa2Cu306 sys-
tem. Additionally, this model allows to study the interplay of two different types of metal-
to-insulator transitions, viz. the metal-to-band-insulator transition, driven by the inter-plane
hopping parameter, and the MOTT transition, which is controlled by the ratio of the interaction
and the band width. Up to date, it has still been the matter of discussion whether the two types
of insulator are fundamentally different.
Within Dynamical Mean-Field Theory, the full problem is mapped to a system of two ANDER-
SON impurities coupled by hopping, each of them representing the lattice sites of one plane.
- As an impurity solver, the well-established HIRSCH-FYE Quantum Monte Carlo method is
used, which does not display any sign problem in the case of half filling.
For extracting real-time properties from the imaginary-time Monte Carlo data, different meth-
ods of numerical analytic continuation are briefly discussed; in this work, the Maximum-
Entropy method has proven to be the most useful one. The optical conductivity and other
real-frequency quantities can be determined from the spectral functions of the bonding and
anti-bonding combinations of the two HUBBARD planes.

Across the parameter plane, for a low but finite temperature, the single-particle spectral den-
sities, the optical conductivities including the DRUDE weights and the single-particle self-
energies are calculated within DMFT, enabling us to find the phase diagram. The different
insulating and metallic regions and the transitions in between are precisely identified. Ex-
amining the spectral densities and the weights of the HUBBARD bands, we find no evidence
for a sharp transition between a band and a MOTT insulator. However, the self-energy for
the purely MOTT insulating state displays a discontinuity at the FERMI level, accompanied
by a DiRAC-like peak of the imaginary part, thereby immobilising the electrons due to their
interaction. This discontinuity appears to be entirely missing for an arbitrarily small coupling
of the planes, corresponding to a band splitting. Therefore, even though no other disconti-
nuity is recognisable when introducing a small inter-plane hopping, the band splitting may
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be considered the crucial mechanism of electron immobilisation even for the weakly coupled
system.
The phase diagram is compared to a similar phase diagram determined by MOELLER et al.
using DMFT and an iterated perturbation theory (IPT) for zero temperature. Considerable dif-
ferences may be seen, some of them due to different temperatures, others probably originating
from IPT artefacts for intermediate interaction strengths.
For further studies of the two-plane HUBBARD model, different extensions seem to be desir-
able. As superconductivity only occurs for considerable doping, the model should be consid-
ered away from half filling. This constitutes a remarkable difficulty because all of the Monte
Carlo algorithms known so far suffer from the fermionic sign problem away from half filling.
As well, the evolution to lower temperature should be examined. For both purposes, a recently
proposed continuous-time Monte Carlo algorithm may be a valuable tool.
Additionally, all spatial fluctuations are suppressed by the local approximations included in
the Dynamical Mean-Field Theory. As the crucial pairing mechanism for high-Tc supercon-
ductivity may be related to long-wavelength spin fluctuations, for future work, an extended
DMFT incorporating spin fluctuations of as long a wave length as possible ought to be used.
In future work, the behaviour of the self-energy for different models displaying a MOTT tran-
sition should be examined for non-vanishing band splitting in order to decide about the reason
for the unexpected behaviour of the self-energy singularity.

C.2 PIRG Calculations for the Disordered HUBBARD

Model

In recent years, the Path Integral Renormalisation Group method, a combination of imaginary-
time propagation and the variational principle, has been established as a powerful method for
determining ground-state properties of interacting fermionic lattice models in two dimensions.
What is lacking so far is an unbiased method for determining low-but-finite temperature prop-
erties for these systems. Therefore, different ideas at generalising PIRG to finite temperature
are examined; however, most of these generalisations fail due to exceeding computational
demand or the fermionic sign problem. Yet, the lowest excited state of a finite interacting
electron system may be determined using PIRG based on a generalised variational principle.
This method is applied to a model of interacting electrons in a half-filled disordered HUBBARD

system. In recent years, experimental evidence has piled up that, contrary to what was believed
for years, two-dimensional disordered electron systems may be driven from an insulating into
a metallic state by an interaction of the electrons, which was theoretically corroborated by
HEIDARIAN et al. using a HARTREE-FOCK calculation. In order to include correlation effects,
we examine a similar system using PIRG. A possible parameter determining the extent of the
excitations in question is proposed. Different methods for extrapolating magnetic quantities
to a larger system size are proposed, yielding similar but not identical results.
Largely, the HEIDARIAN results could be confirmed. At increasing disorder, the antiferro-
magnetism present in a homogeneous MoTT-insulating (half filled) HUBBARD system in two
dimensions is being suppressed and finally destroyed at a critical value of the disorder. The ex-
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citations of the system appear to be increasingly delocalised density excitations, although the
nature of the excitations cannot be reliably determined from the proposed parameter which,
as well as the gap sizes, turns out to be determined mainly by the geometry of the systems.
For the small system sizes which could be considered, using the proposed parameter, it is not
possible to extract a clear statement whether the system under consideration is usually metal-
lic or insulating; although there are some hints towards a transition at the value proposed by
HEIDARIAN, these are by no means conclusive. A meaningful extrapolation to large system
sizes turns out to be impossible.
For future calculations, mainly the problem of determinig the conductivity should be addressed
within a different approach. Extending the PIRG algorithm to treating systems with complex
wave functions, determining the DRUDE weight can be reduced to finding ground-state prop-
erties. Therefore, finding properties like the conductivity using PIRG must be regarded as a
work in progress.
A possible remedy for the sign problem, which was a crucial obstacle to a finite-temperature
PIRG, may be given by the determinant-overlap constraint used for a constrained-path Quan-
tum Monte Carlo algorithm. It seems worthwile to examine the combination of the Matrix-
element Diffusion-MC-like PIRG and such a criterion to single out states yielding a correct
sign in order to find low-temperature properties of two-dimensional lattice fermion systems.
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